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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document was drawn up in compliance with the
following Italian and European laws:
•
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) no. 2015/35
dated October 10th, 2014;
•
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/2452;
•
Italian Private Insurance Code;
•
IVASS regulation no. 33 of December 6th, 2016;
•
IVASS regulation no. 42 of August 2nd, 2018.

A.

BUSINESS AND PERFORMANCE

Corporate information
Cattolica Assicurazioni Group is enrolled in 19th place in
the Register of Insurance Groups at IVASS.
Parent Company: Società Cattolica di Assicurazione
S.p.A.
Registered office of the Parent Company: Lungadige
Cangrande 16 Verona
Supervisory Authority: IVASS, Via del Quirinale 21 – Rome
Independent Auditors: Deloitte & Touche S.p.A., Via
Tortona 25 Milan
The lines of business (LoB) in which the Cattolica
Assicurazioni Group operates are the following:

Non-life business
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical expense insurance;
Income protection insurance;
Motor vehicle liability insurance;
Other motor insurance;
Marine, aviation and transport insurance;
Fire and other damage to property insurance;
General liability insurance;
Credit and suretyship insurance;
Legal expenses insurance;
Assistance;
Miscellaneous financial losses;
Non-proportional reinsurance - Property.

Life business
•
•
•

This section presents a summary of the key information,
subsequently dealt with in-depth in each following section
of this document, inherent to the solvency situation and
the financial conditions of the Cattolica Assicurazioni
Group with reference to:
•
Business and Performance;
•
Governance System;
•
Risk Profile;
•
Valuation for Solvency Purposes;
•
Capital Management.

Insurance with profit participation;
Index-linked and unit-linked insurance;
Other life insurance.

Channels
The Cattolica Assicurazioni Group has adopted a multichannel distribution: the agent network, which remains
central, stands alongside a complex bancassurance
system, implemented through agreements with banking
partners.
The Group is one of the Italian leaders in terms of the
number of bank branches engaged in the sale of its
products.

Results
The Cattolica Group ended the year with a consolidated
net profit of € 70,635 thousand. The Group’s net profit
stood at € 36,433 thousand.
Gross consolidated premiums (which therefore comply
with the definition of insurance policy as per IFRS 4) at the
end of the accounting period amounted to € 5,615,948
thousand. Also taking into account investment contracts,
total premiums written came to € 5,652,789 thousand.
Direct business premiums of the Non-life business
amounted to € 2,103,497 thousand.
Direct business premiums of the Life business amounted to
€ 3,490,416 thousand.
The combined ratio of retained business is 86.8%,
approximately a 7.5% improvement from 94.3% as at
December 31st, 2019.
The result of financial management of investments
amounted to € 690,523 thousand and the financial margin
stood at € 295,872 thousand.
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Executive Summary

SYSTEM OF GOVERNANCE

The governance system of the Group is structured so as to
permit a sound and prudent management of activities in
accordance with current legislation via:
•
the identification of the bodies and the functions
which are entrusted with the company management
according to a suitable organisational structure,
which takes into account a clear division and
separation of the respective responsibilities as well as
remuneration mechanisms consistent with the risk
management policies and the long-term strategies;
•
the possession of competence and integrity
requirements by those who carry out administration,
management and control functions and key
functions;
•
the establishment of a risk management system for
the identification, measuring and monitoring of the
risks to which the Group companies are exposed as
well as the interdependencies between the risks;
•
the establishment of an internal control system that
provides for the presence of some key and control
functions of the Group – more specifically the
functions set forth in IVASS regulation no. 38 of July
3rd, 2018, i.e. the Group Audit Function, the Group
Compliance Function, the Group Risk Management
Function and the Group Actuarial Function, in
addition to the Group Anti-money laundering
Function established pursuant to IVASS regulation no.
44 of February 12th, 2019 – as well as of appropriate
administrative and accounting procedures, in
addition to the organisation of an adequate system
for the disclosure of information;
•
the formation of a function for the production of data
and information useful for the purposes of exercising
supervision over the Group.
The governance system is also characterised by the
presence of Group key functions coinciding with those
established pursuant to Article 30, paragraph 2, letter e) of
the Private Insurance Code, at the Group level, i.e. the
Group Audit Function, the Group Risk Management
Function, the Group Compliance Function and the Group
Actuarial Function.
The roles and the responsibilities of the Group key
functions are established by specific company policies.
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The governance system of the Group undertakes a
central role in the definition of the business strategies and
the policies for the management and control of the risks
typical to insurance activities of the Group and is
therefore subject to a periodic internal audit at least once
a year by the Board of Directors of the Parent Company.
On June 25th, 2020, the Company announced the
conclusion of an agreement with Assicurazioni Generali
S.p.A., which provides for the launch of a business and
commercial strategic partnership.
Finally, the Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting held on
June 27th, 2020 approved the amendments to the Articles
of Association according to the text proposed by the
Board of Directors and approved by it on May 15th, 2020.
The main reforms approved include:
•
the reduction in the number of the Directors from 17
to 15;
•
the increase from 1 to 2 in the number of Directors
from the minority list;
•
the possibility that the Managing Director can be a
non-shareholder;
•
the introduction of criteria (about gender, experience
and professional background, as well as personal
identification) that ensure a more articulate and
transparent diversity in the composition of the Board
as well as a professional and generational balance in
future replacements;
•
the specification of the independence requirement,
identifying some situations that could affect the
assessment of the fulfilment of this requirement, in
particular the seniority in terms of time of the office
held;
•
the introduction of a time limit consisting of three
continuous mandates for electability to the office of
Chairman and Deputy Chairman;
•
a more precise configuration of the functions
entrusted to the Managing Director and of the
information flows within the internal Board
committees;
•
a partial revision of the discipline and the functioning
of the internal Board committees, consistent with the
best practices and the experience of Cattolica;
•
the establishment, by the Shareholders' Meeting of an
overall ceiling for the remuneration of the Directors,
except for the remuneration of the Managing
Director.

C.

RISK PROFILE

The Group is equipped with a risk management system,
formalised in the policies issued in accordance with Article
30 bis, section 4 of the Private Insurance Code, which has
the aim of ensuring an effective monitoring of the risks
deriving from the performance of its activities. Particular
attention is paid to the most significant risks which may
undermine the solvency of the companies of the Group or
the achievement of the objectives laid down in the risk
appetite system. The main objective of the risk
management system is to ensure the ability to fulfil the
commitments vis-à-vis the insured parties, the beneficiaries

and the injured parties and, on a more general note, the
various stakeholders.
With reference to the risks measured also by means of the
regulatory capital requirement, indication of the related
percentage of each risk with respect to the total is
illustrated. These percentage values are determined
taking into consideration the correlations between the
risks and the mitigation effect associated with the
technical provisions and the deferred taxes, consequently
they do not unequivocally correspond with the
presentation as per the obligatory statements.

Capital requirement
5%

2%
Market risk

13%
Non-life underwriting risk
39%
Life underwriting risk

Operational risks

15%

Counterparty default risk

Health underwriting risk
26%

The risks deemed most significant are subject to specific
stress test analyses, within the sphere of the assessments of
the risk profile of each company and the Group in its
entirety. In this sense, the risk macro-categories deemed
most significant with reference to the overall risk profile are
the market and technical risks of the Non-life business. The

other risks are assessed by using detailed analyses of the
results deriving from the application of the standard
formula, which due to its very nature expresses the
sensitivity of the company assets to the change in specific
risk factors.
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Executive Summary

VALUATION FOR SOLVENCY PURPOSES

The assets are valued in compliance with the
international accounting standards (IFRS) and on a
consistent basis with the assessment approach as per
Article 75 of directive 2009/138/EC ("Directive").
In detail, Article 75 of the Directive establishes that the
assets are valued at the amount at which they could be
exchanged between informed and consenting parties

12

in a transaction carried out under normal market
conditions.
With regard to the liabilities, they are valued at the
amount at which they could be transferred, or settled,
between informed and consenting parties in a
transaction carried out under normal market conditions.

E.

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

For the purposes of establishing the own funds available
for the coverage of the Solvency Capital Requirement,
the Group is obliged to draw up a solvency balance sheet
("Market Consistent Balance Sheet" or "MCBS"), according

to the standards indicated above and differing with
respect to those used for the purpose of the annual
financial statements.
The Group’s own funds are presented below.

Eligible own funds
(€ thousands)

Tier 1 unrestricted

1,765,233

Tier 2

73%

644,445

Total Own Funds

27%

2,409,678

100%

The results presented are determined by applying the standard formula with Group specific parameters (GSP).
The table below highlights the impact of the volatility adjustment (VA).

Capital Requirement and Solvency Ratio

Coverage ratio

Solvency Capital Requirement
(SCR)

Solvency Capital Requirement
(SCR) NO VA

Minimum Capital Requirement
(MCR)

1,288,889

1,326,633

822,095

187%

179%

235%

In conclusion, all the amounts indicated within the document may be subject to rounding off due to the use of a
measurement scale differing from the unit of Euro.
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A.1 BUSINESS
Corporate information
The Cattolica Assicurazioni Group is enrolled in 19th place
in the Register of insurance Groups care of IVASS.
The Parent Company is Società Cattolica Assicurazioni
S.p.A. with registered office in Lungadige Cangrande 16,
Verona, Italy. The enrolment number in the Verona
Companies’ Register is 9962.
Tax code and VAT no.: 00320160237
The enrolment number in the Business Register held by
IVASS is 1.00012.
The responsible Supervisory Authority is IVASS ("Istituto per
la Vigilanza sulle Assicurazioni"), with headquarters in Via
Del Quirinale 21 – 00187 – Rome, Italy (www.ivass.it;
telephone no. +39.06.42.133.1).
The company appointed to carry out the external audit is
Deloitte & Touche S.p.A. with registered offices in Via
Tortona 25, Milan, Italy (www.deloitte.it telephone no.
+39.02.83322111).
The Parent Company has been listed on the Milan Stock
Exchange since November 2000.
The lines of business (LoB) in which the Cattolica
Assicurazioni Group operates are the following:

Non-life business
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical expense insurance;
Income protection insurance;
Motor vehicle liability insurance;
Other motor insurance;
Marine, aviation and transport insurance;
Fire and other damage to property insurance;
General liability insurance;
Credit and suretyship insurance;
Legal expenses insurance;
Assistance;
Miscellaneous financial losses;
Non-proportional reinsurance - Property.

Life business
•
•
•

Insurance with profit participation;
Index-linked and unit-linked insurance;
Other life insurance.

The Group closed the period with a total of 1,360
agencies (1,395 as at December 31st, 2020), distributed as
follows: 50.6% in northern Italy, 26.3% in central Italy and
23.1% in the south and islands. The Parent Company's
agencies are 823.
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The Cattolica Group ended the year with a consolidated
net profit of € 70,635 thousand. The Group’s net profit
stood at € 36,433 thousand.
Gross consolidated premiums (which therefore comply
with the definition of insurance policy as per IFRS 4) at the
end of the accounting period amounted to € 5,615,948
thousand. Also taking into account investment contracts,
total premiums written came to € 5,652,789 thousand.
Direct business premiums of the Non-life business
amounted to € 2,103,497 thousand.
Direct business premiums of the Life business amounted to
€ 3,490,416 thousand.
The combined ratio of retained business is 86.8%,
approximately a 7.5% improvement from 94.3% as at
December 31st, 2019.

Significant events in the reference
period
The significant events that occurred during the year as
part of managing the investments of Group companies,
the corporate reorganisation and the consequent
rationalisation of activities are set out below, in addition to
other significant events during the year.
You are hereby reminded that the Parent Company’s
Board of Directors resolved to comply, with effect as from
December 13th, 2012, with the opt-out regime as per
Articles 70, paragraph 8 and 71, paragraph 1 bis of the
Issuers’ regulations, therefore availing itself of the faculty
to depart from the obligations to publish the disclosure
documents laid down at the time of significant merger,
spin-off, share capital increase via conferral of assets in
kind transactions, acquisitions and transfers.

Cattolica and the Group
On January 16th, the Board of Directors of Cattolica
resolved, by approving a request submitted by some
shareholders and received on December 18th, 2019, on
convening the Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting of
Cattolica Assicurazioni for March 6th, 2020, in first call, and
for the next day, March 7th, 2020, in second call,
according to the agenda proposed by the same
requesting shareholders: "New corporate governance
rules: amendments to, deletions of and supplements to
Articles 1, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,

43, 46, 47, 48, 59 of the Articles of Association. Related and
ensuing resolutions".
On February 6th, the Board of Directors of the Parent
Company approved the Rolling Plan 2020-22 of the
Cattolica Group and acknowledged the first results of the
financial performance of 2019. The Board acknowledged
and approved the new financial projections for 2020,
slightly below what was previously communicated to the
financial markets during the presentation of the Business
Plan 2018-20: the expected operating profit was within a
range between € 350 and € 375 million compared with the
one previously announced (€ 375-400 million), with a -6%
deviation between the two average values.
On February 20th, the Parent Company completed the
acquisition of 40% of ABC Assicura S.p.A. from Banca
Popolare of Vicenza within a compulsory administrative
liquidation procedure. Following this acquisition, Cattolica
holds now 100% of the share capital of ABC Assicura. This
transaction is part of a broader streamlining and
simplification process undertaken by the Cattolica Group
and did not involve significant impacts on the solvency
position of the Cattolica Group.
On February 25th, the Board of Directors, having assessed
the situation that had arisen as a result of the known
epidemiological emergency caused by Covid-19,
decided, due to the objective circumstance that had
arisen, to revoke the convening of the Extraordinary
Shareholders' Meeting scheduled for March 6/7th, 2020
and postponed the meeting to April 24/25th, 2020, in
conjunction with the scheduled Shareholders' Meeting for
the approval of the financial statements.
On March 10th, the Board of Directors defined, based on
the opinion and the assessments carried out by the
Remuneration Committee, in line with the planned and
existing remuneration policies, and taking into account
the provisions of laws and regulations, the amount of the
fees to pay to the former Managing Director, Alberto
Minali, following the revocation of his powers as at
October 31st, 2019.
In the meeting of May 15th, the Board of Directors of
Cattolica resolved on convening the Extraordinary and
Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting for June 26th and 27th,
2020, respectively in first and second call.
In the Extraordinary Part, the proposed amendments
concerned various articles relating to the composition
and functioning of the Board of Directors and transpose
some indications provided by the shareholders Francesco
Brioschi, Massimiliano Cagliero, Giuseppe Lovati Cottini,
Credit Network & Finance S.p.A. and SH64 S.r.l., who had,

on December 18th, 2019, requested the convening of the
Shareholders' Meeting with the inclusion in the agenda of
a proposal for several amendments to the Articles of
Association: this Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting
convened first for March 6/7th, 2020 was then postponed
because of the known Covid-19 emergency.
It was also proposed to the Shareholders' Meeting to grant
to the Board of Directors the power, pursuant to Article
2443 of the Italian Civil Code, to increase the share
capital, in one or more tranches, by June 30th, 2025, for a
maximum total amount of € 500 million, including any
share premium.
In compliance with the recommendation from the
Supervisory Bodies within the context created by the
pandemic, the Board of Directors of the Parent Company
proposed not to distribute a dividend and instead to
allocate the 2019 profit to reserves.
The Board of Directors meeting of May 15th confirmed the
expected operating result to be between € 350 and € 375
million, as stated by the Board of Directors meeting of
February 6th, taking into account certain potential risks
that would lead to a reduction of this result should they
materialise (emerging of significant claims, increase in
claims frequency, etc.).
On May 27th, Cattolica received a letter sent by IVASS
concerning the trend of the solvency situation of the
Cattolica Group. In particular, the Supervisory Authority
noted the need for capitalisation interventions through
the full use of the delegation proposed to the
Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting called for June
26/27th, 2020, equal to a capital increase of € 500 million
to be carried out by early autumn. In this context, a
request was also made, by the end of July, for the
submission to the Bank of a plan at Group level describing
the actions carried out with reference also to the
subsidiaries, concerning in particular the monitoring of the
solvency and liquidity position, as well as an analysis of the
choice of the Risk Appetite Framework limits and some
additions and extensions to the analyses and measures of
the so-called "Enhanced Contingency Plan". Finally, IVASS
requested the suspension of the payment of the variable
component of remuneration to the company officers.
The IVASS note was promptly submitted to the Board of
Directors on May 31st, which took note of those
recommendations, granting a mandate to management
for the formulation of a plan within the required
timeframe, in order to strengthen the Group's solvency.
The Board of Directors also noted that, on the evening of
May 29th, Alberto Minali resigned as a member of the
Parent Company's Board of Directors and immediately
afterwards, through his lawyers, served a summons on the
Parent Company to obtain recognition of his financial
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claims following the revocation, on the alleged lack of a
just cause, for a total of approximately € 9.6 million and
never previously formalised.
On June 4th, after having obtained the necessary
authorisations from the competent Authorities, Cattolica
closed the transaction for the acquisition of 40% of
Cattolica Life from Banca Popolare di Vicenza under
compulsory
administrative
liquidation
and
the
simultaneous sale of 100% of the same company to the
Monument Re reinsurance group. The transfer of Cattolica
Life is part of a broader streamlining and simplification
process undertaken by the Cattolica Group and has no
significant effects on the Solvency II ratio.
On June 10th, Estinvest (now Satec Holding) set up a
limited
liability
company
called
"Mediterranea
Underwriting S.r.l." (MUW), with a share capital of € 60,000,
whose
purpose
is
insurance
and
reinsurance
intermediation and the exercise of technical and
commercial activities in the field of insurance risk
management. On September 30th, 2020, the project for
the spin-off of the business unit of Satec (a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Satec Holding) relating to the underwriting
and policy management activities of the marine business
unit in favour of MUW was approved. On December 9th,
2020, the spin-off operation was formalised, effective from
December 15th, 2020.
On June 24th, the Parent Company and Assicurazioni
Generali S.p.A. signed an agreement providing for the
launch of a strategic partnership with industrial and
commercial content aimed at:
(i) generate opportunities and immediate direct benefits
for the two Groups in four strategic business areas: Asset
Management, Internet of Things, Health and Reinsurance
business, with ad hoc implementation agreements;
(ii) a project aimed at strengthening Cattolica's capital,
with the provision, as part of the capital increase and in
accordance with the powers delegated to the Board of
Directors submitted for approval by the Extraordinary
Shareholders' Meeting held on June 26/27th, 2020, of a
tranche of the capital increase reserved for Assicurazioni
Generali for € 300 million, which will be resolved on
together with a further tranche to be offered as an option
to all shareholders and which Assicurazioni Generali will be
entitled to subscribe to on a pro-rata basis.
The commitment to subscribe the tranche of the share
capital increase reserved for Assicurazioni Generali was
subject, inter alia, to the transformation of Cattolica into a
joint-stock company, which was also submitted to and
approved by the Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting held
on July 31st.
The Agreement provided for:
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•
•

the transformation of Cattolica into a joint-stock
company, effective from April 1st, 2021;
the adoption, in the pre-transformation phase, of
enhanced statutory rights of Assicurazioni Generali in
the Shareholders' Meeting and in the Board of
Directors of Cattolica in relation to certain significant
matters, as well as the appointment of three directors
by Assicurazioni Generali.

Based on the partnership with Assicurazioni Generali and
on the capitalisation process following the indications
provided by the Supervisory Authority, the Board of
Directors of June 29th resolved to convene the Ordinary
and Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting for July 30th/31st,
2020, on first and second call respectively. The resolutions
submitted to the Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting
concerned:
(i) the proposal for the transformation of Cattolica into a
joint-stock company and the adoption of a fully revised
text of the Articles of Association typical of this model, with
the identification of the procedures for exercising the right
of withdrawal recognised to the Shareholders;
(ii) the proposal of some amendments to the Articles of
Association relating to Cattolica's governance in effect at
the time, which were however applicable in the phase
prior to the effective date of the resolution for the
transformation of Cattolica into a joint-stock company. In
the ordinary session, the Shareholders' Meeting was called
upon to resolve on the appointment of a Director, to
replace the departing one, on the basis of candidate lists
in compliance with the laws and Articles of Association in
force.
On June 27th, the extraordinary and ordinary
Shareholders' Meeting of Cattolica Assicurazioni was held
and approved all the agenda items, including the
delegation of powers to the Board of Directors for the
capital increase.
In particular, the Shareholders' Meeting resolved to
appoint PriceWaterHouseCoopers S.p.A., for the nine-year
period 2021-2029, to audit the accounts and, pursuant to
the provisions of IVASS regulation no. 38 of July 3rd, 2018,
approved the Remuneration policies for the year 2020 to
be adopted by the Group and by Cattolica and
applicable to the corporate bodies, the key personnel
and other contemplated subjects as the recipients of the
general principles set forth in the regulation.
On July 17th, a group of Cattolica's shareholders,
representing 0.03% of the share capital, appealed to the
Court of Venice against the Shareholders' Meeting
resolution approved on June 27th, relating to the granting
of powers to the Issuer's Board of Directors for the Capital

Increase, requesting a judgement of invalidity of said
resolution, as well as sentencing Cattolica to pay
compensation for the damages claimed by the plaintiffs,
and at the same time submitted a petition, pursuant to
Article 2378, paragraph 3, of the Italian Civil Code, for the
suspension of said resolution.
With an order communicated on August 24th, the judge
of the Venice Companies Court rejected the petition to
suspend the afore-mentioned Shareholders' Meeting
resolution, referring the case to the proceedings on the
merits for the continuation of the judgement and the
settlement of legal costs.
On July 24th, the Parent Company responded to the
above-mentioned letter of May 27th, 2020 by providing
IVASS with a reply on the various requests made by the
Institute and, in particular, describing the initiatives
implemented that are aimed at strengthening the capital
position of the Group and of the subsidiaries, and at
updating the Enhanced Contingency Plan.
On July 28th, the Parent Company completed the
acquisition of 40% of Berica Vita S.p.A. from Banca
Popolare of Vicenza under a compulsory administrative
liquidation procedure. Following this acquisition, Cattolica
Assicurazioni holds now 100% of the corporate capital of
Berica Vita. This operation is part of a broader streamlining
and simplification process undertaken by the Cattolica
Group.
On July 31st, the Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting of
Cattolica Assicurazioni approved the amendments to the
company's Articles of Association, the transformation into
a joint-stock company and the consequent adoption of a
new text of the Articles of Association.
As regards the ordinary part, the Shareholders' Meeting
approved the appointment of Carlo Ferraresi (former
General Manager of the Parent Company) as a member
of the Board of Directors.
On July 31st, on a mandate from the Public Prosecutor's
Office of Verona and in relation to inspections carried out
by CONSOB, the Guardia di Finanza (Italian Financial
Police) carried out a search and acquisition of
documentation at the registered office of Verona,
notifying a number of company representatives with a
notice of investigation for the alleged violation of Article
2636 of the Italian Civil Code (unlawful influence over the
meeting). Pursuant to Italian Legislative Decree no. 231 of
June 8th, 2001, a notice of investigation pursuant to Article
369 of the Italian Code of Criminal Procedure was served
to the Parent Company.

On September 9th, IVASS approved the amendments to
the Articles of Association approved by the Shareholders'
Meeting on July 31st and the Articles of Association of the
joint-stock company, which will come into force on April
1st, 2021. The transformation resolution has been
registered with the competent Company Register on the
same date and, from this period, the possibility of
exercising the related right of withdrawal, as described
below, has expired.
On October 5th and 6th, 2020, the Implementing
Agreements were signed, as provided for in the
Framework Agreement between Cattolica and Generali
of June 24th, 2020, concerning the industrial and
commercial synergies among the relevant groups, and a
further condition precedent envisaged by the
performance of the Framework Agreement has thus
occurred.
On October 29th, Cattolica concluded the sale of shares
in Ima Servizi to the subsidiaries BCC Assicurazioni, Vera
Assicurazioni and TUA Assicurazioni: each company
purchased 1% of Ima Servizi for a single transfer
consideration of € 16,583.30.
As a result of these transfers, our Group's interests in IMA
Servizi are as follows:
•
Cattolica 6%
•
Cattolica Services 1%
•
Tua Ass.ni 1%
•
Vera Ass.ni 1%
•
BCC Ass.ni 1%.
On November 16th, Cattolica subscribed its share of the
H-Farm capital increase for an amount of € 178,843.75 as
well as a tranche of the convertible bond, offered in preemption to shareholders, in the amount of € 178,000.
Taking into account the tranche reserved for third-party
institutional investors with respect to the current
shareholders, the share held by Cattolica at the end of
the capital increase fell from 4.49% to 3.67%.
In November, Berica Vita resolved to distribute an
extraordinary dividend to the Parent Company in the
amount of € 30 million through the use of the Retained
Profit Reserve. The coupon distribution was carried out on
December 23rd, in compliance with the instructions issued
on December 18th, by the European Systemic Risk Board
(ESRB) on dividend distribution.
On December 9th, a new MGA (Managing General
Agencies), "Alladdin S.r.l.", was set up with headquarters in
Milan and a share capital of € 20,000, whose purpose is
insurance and reinsurance intermediation, with particular
reference to the risks inherent in the Travel&Mobility sector,
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as well as the management, settlement and
intermediation of insurance claims and complaints and
the exercise of technical and commercial activities in the
field of insurance risk management. The company is
owned 45% by Satec Holding and 55% by B.E.G. S.r.l..
On December 15th, Banco BPM formally notified Cattolica
of the exercise of the option to purchase the investments
held by the latter in the companies Vera Vita S.p.A. and
Vera Assicurazioni S.p.A., equal to 65% of the share
capital. The two companies hold 100% of Vera Financial
DAC and Vera Protezione S.p.A. respectively. The
purchase option was exercised by Banco BPM in relation
to the alleged change of control of Cattolica, pursuant to
Article 2359 of the Italian Civil Code, as an assumed
consequence of the corporate and business transaction
with Assicurazioni Generali, disclosed to the market on
June 25th, 2020. Cattolica contested the exercise of the
option, deeming that the position of Banco BPM's was
groundless, since it was not confirmed by any provision
either of the law or of the contract, as certified by
authoritative independent legal opinions and according
to the guidelines formulated by the Supervisory Authorities,
in particular with the authorisation provision issued by
IVASS at the time of the Assicurazioni Generali's entry into
Cattolica's share capital.
With effect from January 1st, 2021, the subsidiary Estinvest
S.r.l. changed its name to "Satec Holding S.r.l.".

Share capital increase
As already mentioned above, the Board of Directors of
Cattolica Assicurazioni in the meeting of May 15th, 2020
resolved on convening the Extraordinary and Ordinary
Shareholders’ Meeting for June 26th and 27th, 2020,
respectively in first and second call.
In addition to what has already been reported in the
Extraordinary Part, it was also proposed to the
Shareholders' Meeting to grant to the Board of Directors
the power, pursuant to Article 2443 of the Italian Civil
Code, to increase the share capital, in one or more
tranches, by June 30th, 2025, for a maximum total amount
of € 500 million, including any share premium.
On June 27th, the extraordinary and ordinary
Shareholders' Meeting of Cattolica Assicurazioni was held
and approved all the agenda items, including the
delegation of powers to the Board of Directors for the
capital increase.
On July 22nd, IVASS approved the resolutions of the
Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting of June 27th,
concerning the various amendments to the Articles of
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Association, including, in particular, the delegation of
powers to the Board of Directors to increase share capital
up to € 500 million.
On August 4th, the Board of Directors exercised the proxy
granted by the Shareholders' Meeting to increase the
share capital by € 500 million, divided into two tranches,
the first, amounting to € 300 million, reserved for
Assicurazioni Generali and the second, amounting to €
200 million, which will be offered as an option to all
shareholders.
As regards the tranche allocated to Generali, the
resolution is consistent with the provisions of the
Framework Agreement of June 24th.
On October 23rd, 2020, Assicurazioni Generali subscribed
the capital increase reserved for Cattolica Assicurazioni
for a total amount of € 300 million, approved by Cattolica
Assicurazioni's Board of Directors on August 4th, 2020, in
exercise of the proxy granted following the shareholders'
meeting resolution dated June 27th, 2020. As a result of
this transaction, Generali holds an equity investment equal
to 24.46% (calculated by dividing its own shares) in the
share capital of Cattolica. The share capital increase
reserved for Generali led to the issue of 54,054,054
Cattolica shares at an issue price per share of € 5.55, of
which € 2.55 by way of share premium, for a nominal
share capital increase of € 162,162,162.00.
Also on October 23rd, following the outcome of the
checks on the withdrawal declarations received (the right
of withdrawal was exercised for 20,621,205 Cattolica
ordinary shares, for a total value of € 112,797,991.35
calculated at the liquidation value of € 5.47 per share),
the shares subject to withdrawal were offered as options,
pursuant to Article 2437-quater of the Italian Civil Code, to
all Cattolica shareholders holding Cattolica shares for
which the right of withdrawal had not been exercised. The
option offer was filed with the Verona Companies'
Register at the offer price of € 5,470 for each share
purchased at an option ratio of 18 shares for every 175
rights. The offer period ran from October 27th, 2020, until
November 26th, 2020 (inclusive).
On November 30th, the Parent Company disclosed that
at the end of the offer period, pursuant to Article 2437quater of the Italian Civil Code, of the shares subject to
the right of withdrawal, due to the holders of Cattolica
shares who did not vote for the approval of the resolution
to transform the Parent Company into a "joint-stock
company", which was passed by the Extraordinary
Shareholders' Meeting of July 31st, 2020, the acceptance
of the aforesaid offer amounted to 50,101 shares, of which
41,182 in option and 8,919 requested in pre-emption.
On December 4th, the Board of Directors, upon
acknowledging the outcome of the option offer pursuant

to Article 2437-quater of the Italian Civil Code, resolved,
with a view to a speedy conclusion of the withdrawal
procedure, to proceed directly to the redemption by
purchasing the shares held by the shareholders who
legitimately exercised their right of withdrawal, for a total
of 20,720,350 shares and therefore to recognise to the
same the value established in the event of withdrawal
equal to € 5.47 per share, with a maximum term for the
liquidation in favour of the shareholders on January 31st,
2021, using for this purpose the reserves available from
profits, more precisely withdrawing the relative amount
from the extraordinary reserve.
On December 30th, the Parent Company announced
that it had acquired 20,720,350 own shares, resulting from
the withdrawal carried out at the time of the resolution for
the approval of the transformation and which were not
subject to option and/or pre-emption by its shareholders.
The payment of the liquidation amount, € 5.47 per share,
to each shareholder who had exercised the right of
withdrawal, as well as the transfer of the shares allocated
within the framework of the option offer in favour of the
shareholders who had exercised their option rights, were
carried out through the respective intermediaries on the
same date of December 30th, 2020. Consequently,
Cattolica holds a total of 28,045,201 own shares,
representing 12.3% of the Company's share capital, while
there are 200,302,779 shares outstanding, representing
87.7% of the share capital.

absence of termination, would be renewed under the
conditions currently established) is also postponed, with a
consequent postponement of the deadline for the
communication of the possible exercise of the optional
mechanisms associated with this event.
On July 13th, Cattolica's Board of Directors approved to
accept the offer, delivering all the 11,557,280 shares of UBI
Banca S.p.A. held on that date.
Acceptance of the Public Exchange Offer did not
produce any significant economic impact on Cattolica
and, upon completion of the transaction, the Parent
Company held 19,647,376 shares of Intesa San Paolo
S.p.A., corresponding to 0.1% of its share capital.
On December 23th, Cattolica signed a binding framework
agreement with UBI Banca concerning the early
termination, with respect to the deadline of June 30th,
2021, of the life bancassurance agreements between the
parties, through the bank's exercise of the option to
purchase the 60% stake held by Cattolica in Lombarda
Vita. The price paid to Cattolica was expected to range
between approximately € 290 million and € 300 million
depending on Lombarda Vita's 2020 IAS/IFRS results. The
transaction was subject to the granting of the necessary
authorisations by the competent authorities. The
transaction was finalised in April 2021. As part of this
transaction, the parties agreed to proceed in 2021,
subject to obtaining the necessary authorisations, with the
repayment of the loan currently in place between UBI
Banca and Cattolica, amounting to € 80 million.

UBI Banca and Lombarda Vita

Italian Revenue Agency

In February, Cattolica increased, through acquisitions
carried out in the stock market the equity investment held
in UBI S.p.A. from the previous 0.50% (held for a long time)
to 1.01%, thus exceeding the 1% threshold envisaged by
the Agreement for the appointment of a member of the
Reference Shareholders Committee (CAR).
On February 17th, Intesa San Paolo S.p.A. promoted a
Public Exchange Offer on all the shares of UBI Banca
S.p.A., which ended on July 30th, 2020, with a final
acceptance of 90.21%.
On February 26th, 2020, the Parent Company
communicated to have received the approval by the
CAR Committee, the Reference Shareholders Committee
of UBI, concerning the approval of the Consultation
Shareholders’ Agreement regarding the UBI Banca S.p.A.
shares.
On June 5th, with reference to the expiry of the life
bancassurance agreements with UBI Banca, Cattolica
Assicurazioni agreed to postpone the expiry of the
distribution agreements in force to June 30th, 2021. The
deadline for the possible communication by one of the
parties of the termination of the agreements (which, in the

In February, the Italian Revenue Agency, Veneto Regional
Office, Large Tax Payers Division, started an audit of the
Parent Company, limited to only some specific items
pertaining to the periods 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. This
audit is part of the annual auditing plan on large taxpayers.
On October 5th, 2020, at the conclusion of the control
operations, the report on findings was notified.
The Parent Company submitted a request for assessment
settlement procedure and, on December 18th, 2020,
settled the findings for the years 2015 and 2016, for nonmaterial amounts. With regard to subsequent years,
settlement is expected to be finalised during 2021.

Supervisory Authority
On December 18th, 2019, IVASS and CONSOB started
some independent inspection activities on Cattolica. The
investigations carried out by IVASS aimed at assessing the
governance structures, with a particular focus on the
proper functioning of the monistic system also as regards
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the main issues under analysis by the corporate bodies as
well as the assessment of Group’s property asset risks.
The activities carried out by CONSOB concerned the
acquisition of documentation regarding the following:
information provided to the market along with the release
of the Communication on the revocation, approved by
the Board of Directors, of the powers held by the
Managing Director; the functioning of the corporate
bodies as regards the methods for convening and
recording the Minutes of the Board meetings; the methods
applied to the conduct of the Shareholders’ Meeting of
April 13th, 2019, specifically on the collection of voting
proxies; the investment policy adopted and the
consequent assessment methods applied to some of the
financial instruments held.
On January 8th, 2021, IVASS notified Cattolica of the
results of the inspection initiated in December 2019, and
delivered the related inspection report, with unfavourable
findings and the initiation of a sanctioning procedure
towards the Parent Company, as described below.

Appointments
On January 16th, the Board of Directors of Cattolica
approved the organisational changes made to the top
management of the Parent Company, which were
deemed to be necessary following the assignment to
Carlo Ferraresi, General Manager of Cattolica, of the
delegated powers granted to the Managing Director. A
General Co-Management of the Insurance Area was set
up, reporting to Carlo Ferraresi and under the responsibility
of Valter Trevisani, appointed as Co-General Manager of
the Insurance Area.
The Board of Directors of Cattolica, in the meeting of April
7th, accepted the resignation of Mr Enrico Mattioli,
Deputy General Manager and CFO of the Group,
effective April 30th, 2020, and appointed, as from May 1st,
Mr Atanasio Pantarrotas as the new CFO of the Group,
assigning him all the powers associated with this position.
On April 30th, Mr Pantarrotas was also appointed as
Executive in charge of drawing up the company
accounting documents and in June he was appointed as
Deputy General Manager.
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On August 4th, the Board of Directors unanimously
resolved to appoint Carlo Ferraresi as Managing Director
of Cattolica, remaining in his capacity as General
Manager.
On October 23rd, Cattolica's Board of Directors, following
the resignations of the Directors Pierantonio Riello
(effective September 28th, 2020), Chiara de' Stefani
(effective October 20th, 2020) and Carlo Napoleoni
(effective October 20th, 2020), co-opted Mr Stefano
Gentili, Mr Roberto Lancellotti and Ms Elena Vasco as
Directors, and appointed also Mr Gentili as Chairman of
the Corporate Governance, Sustainability and Value
Generation Committee and Mr Lancellotti as Chairman of
the Remuneration Committee.
In addition, again following the aforementioned
resignation of directors, the composition of the
Appointments Committee was supplemented with the
appointment of Director Anna Strazzera as a member, as
was the composition of the Remuneration Committee with
the appointment of a new member in the person of
Director Eugenio Vanda.
On December 4th, the Board of Directors approved the
reorganization proposed by the Managing Director, Carlo
Ferraresi. The new organizational structure identified by
the head of the company aims at defining a new Group
structure that is more streamlined and functional to
business strategies, the customers and the challenges of
the market which has radically changed during this year
due to the strong impacts related to the Coronavirus.
At the conclusion of the 2018-2020 Three-Year Business
Plan, the company and Valter Trevisani mutually agreed
to end their professional collaboration. At the same
meeting, the Board of Directors appointed Marco Lamola
as Deputy General Manager with specific focus on the
Agent Network. Reporting directly to the Managing
Director, in addition to Lamola, the three Deputy General
Managers will continue to be in office: Nazareno Cerni
with responsibility for Non-life Non-motor and Reinsurance,
Samuele Marconcini as COO who, in addition to his
previous responsibilities, will also be responsible for Claims,
and Atanasio Pantarrotas, Group CFO, with the addition
of the M&A structure.

Significant events occurring in the first
few months of 2021
Supervisory Authority
On January 8th, 2021, IVASS notified Cattolica of the
results of the inspection initiated in December 2019, and
delivered the related inspection report, with unfavourable
findings and the initiation of a sanctioning procedure
towards the Parent Company. Following the inspections
carried out, the Supervisory Authority reported
shortcomings referring to situations related to the years
2018 and 2019 and to the first months of 2020, concerning
the corporate governance, risk management and internal
control system, since the Issuer's Board of Directors did not
base its actions on principles of sound and prudent
management, thus putting the Group's solvency at risk,
with the consequent necessary strengthening of equity
and the overcoming of the cooperative form thus
significantly exposing the Issuer to legal and reputational
risks. Therefore, IVASS has requested the Parent Company
to adopt a remedial plan aimed at resolving the critical
points detected, and also initiated sanctioning
proceedings against the Company in relation to the
alleged legal violations.
By order issued on February 11th, 2021, CONSOB, also on
the basis of certain inspection findings, made some
objections to the Parent Company in relation to alleged
violations of the regulations on protection against market
abuse (MAR), with reference to the handling of
information relating to the withdrawal of delegated
powers from the former Managing Director on October
31st, 2019. These violations are punishable by fines of an
amount not indicated in the order, but only at the
conclusion of the administrative procedure. Cattolica
submitted its response on the remarks made by the
Commission on March 18th.
On March 5th, 2021, the Board of Directors approved said
response, which included the Plan, to the IVASS report
dated January 8th, 2021, in which the latter had made
requests and given indications to the Parent Company
regarding the adoption of certain measures and a
remedial plan to overcome the sensitivity elements found
in the context of the aforementioned inspections.
The content of the communication can be broken down
into the following areas of intervention:
•
Replacement of the members of the administrative
body: on February 4th, 2021, the Board of Directors
appointed Spencer Stuart, an independent advisor of
primary standing, to support the Appointments
Committee and the Board of Directors in updating
the assessments concerning the qualitative and

•

•

•

•

quantitative composition of the administrative body
and in preparing the list of candidates for the
renewal of the Board of Directors, including the
selection of a shortlist of possible candidates to be
submitted to the Board of Directors for the purpose of
drawing up the aforesaid list.
Revision of the remuneration policy: pursuant to
Article 29 of the Articles of Association, a proposal
concerning the overall remuneration for the members
of the Parent Company's governing bodies will be
submitted for approval to the next Shareholders'
Meeting of the Parent Company. The proposal
provides for a reduction versus the current fees. The
proposal was drawn up taking into account, inter
alia, the need to adjust the amount of remuneration
to be paid to Directors to a market benchmark,
defined with the support of an independent,
specialist consultancy firm, by comparing it with a
peer group of insurance and financial joint-stock
companies similar to the Parent Company. The shortterm variable remuneration system shall be
supplemented with the inclusion of additional specific
indicators that increase the focus on the level of risk
of the business functions.
Contributions of liquidity to non-insurance subsidiaries
and to the "H-Campus Fund": it is hereby confirmed
that the Parent Company has not made any
contribution of liquidity, in whatever form, to the
Group's non-insurance subsidiaries, nor has it made or
intends to make any further contributions to the "HCampus Fund", without the prior approval of the
Corporate
Governance
and
Sustainability
Committee.
Sale of own shares: it is confirmed that the Parent
Company will dispose of the package of own shares
acquired upon redemption to the withdrawing
shareholders within the maximum term set forth by
IVASS, in compliance with the applicable legal and
regulatory
provisions.
Completion
of
capital
strengthening: the Parent Company made the
decision to postpone by a few months the execution
of the second tranche, in the amount of € 200 million,
of the share capital increase resolved on August 4th,
2020, in order to have time to provide more
information to the market.
Strengthening of corporate governance and other
measures included in the Plan: the strengthening
measures contained in the Plan have been broken
down, on the basis of the observations made by
IVASS, into three macro-areas of intervention:
a)

Corporate governance and control system.
Board of Directors and Committees: the Board of
Directors
has
approved
a
number
of
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amendments to the regulations of the Board
itself and of the Board Committees, aimed, inter
alia, at ensuring a more effective internal
dialectic between the various bodies as well as
transposing the recommendations of the new
Corporate Governance Code for listed
companies, approved by the Corporate
Governance Committee in January 2020.
Enhancement of the strategic planning process:
with regard to the strategic planning process, the
Plan provides for its enhancement in order to
ensure the necessary responsiveness to the
evolution of the scenarios assumed in the
business plan and allow for a more effective risk
assessment process, also on a prospective basis,
in order to adequately define the overall
solvency requirements.
Activities to check the functionality of the
administrative body and the Board internal
committees:
the
Control
Management
Committee has defined a plan for the activities
to check the functionality of the administrative
body and the Board internal committees that will
have to be carried out, with the support of the
corporate functions of Compliance and Audit, in
2021. The Control Management Committee also
approved some changes to its regulations.
Strengthening
of
the
Audit
and
Risk
Management Functions: the Board of Directors
has adopted measures aimed at strengthening
the quality and quantity of the Parent
Company's Audit and Risk Management
Functions.
In this context, the Parent Company also
reserved the right to integrate the audit plan for
2021, taking into account the broader measures
set forth in the Plan, with a view to the
progressive enhancement of the internal control
system.
Strengthening of the ORSA process: the ORSA
process will be strengthened in order to enable
the administrative body to fully assess the risk
profile of the Group and of the various
subsidiaries, and to define the overall solvency
requirement.
Strategic
plan
on
information
and
communication technology (ICT): a strategic
plan on information and communication
technology (ICT) will be adopted by the end of
the first half of 2021, which will include measures
relating to corporate cyber security, in order to
ensure the existence and maintenance of an
integrated
and
secure
overall
system
architecture, from an infrastructural and
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b)

c)

application perspective, appropriate to the
needs of the Parent Company, in line with the
applicable regulations.
Management of real estate investments: the
Plan also envisages actions aimed at
strengthening (i) control over investments in the
real estate and agricultural sectors and (ii) the
process of assessing real estate investments to be
allocated to segregated funds.
Management of the agency network and the
agreements with Coldiretti: the Plan then defines
interventions on the management of the agency
network and of the agreements with Coldiretti
based on the following guidelines: (i)
remuneration and incentive system for the
agency network, (ii) initiatives aimed at turning
around loss-making agency portfolios, (iii and iv)
control processes for the agency network and
agreements with Coldiretti.

On March 16th, 2021, the officials of the Ministry for
Economic Development, as the Authority with supervisory
powers over co-operative companies, completed an
extraordinary inspection of the Parent Company, started
on November 19th, 2020 following a report received at
the beginning of September from 5 shareholders, in
relation to the alleged breach of Article 2527 of the Italian
Civil Code that would have resulted if the Board of
Directors of Cattolica had allowed the entry of
Assicurazioni Generali among the shareholders of the
Issuer and of directors appointed by Assicurazioni Generali
among the members of the Board of Directors itself.
While the inspection was being carried out, it extended to
other profiles and was concluded favourably for Cattolica
and without the requirement to adopt any measure, in
particular, as the officers had no objections with regard to
the methods adopted for convening and holding the
Cattolica Shareholders' Meeting of June 2020 and
deemed Article 2527, paragraph 2, of the Italian Civil
Code non-applicable to the Issuer.

Banco BPM
On March 5th, 2021, Banco BPM and Cattolica
Assicurazioni announced that they had reached an
agreement by which their respective differences were
overcome and the terms and methods for adjusting and
continuing their partnership in the bancassurance sector
and the related exit rights were defined, thus combining
their respective interests and taking into account the
changed economic context. The agreement reached
between Banco BPM and Cattolica envisages, against
Banco BPM's waiver of the call already exercised, the
recognition to Banco BPM of an early exit right from the

partnership, whose original duration was set out until 2033,
exercisable in the period between January 1st, 2023 and
June 30th, 2023, which may be postponed by the Bank six
months at a time, for three times, until December 31, 2024.
In particular, the parties have agreed in favour of Banco
BPM on an unconditional option to purchase the 65% held
by the Parent Company in the capital of the JVs Vera Vita
and Vera Assicurazioni; the price to exercise the purchase
option has been set for the so-called "own funds" excluding subordinated liabilities and including any profits
up to the date of transfer of the investments - to be
calculated for the six months prior to the exercise of the
option. The following should be added to this amount (i) a
fixed component of € 60 million, of which € 26 million in
exchange for Cattolica's waiver of the right to extend the
distribution agreement to the Branches currently served by
another insurance partner, and (ii) a possible component
of € 50 million to be paid on a deferred basis, only if for a
period of 4 years no events occur that have an effect on
the control of Cattolica by the current majority
shareholder or other parties, also in agreement with each
other. The agreement provides for protection mechanisms
for both parties linked to the price for exercising the call
(so-called cap and floor on the value of the own funds as
calculated as at the reference date) and price
adjustments deriving from any retained earnings,
distribution of reserves/extraordinary dividends or any
capital increases or capital contributions by the joint
ventures.
If Banco BPM decides not to exercise the purchase option
within the aforesaid term, the Bank shall pay Cattolica the
same € 26 million in exchange for Cattolica's waiver to
extend the distribution agreement to the Branches
currently served by another insurance partner and the
partnership between Banco BPM and Cattolica will
continue until December 31st, 2030 (subject to subsequent
annual renewals), upon the expiry of which Banco BPM
may again exercise the option to purchase 65% of the
capital of the joint ventures or, in the event of failure by
the Bank to exercise said option, Cattolica may exercise
an option to sell the aforesaid shares. In this case, the
exercise price for the purchase and sale options shall
remain tied to the own funds (as defined above) as at
December 31st, 2030 with no additional components and
without the application of protection mechanisms.
The agreement between Banco BPM and Cattolica also
envisages a revision of the production targets to which
under-performance penalties and over-performance
premiums are linked, at the expense/in favour of Banco
BPM, as distributor. Cattolica Assicurazioni is granted more
favourable conditions on servicing contracts provided to
investee companies and greater control over the product
mix. The understandings reached by the parties in the

agreement involved a review of all the contracts that
governed the partnership.
On April 16th, 2021, the Agreement, consistent with what
was agreed upon on March 5th, was signed by the
parties.

Other subsequent events
With effect from January 14th, 2021 Luigi Castelletti,
independent non-executive director and Chairman of the
Related Parties Committee, resigned from his position.
On February 8th, 2021, Standard Ethics raised Cattolica
Assicurazioni's rating to "EE-" from the previous "E+". In its
final report, Standard Ethics states that "The path taken in
recent years by Cattolica Assicurazioni in the field of ESG
(Environmental, Social and Governance) issues has been
adequately focused on environmental and social aspects
and has also covered non-financial reporting, financial
asset management and commercial aspects. The
strategy appeared consistent with the voluntary
indications of the UN, the OECD and the European Union.
Following the decisions deriving from the recent
transformation project in S.p.A. and the capital increase
launched in 2020, the issue of sustainability has also
entered the context of corporate governance".
The assignment of the Long Term Expected Rating "EE+"
incorporates, according to Standard Ethics, expectations
on the future quality of governance instruments and ESG
policies.
On February 11th, 2021, with reference to the capital
increase resolved on by the Cattolica Assicurazioni's Board
of Directors on August 4th, 2020, for the amount of € 500
million, divided into two tranches (the first of which for €
300 million reserved and already subscribed by
Assicurazioni Generali), it was announced that the Board
of Directors, acknowledging the corporate obligations
that are now imminent and that are reflected in the
content of the prospectus, resolved, after informing the
Supervisory Authorities, on postponing to July 31st, 2021
the final deadline for the execution of the second tranche
of the capital increase for the remaining € 200 million.
On March 5th, 2021 TUA Assicurazioni S.p.A. obtained from
IVASS the authorization to extend the exercise of the
insurance activity to Classes 4. Railway rolling stocks, 5.
Aircraft Hulls and 11. TPL aircraft.
On April 12th, implementing the binding agreement
entered into, in December, with UBI Banca concerning
the early termination, with respect to the deadline of June
30th, 2021, of the life bancassurance agreements
between the parties, the sale of the equity investment
held by Cattolica in Lombarda Vita in favour of Intesa
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Sanpaolo S.p.A., which took over from UBI Banca as a
result of the merger completed on that day, was finalised.
As provided for in the agreements, the purchaser paid
Cattolica € 219.8 million. The remaining balance of € 80
million will be paid upon repayment of the current loan in
favour of Cattolica for the same amount.
On April 15th, the Board of Directors of Cattolica
Assicurazioni concluded the process initiated on February
4th, aimed at submitting a list, in view of the renewal of
the Board for the next three-year period, noting that since
April 1st, the Parent Company has the legal form of a jointstock company with the related Shareholders' Meeting
regulations.
In line with the guideline on the optimal qualitative and
quantitative composition of the Company's administrative
body, the Appointments Committee, supported by the
advisor Spencer Stuart, after having examined a
significant number of potential candidates, has submitted
a proposal for a list of 15 candidates for the Board of
Directors for the appointment of 15 Board members. The
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Board of Directors has discussed the proposal and
unanimously approved the aforesaid list of candidates to
be submitted to the next Shareholders' Meeting
scheduled for May 13th/14th on first and second call,
respectively.
On April 19th, 2021, it was announced that, with regard to
the appointment of the members of the Board of Directors
and the Control Management Committee on the
agenda of the Ordinary Shareholders' Meeting of Società
Cattolica di Assicurazione convened for May 13th/14th,
2021, as at the deadline date, April 18th, only one list was
submitted.
Therefore, pursuant to Article 22.7 of the Articles of
Association as well as in compliance with point 3 of the
Operating Procedures for the presentation of the list
published on April 3rd, said deadline for the presentation
of the list was extended to April 21st, 2021, by 5.00 p.m..
The thresholds envisaged for the legitimacy of
presentation are therefore reduced by half, i.e. equal to
1.25% of the share capital.

The corporate structure of the Group
A list of the directly and indirectly controlled subsidiaries and investees is presented below, based on the scope of
consolidation considered for the purposes of the calculation of the Group solvency as per Article 216-ter of the Private
Insurance Code and compliant with Article 335 of the EU Delegated Regulation 2015/35:
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The direct and indirect subsidiaries of the Cattolica Assicurazioni Group and the investees of the Parent Company are
listed below:
Position as at December 31st, 2020
Holding of CATTOLICA
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Legal name

Registered office

Cattolica Assicurazioni Soc. Coop.

Italy

Direct

Total interest

Consolidation Method,
Solvency Article 335
paragraph 1

Parent Undertaking

ABC Assicura S.p.A.

Italy

100%

100%

a)

BCC Assicurazioni S.p.A.

Italy

70%

70%

a)

BCC Vita S.p.A.

Italy

70%

70%

a)

Berica Vita S.p.A.

Italy

100%

100%

a)

Lombarda Vita S.p.A.

Italy

60%

60%

a)

Tua Assicurazioni S.p.A.

Italy

99.99%

99.99%

a)

Vera Vita S.p.A.

Italy

65%

65%

a)

Vera Financial DAC

Ireland

Vera Assicurazioni S.p.A.

Italy

65%

a)

65%

65%

a)

Vera Protezione S.p.A.

Italy

65%

a)

CattRe S.A.

Luxembourg

100%

100%

a)

Cattolica Immobiliare S.p.A.

Italy

100%

100%

a)

Cattolica Agricola S.a.r.l.

Italy

100%

100%

a)

Cattolica Beni Immobili S.r.l.

Italy

100%

100%

a)

Cattolica Services S.C.p.A.

Italy

99.96%

99.99%

a)

Tua Retail S.r.l.

Italy

100%

a)

All Risk Solutions S.r.l.

Italy

100%

a)

Estinvest S.r.l.

Italy

100%

a)

Satec S.r.l.

Italy

100%

a)

Meteotec S.r.l.

Italy

100%

a)

Qubo Insurance Solutions S.r.l.

Italy

51%

a)

Mediterranea S.r.l.

Italy

100%

a)

Aladdin S.r.l.

Italy

Ima Italia Assistance S.p.A.

Italy

45%

f)

35%

35%

d)

Ima Servizi S.C.a.r.l.
H-FARM S.p.A.

Italy

6%

37.69%

f)

Italy

3.67%

3.67%

f)

Main differences between the consolidation scope considered for the purpose
of the consolidated financial statements prepared pursuant to Article 95 of the
Private Insurance Code and the consolidation scope included in the calculation
of the Group solvency, pursuant to Article 216-ter of the Private Insurance Code.
The Economic Balance Sheet (hereinafter "EBS") of the
Cattolica Assicurazioni Group was drawn up according to
method 1, based on the consolidated financial
statements as described in Article 335 of the Commission
Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated October 10th,
2014 (called "Delegated Regulation").
To this end, a solvency equity position of the Group was
drawn-up on the basis of market values and on the criteria
set forth in the Delegated Regulation.
The Group consolidation scope for the drawing up of the
EBS is composed of 27 companies, including the Parent
Company, of which:
A. 23 companies consolidated on a line-by-line basis in
compliance with Article 335 p. 1 (a) of the Delegated
Regulation (insurance or reinsurance companies,
insurance or reinsurance companies located in a third
country, insurance holding companies, mixed financial
holding companies and instrumental companies that are
under the parent undertaking), including the Parent
Company.
More specifically:
•
10 insurance or reinsurance companies;
•
2 insurance or reinsurance companies located in a
third country;
•
11 instrumental companies under the parent
undertaking.
B. 1 company consolidated on a line-by-line basis in
compliance with Article 335 paragraph 1 (d) of the
Regulation (insurance or reinsurance subsidiaries,
insurance or reinsurance companies located in a third
country, insurance holding company, mixed financial
holding companies that are not under the parent
company and to which Article 335, letter a) and c) does
not apply).
B. 3 companies valued according to Article 13 of the
Regulation (subsidiaries, associates, falling under the
definition of shareholdings other than the previous ones),
in compliance with Article 335 paragraph 1 (f) of the
Regulation.

In compliance with Article 13, the equity financial
instruments issued by the subsidiary H-Farm and
underwritten by Cattolica on December 18th, 2019, were
valued. Despite the fact that the investment in the share
capital of the subsidiary has remained unchanged (not
affecting the equity financial instruments in terms of
investment), the counterparty H-Farm qualified as a
related party, i.e. subject to a "significant influence"
pursuant to the applicable laws, and consequently falling
under the consolidation area pursuant to Article 335 of the
Delegated Regulation.
The entities:
•
Fondo Euripide;
•
Fondo San Zeno;
•
Fondo Perseide;
•
Fondo Innovazione Salute;
•
Fondo Andromaca;
•
Fondo Girolamo;
•
Campo dei Fiori (100% held by Fondo San Zeno);
•
Fondo Ca’ Tron HCampus;
•
Fondo Mercury (Adriatico, Centro Nord, Tirreno,
Nuovo Tirreno);
are valued in compliance with Article 13 of the
Regulation, pursuant to Article 335 p. 1 (f) of the
Regulation.
The representation of these entities differs from the one
used for the consolidated financial statements prepared
pursuant to Article 154-ter, paragraph 1 of Italian
Legislative Decree no. 58 of February 24th, 1998 of the
Consolidated Finance Law and Article 95 of the Code;
based on the provisions of the international accounting
standards, in fact, the requirement is a line-by-line
consolidation of the subsidiaries, pursuant to IFRS 10, and
the equity method for companies under a joint control,
pursuant to IFRS 11.
In accordance with the relevant regulatory environment1,
IFRS 5 does not apply to the solvency financial statements.
Therefore Lombarda Vita, represented under items 6.1
"Assets/Liabilities available for disposal" in the consolidated
financial statements, was fully consolidated in the
Solvency II financial statements pursuant to Article 335, p.1
(a).

1 Final Report Eiopa on Guidelines on the recognition and valuation of assets
and liabilities other than technical provisions
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FOREWORD
The actual data and the relative comments to paragraphs A.2 Underwriting Performance, A.3 Investment Performance
and A.4 Performance of other activities below refer to the values recognised in the Group’s consolidated financial
statements drawn up in accordance with international accounting standards (EC Regulation 1606/2002, Private
Insurance Code Arts. 95 and 96).
It should be noted that, according to Section A.1 - Assets, the figures in the paragraphs below include the balances
relating to the subsidiary Lombarda Vita net of intercompany items, unlike the corresponding items in the consolidated
financial statements, where they are summarised under the item "4. Profit (loss) from discontinued operations", in
compliance with the requirements of IFRS 5.

A.2 UNDERWRITING PERFORMANCE
Underwriting performance by line of business
The figures of the Group are summarised below, with a
breakdown on the Non-life business lines, with regard to
the underwriting performance as illustrated within the
quantitative reporting template S.05.01.
With respect to figures of the consolidated financial
statements, please note that in the underwriting
performance:
•
the item "Charges for claims" includes all charges
relating to claims paid and the change in the reserve
for indemnities and direct expenses while, in
compliance with the instructions provided by
regulations, this item does not include settlement
expenses and the corresponding change in the
reserve for settlement expenses. This item also
includes technical contributions such as the road
victims’ fund, sums recovered or to be recovered
from third parties for excesses and/or recoveries; for
the Life line of business, the item includes the change
in the reserve of sums to be paid and reversals and
profit participation net of outward reinsurance;
•
the item "expenses incurred" includes all expenses for
the period such as commissions and any other
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•

•

•
•

acquisition
expense,
collection
commissions,
administration expenses, investment management
charges directly related to the specific business as
well as settlement expenses and changes in the
corresponding reserve for expenses as set forth in
reference regulations;
with respect to the Life technical accounts, the
performance relating to investment activities
(reported in section A.3) is excluded, with the
exception of the operating expenses described
above;
the amounts are in absolute value with the exception
of changes in other technical provisions; in this case
negative figures represent a cost for the Group;
technical charges and income are excluded;
the item "Total" includes the technical interests to be
recognised to the policyholders and the income from
investments of class D, therefore it does not include
any change in the capital gain fund reserve,
pursuant to IVASS measure no. 68 of February 14th,
2018, represented in the financial margin indicated
under A.3 – Investment Performance.

Premiums written
net of reinsurance

Premiums for the
year net of
reinsurance

Charges for
claims net of
reinsurance

Changes in
other
technical
provisions net
of reinsurance

Expenses
incurred net of
reinsurance

Underwriting
performance by
line of business

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)=(b)-(c)+(d)(e)

Activities areas Non-life business

Non-proportional
indirect business

Proportional direct and indirect business

(€ thousands)

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

Medical
expense
insurance

60,828

72,824

59,840

68,425

54,598

59,898

40

−53

19,026

24,350 −13,744 −15,876

Income
protection
insurance

210,153

228,855

216,285

223,287

33,097

78,272

−192

−74

80,428

84,120 102,568

60,821

Motor vehicle
liability
insurance

862,897

929,904

882,168

930,807 551,651

672,386

−85

−38 229,299 256,960 101,133

1,423

Other motor
insurance

139,533

135,749

136,941

134,048

77,559

82,590

137

−24

45,419

48,249

14,100

3,185

Marine,
aviation and
transport
insurance

10,342

6,516

8,187

6,952

7,850

2,211

0

−3

2,881

1,713

−2,544

3,025

Fire and other
damage to
property
insurance

335,400

321,750

309,795

290,634 241,763

226,830

−709

General
liability
insurance

177,700

172,380

166,831

173,276

−6,941

10,121

−46

−29

61,175

Credit and
suretyship
insurance

11,338

9,400

11,807

5,661

6,712

6,130

5

−9

3,060

3,129

2,040

−3,607

Legal
expenses
insurance

8,584

5,915

7,806

5,257

738

−137

0

0

−2,042

−3,026

9,110

8,420

Assistance

45,701

37,458

43,211

32,889

3,222

500

0

0

17,228

22,352

22,761

10,037

Miscellaneous
financial losses

28,151

17,971

24,940

17,215

14,093

5,831

0

0

13,178

10,798

−2,331

586

−101

−834

−104

−885

0

0

0

0

0

0

−104

−885

1,890,526 1,937,888 1,867,707 1,887,566 984,342 1,144,632

−850

Property
Total

−530 125,210 110,881 −57,887 −47,607

56,694 112,551 106,432

−760 594,862 616,220 287,653 125,954
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Premiums written net
of reinsurance

Premiums for the
year net of
reinsurance

Charges for claims
net of reinsurance

Changes in other
technical provisions
net of reinsurance

Expenses
incurred net of
reinsurance

Underwriting
performance by
line of business

Technical
interests
assigned to the
Life business

Total

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)=(b)-(c)+(d)-(e)

(g)

(h)=(f)+(g)

Activities areas Life business

Direct business

(€ thousands)

Business and Performance

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

Insurance with
profit
participation

2,633,356

3,047,901

2,633,356

3,047,901

3,303,280

3,227,274

Index-linked
and unit-linked
insurance

950,548

1,539,510

950,548

1,539,510

1,716,442

1,407,988

Other life
insurance
Total

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

2020

2019

352,035

−143,450

110,308

125,495

−428,197

−448,318

332,798

364,663

−95,399

−83,655

725,006

−495,030

81,130

106,152

−122,018

−469,660

144,249

459,688

22,231

−9,972

133,977

155,661

133,977

155,661

35,973

20,812

2,262

−5,697

57,021

66,917

43,245

62,235

9,346

9,884

52,591

72,119

3,717,881

4,743,072

3,717,881

4,743,072

5,055,695

4,656,074

1,079,303

−644,177

248,459

298,564

−506,970

−855,743

486,393

834,235

−20,577

−21,508

Business is concentrated primarily in Italian territory; therefore, in line with what is reported in the instructions for the
completion of the quantitative reporting template, template S.05.02.01 was not prepared.

Main comments on the underwriting performance
Non-life performance
The underwriting result shows a significant improvement
from € 125,954 thousand in 2019 to € 287,653 thousand in
2020. In general, the improvement is attributable to the
drop in claims frequency as a result of the restrictive
measures introduced by the public administration to
counter the spread of the Covid-19 health emergency;
the improvement involved almost all the main areas of
business and has more than offset the deterioration in the
fire class, which was affected by a number of major
claims, and the drop in premiums.
As regards the main activity areas, the following should be
noted:
•
the Medical expense insurance, although improving,
continues to show a negative performance;
•
Income protection insurance, which was already
showing an excellent result in 2019, recorded a
major improvement attributable to the decrease in
claims frequency incurred during the period and the
run off of claims reserves from previous years, which
was positive and higher than the previous year;
•
Motor
vehicle
liability
insurance
improved
significantly thanks to the drop in frequency
generated by the reduced vehicle traffic as a result
of the aforementioned anti-Covid-19 measures; this
effect more than offset the negative effects on
profitability due to the increase in the average cost
of claims and the drop in the average premium, also
as a result of the decision made by all Group
companies to reverse back to the policyholders part
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•

•

of the benefit generated by the drop in frequency in
the form of a discount on policy;
the Other motor insurance area also improved its
result thanks to the lower frequency of claims made
in the current year, due to the drop in traffic resulting
from the restrictive measures following the Covid-19
health emergency and fewer atmospheric events;
General liability insurance essentially confirms the
already optimal results achieved in 2019; the run off
of reserves is positive and higher (in absolute value)
than the cost of claims incurred in the current year.

Life performance
Premium written net of reinsurance amounted to €
3,717,881 thousand compared to € 4,743,072 thousand
recorded in December 2019. The decrease applies to all
areas of activity, but with a prevalence in Unit products
and to be attributed to the subsidiary Vera Financial.
Claims expenses increased (from € 4,656,074 thousand in
2019 to € 5,055,695 thousand in the current year). The
increase can be attributed to a peak in maturities mainly
in pension funds, while maturities in revaluable and unit
policies are slightly higher than last year. To be noted are
the redemptions that decreased by approximately 30%
compared to last year.
Technical provisions decreased in 2020 by € 1,079,303
thousand, mainly as a result of the negative net inflows

(premiums minus claims expenses), while technical interest
contributed to increase them by € 486,393 thousand.
Expenses amounted to € 248,459 thousand and were
down compared to 2019 (-17%), due to both lower
commissions (as a result of lower inflows) and a decrease
in the absolute value of general expenses.

With respect to technical interests, there was a decrease
compared to 2019 primarily in the area of unit-linked
insurance due to the decline in financial markets.
The overall underwriting performance, including technical
interest, amounted to € -20,577 thousand and, although
negative, showed an improvement versus the previous
year when it was negative by € -21,508 thousand.
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A.3 INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE
Investment Performance by asset classes
The breakdown of the economic results of the investment
activities of the Group is summarised in the tables below.
The asset classes from which the figures have been taken
are those defined within the quantitative reporting
template S.09.01 as per the Implementing Regulation (EU)
2015/2450 of the Commission dated December 2nd, 2015.
The reference information has been measured according
to "IAS/IFRS".

The performances refer to the investment portfolio of the
Group in its entirety, inclusive of the assets relating to unitlinked and index-linked products.
The following table provides details of the overall
performance of the investment activities of the company
in the reference period:

Investment Performance

2020
(€ thousands)

NON-LIFE

LIFE

OTHER

TOTAL

NON-LIFE

LIFE

OTHER

Dividends, coupons and interest on securities

471,176

70,439

400,738

−1

514,317

76,988

437,326

3

Net disposals

127,864

12,003

115,861

0

74,568

8,313

66,255

0

Net capital gain/loss from valuation

−40,873

−12,814

−18,995

−9,064

−17,276

−7,209

−2,324

−7,743

of which impairment

−24,990

−7,437

−17,533

−20

−18,255

−6,760

−3,751

−7,744

of which valuations

−15,883

−5,377

−1,462

−9,044

979

−449

1,427

1

36,246

16,415

20,266

−435

38,812

17,689

22,025

−902

Investment property results
Other net financial income

−3,969

−2,140

−1,783

−46

−3,010

−1,239

−1,728

−43

Interests on subordinated loans

−31,118

−23,551

−7,567

0

−30,354

−24,704

−5,650

0

Result from investments in associates

−13,052

−4,763

−8,289

0

2,181

3,406

−1,225

0

Total Class C (a)

546,274

55,589

500,231

−9,546

579,238

73,244

514,679

−8,685

Total Class D (b)

144,249

0

144,249

0

459,688

0

459,688

0

COMPREHENSIVE FINANCIAL RESULTS

690,523

55,589

644,480

−9,546

1,038,926

73,244

974,367

−8,685

−394,651

0

−394,651

0

−739,392

0

−739,392

0

295,872

55,589

249,829

−9,546

299,534

73,244

234,975

−8,685

of which Technical interests
FINANCIAL MARGIN
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TOTAL

2019

As regards the asset classes, the greatest contribution is to
be attributed to the ordinary bond component and in
particular to government bonds, in compliance with the
Group’s Asset Allocation.
The total Non-life result fell from € 73,244 thousand in 2019
to € 55,589 thousand in 2020. Dividends, coupons and
interest on securities decreased by € 6,549 thousand, as
did income from investments in associated companies,
down by € 8,169 thousand compared to 2019.
The total result for Life Class C decreased by € 14,448
thousand. Dividends, coupons and interest on securities
decreased by € 36,588 thousand, given the persistence of
a low interest rate scenario and following a reduction in
exposure to Italian government securities in favour of
government bonds from other European countries. Net
disposals were € 49,606 thousand higher than in 2019,
while net valuation losses were € 16,671 thousand higher.
Total result of Class D was € 315,439 thousand lower than
in 2019.
The overall financial result for Life fell by € 329,887
thousand.

The financial margin represents the financial results:
•
net of the technical interests to be recognised to the
policyholders and of the results in the investments of
class D;
•
including the capital gains fund reserve, pursuant to
IVASS regulation no. 68 of February 14th, 2018 and the
impact on the income statements of the shadow
accounting reserve.
This does not take into account the component related
to:
•
income from the fund managers resulting from
investment transactions related primarily to the
policies concerning index-linked and unit-linked
insurances;
•
charges for maintenance commissions;
for overall charges of € 36,640 thousand; taking also into
account said income and charges, the financial margin
of the Life sector amounted to € 213,189 thousand.
In line with the recognition of the values in the Economic
Balance Sheet, it was deemed appropriate to classify
under the item "Securitisations" the securities included in
the category "Collateralised securities" within the Solvency
II framework.
Given the above, the Group securitisations amounted to €
2,167 thousand (€ 3,877 thousand as at December 31st,
2019).

Gains and losses recognised directly in shareholders’ equity

2020

2019

Gains or losses on available for sale financial assets

15,264

124,001

Total

15,264

124,001

(€ thousands)

Changes that were directly identified during the period are primarily to be attributed to:
•
The transfer of net capital gains to the income statement following disposals for € 82,948 thousand and net capital
losses from impairment for € 2,932 thousand;
•
positive net fair value changes of financial instruments included in the corresponding asset item for € 82,541
thousand.
This item includes the reclassification of income and charges cumulatively recognized directly in the shareholders' equity
of the assets classified as held for sale of the company Lombarda Vita, being disposed of as at December 31st, 2020 and
mainly referring to the change in the reserve for gains or losses on financial assets available for sale, for € 12,730
thousand.
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A.4 PERFORMANCE OF OTHER ACTIVITIES
Performance of other activities
Other revenues

Other charges

The item "Total other revenues" amounted to € 63,343
thousand, consisting primarily of:
•
recoveries from provisions for risks and charges
totalling € 19,088 thousand;
•
withdrawals from write-down allowances totalling €
9,592 thousand;
•
other income for € 34,663 thousand, of which € 2,526
thousand from retrocession commissions and € 5,574
thousand for the sale of products from the agricultural
sector.

The item "Total other charges" amounted to € 312,445
thousand, consisting primarily of:
•
amortisation of intangible assets totalling € 89,150
thousand;
•
provisions for risks and charges totalling € 25,349
thousand;
•
adjustments on receivables totalling € 21,919
thousand;
•
other charges for € 176,027 thousand, composed
primarily of the write-down of the goodwill recognised
in the consolidated financial statements for € 138,086
thousand and charges incurred for the sale of
products from the agricultural sector for € 4,799
thousand.

Results of the non-technical account on final balance

(€ thousands)

Withdrawals from provision for write-downs
Recoveries from provision for risks and charges

2020

2019

9,592

9,632

19,088

15,052

Other income

34,663

30,357

Total other revenues

63,343

55,041

Amortisation of intangible assets

−89,150

−80,705

Provisions for risks and charges

−25,349

−29,770

Adjustments on receivables

−21,919

−18,681

Other charges

−176,027

−58,950

Total other charges

−312,445

−188,106

Total

−249,102

−133,065

Operating and financial lease agreements
The Group has currently some outstanding operating lease agreements concerning properties (offices, agencies or
similar), company cars and other assets.
Currently, the Group does not have any outstanding financial lease agreements.
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A.5 OTHER INFORMATION
Management of the Covid-19 emergency
The recent economic crisis triggered by the Covid-19
pandemic is causing some paradigm shifts for the entire
society with, as far as the insurance sector is concerned, a
strong change in the perception of risk to which the
population is exposed, which seems likely to represent an
opportunity for the sector in the near future, especially for
those who will be able to transform the consolidated
business model, redesigning solutions and offering an
increasingly personalized purchasing experience.
The material impact on the insurance business seems to
show in fact a mix of contrasting effects, still being defined
and stabilized, given also the recent recrudescence of the
pandemic, but which will probably become clearer
already in the coming months following the widespread
distribution of the vaccine.
In the short term, the effects of contingency on the
sector's
profitability
mainly
affected
financial
performance: the reaction of the markets, consistent with
an increasing downward forecast on future growth, was
reflected, especially in the first months after the onset of
the pandemic in a rapid increase in volatility, a reduction
in core rates and a generalised repricing of all the riskiest
assets, from stocks to credit and government securities. As
regards business operations, there was also a significant
drop in claims reported, especially in the Motor TPL class,
the beneficial effects of which on margins were partly
offset by claims directly linked to the pandemic reported
by some major domestic players, especially in the business
interruption and travel segments.
In the medium to long term, it is reasonable to foresee
how a reduction in household disposable income and the
deterioration of the economic-financial conditions of
companies may counterbalance the ability of companies
to embrace an offer, including with the help of the
insurtech world, which is increasingly innovative and
digital, capable of intercepting latent customer needs
made more evident by the pandemic, with the aim of
reducing the current under-insurance level of noncompulsory businesses. The pandemic has also
accentuated trends that cannot be overlooked and that,
along with the digital acceleration of society as a whole,
draw the attention of companies to the need to intercept,
on the one hand, the growing health expenditure and, on
the other hand, the increased liquidity potentially ready to
be transformed into protection. On the distribution front,

the new relationship model based on omnichannel
communication, with the client at the centre of the
relationship between the intermediary and the company
and a plurality of forms of contact, seems to be a point of
no return.
Cattolica's strategic lines, outlined in the 2018-2020
Business Plan, have decisively focused on an evolution
and transformation mainly according to the lines of agility
and data management; the undoubted spontaneous
vocation for proximity to the territories and to all
stakeholders seems to represent an additional strong point
in the current context. Despite the fact that the sharp
decline in the main macroeconomic indicators is having
an impact on the evolution of the Group's premiums
written, as well as on the entire market, the approach
undertaken by the Plan and the related guidelines
appear to be more than up-to-date and provide, among
other things, for a greater focus on risks with a strong social
relevance (with a particular focus on catastrophic risks), a
particular attention to the new digital logics of interaction
with customers and agents but especially a decisive
growth of the service component offered in addition to
the more "core" businesses, mainly in terms of prevention
and assistance. The partnership that has been recently
established with the Generali Group that is characterized,
among other things, by business and commercial
agreements in four strategic areas (Asset management,
Internet of Things, health business and reinsurance) of
which two with strong growth potentials such as health
business and Internet of Things, seems to further strengthen
the relevance of this strategic direction of the social
relevance of the offer and digital service innovation.
Safety and proximity continue to be the guidelines
through which the Group has approached the Covid-19
emergency situation from the very beginning paying close
attention to its employees, customers, agents and the
entire community.
In this delicate period, Cattolica has made extensive use
of internal communication channels, which in the
meantime have been enriched by a new, more involving
and immediate tool (corporate television). The sense of
community and the sharing of common values and
interests are the common thread of a reassuring and
"single voice" communication plan, activated both
internally and externally, to ensure a clear, updated and
continuous flow of information, in order to reassure all
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Business and Performance

the

initiatives

Employees measures
In order to protect health and safety, Cattolica adopted
several precautionary measures starting from the last
week of February and earlier than most of the industry,
activating remote work for almost all of its employees and
collaborators. Remote working, a project that the Group
had already started in 2017, has guaranteed continuity of
processes and activities, without penalising the corporate
productivity; as early as March, up to 98% of the workforce
has worked in this mode, thus guaranteeing business
continuity while protecting the well-being and safety of
the Group personnel. In order to promote useful initiatives
to protect the psycho-physical well-being of employees,
during the most dramatic period of emergency, a
psychological counselling and support service was set up.
The gradual and partial return to the places of work,
which began in September, was preceded both by a
structured set of "workforce protection" measures
(including sanitization of the environment, testing and
upgrade of equipment, identification and preparation of
social distancing paths and processes, purchase of PPEs
and serological tests on a voluntary basis) and by a
compulsory training course to ensure a return to work in
"full safety". A the beginning of October, the Group
decided to return to full remote working mode due to the
new peak of the virus infections.

Agents measures
Great attention was immediately also paid to the agency
network, in relation to which the Company drew up a
detailed plan to support the stability of economics.
Structured into two types of complementary interventions,
the agency revenue protection network guaranteed
each point of sale, for the two-month period April-May
2020, 90% of the revenue of the same period last year. In
addition, a virtuous mechanism was defined that
rewarded with further incentives the network's ability to
better manage contingency and the use of a new tool
that allows the remote management of collections (payby-link), as well as a remote sales procedure for motor
policies. With the start of the second lockdown phase,
also thanks to the constant support of reference figures
(Digital Coach), the focus on those digital tools, that were
made available, was further strengthened. Significant, in
particular, is the result of an internal survey stating that 87%
of intermediaries seem to have appreciated the initiatives
undertaken by the company during the period, expressing
a fair or full satisfaction with said initiatives. Relevant,
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finally, is the role of the network in the above mentioned
internal communication flow. With their local stories
(Cattolica Stories), the agents recounted their experience
at the time of Covid-19, bringing out their fundamental
role of social proximity, although with modes of contact
completely adjusted to the new context.

Customers measures
In order to meet the most urgent needs of its customers,
the Group has put in place substantial measures, starting
with its mandatory businesses, which have also
accompanied the customers through the lockdown
phase. Extending the expiry dates of non-life policies and
facilitating the suspension of motor liability policies were
among the first measures adopted. In the very first weeks
of the emergency, in order to respond to the demand of
the commercial businesses (stores, bars, services) forced
by the emergency measure of the Authorities to
compulsorily close and to comply with the restrictive
measures imposed following the threat of an epidemic,
Cattolica, with a "display of social responsibility",
introduced the "Active Business NonStop" policy
dedicated to the protection of the commercial activities
in order to indemnify them if they are forced to close by
decree of the local or national Authorities; the sale of this
product was almost immediately blocked following the
extension of the restrictive measure throughout the
country.
To facilitate remote transactions during the lockdown
period, the company set up a new digital system for the
payment of premiums (the aforementioned pay-by-link)
and for the settlement of claims, while a remote sales
system was adopted for the bancassurance channel
(separately for Vera Vita and Lombarda Vita).
During the lockdown, new discount systems were
introduced in addition to the extension of the payment
deadlines for due receipts. With the aim of reimbursing
customers due to the lack of or reduced circulation during
the closure period, with the land motor vehicles initiative
"Con noi un mese ha 30 giorni di più" (With us a month has
30 days more), the so-called "Voucher Auto" was
introduced, active for Cattolica agencies since May 25th,
according to which a benefit is granted to customers at
the time of renewal of the Motor policy equal to a
discount of 1/12 of the policy, and which can be used for
renewal or alternatively by entering into a new Non-motor
policy, thus increasing the level of protection. From June
17th, the voucher was also active for TUA Assicurazioni
agencies and may be used as an alternative or an
addition to the renewal discount to purchase the driver's
accident guarantee or legal protection at € 1, or to
obtain a discount on a new Non-motor policy. Starting in

June, it was extended to the bancassurance channel too
(Vera Assicurazioni and BCC Assicurazioni).

Community measures
In collaboration with the Cattolica Foundation, the Group
has also supported communities most affected by the
pandemic, through the donation of over € 2 million to
hospitals, Cei, Caritas and other national and local
authorities that have been working to deal with the
Coronavirus emergency in recent months.

Main impacts on the Group's business
In order to manage the economic instability resulting from
the spread of the epidemic, continuous monitoring of the
impact of the contingency in the short term and
simulations of its effects in the medium to long term has
been activated. An analysis of the solvency situation of
the Group and of the individual companies is carried out
periodically, as well as a stress test on the liquidity situation
of the Group and reports on the main KPIs of the business
are carried out weekly.
For 2020, some of the trends found and their effects are
described below.
In terms of premiums written, the lockdown phase, which
began before mid-March and lasted for the entire month
of April, led to a sharp drop in both Non-life and, above
all, Life production, with a drop in the number of policies
of -45% in Motor, over -61% in Non-motor and -78% in Life.
With the reopening, which took place gradually from the
first week of May, the new agency channel's production
has returned to standard levels (immediately as regards
Motor and Retail, with a progressive trend in the other
Non-motor and Life LoBs). The return to pre-Covid
standards in the bancassurance sphere has been more
gradual in Life business, while in Non-life business new
premiums have consistently remained lower than in the
first few weeks of the year. With the second wave of the
contagion that began in autumn, and the new restrictive
measures imposed by the Prime Ministerial Decrees that
followed, especially from the beginning of November
(lockdown 2), the effect on new production was to
determine a new contraction in the Motor sector, about 21%, i.e. of a much lower intensity than lockdown 1, while
in the other business lines no new discontinuity was seen
with respect to the recovery trends that began in the
recovery period (between May and October).
Non-life premium income slowed down considerably
during lockdown phase 1, but with the recovery of arrears
at the reopening, and also thanks to the new remote
payment methods, the return to standard levels was soon

completed and the year closed without any criticalities in
this regard.
Alongside the aforementioned contraction in new
business, the Life business was, however, characterized by
a parallel reduction in redemptions (more than -75% in
lockdown phase 1 compared to the first 8 weeks of the
year, approximately -54% in lockdown phase 2); a value
that in the recovery phase generated a more limited
contraction, equal to -25% compared to the pre-Covid
weeks.
In line with the market trend, Cattolica agencies recorded
a growth in Car Retention, steadily higher than 2019 levels
since March (+1.3 p.p. in October, with values equal to
86%); a trend favoured, on the one hand, by the intense
activity of the sales structure in the territory and the use by
the agencies of a new digital platform (ARENA Project,
active since April and then from July throughout the
network) which facilitated their customer loyalty
promotion activities and the monitoring of their own
secondary network and, on the other hand, by the
aforementioned initiative concerning the car voucher.
The drop in claims reported in the Non-life business at the
end of the year was -21.6%, particularly in certain key
sectors such as the motor sector; on the other hand,
claims reported in the financial loss class increased, due to
claims arising from the block of business activities imposed
by the lockdown. The assessment and quantification of
the impacts of Covid-19 claims is subject to wide
uncertainty, also because it is linked to future legislation
and case law. Cattolica's exposure should, however, be
partly limited on the general TPL class thanks to
reinsurance coverage. The bancassurance channel,
which is mainly exposed to the Credit Protection
Insurance (CPI) business, may also be able to recover
from reinsurance thanks to the coverage of sundry
financial losses.
With regard to Human Resources, there were lower
contingency expenses due to the decrease in training
activities and meetings, as well as a reduction in travel
and business trip costs (this item recorded a drop of
almost -80% compared to the first half of 2019).
With regard to the investment portfolio, 2020 observed the
"Gains or losses on available-for-sale financial assets"
reserve, net of tax and shadow, in shareholders' equity,
essentially in line with 2019 and a valuation in the income
statement on "financial instruments at fair value through
profit or loss" for € 71 million in write-backs.
Currently, it is difficult to make forward-looking statements
on the bond sector and on other asset classes, should the
effect of the pandemic be long lasting;
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There were also effects related to the pandemic on the
Group property investment portfolio, with net write-downs
of € 19 million, and on non-financial assets, such as
goodwill related to the acquisition of Vera Vita, Vera
Assicurazioni and Vera Protezione, written down for a net
effect of € 138 million.
According to estimates, the solvency position has been
volatile since the end of February, driven by exogenous
factors, in particular the spread on government and
corporate bonds, the fall in risk free rates and the sharp
fall in equity markets. Although within the context of an
extreme volatility in the financial markets, the S-II ratio is
estimated to have remained above the regulatory limits;
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at the end of 2020, it stood at 187% compared to 175% at
the end of 2019. Based on an estimate, calculated as at
February 28th, 2021 the Group's Solvency II ratio would be
approximately 185%. The actions undertaken by the ECB
seem to have eased the tension on the spread of the
Italian securities that represent one of the main risk factors
for the solvency position of the Group and the individual
companies.
The Parent Company, in this context, has decided to
suspend the payment of variable compensation to
company representatives.

B. SYSTEM OF
GOVERNANCE

B. System of governance
B.1 General information on the system of
governance
B.2 Competence and integrity requirements
B.3 Risk management system including the
own risk and solvency assessment
B.4 Internal control system
B.5 Internal audit function
B.6 Actuarial Function
B.7 Outsourcing
B.8 Other information
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B.1 GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE
SYSTEM OF GOVERNANCE
General information
Società Cattolica di Assicurazione, in its capacity as ultimate Italian parent company, heads up the Cattolica
Assicurazioni insurance group, enrolled in 19th place in the Register of Insurance Groups of IVASS, as illustrated below as
at December 31st, 2020.
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The Parent Company, when carrying out the
management and co-ordination activities, in accordance
with Article 3 of the Articles of Association, adopts - vis-àvis the Companies of the Group - the provisions for
implementing the instructions imparted by IVASS in the
interests of the stable and efficient management of the
Group. Likewise, the companies belonging to the Group,
subject to the management and co-ordination activities
of Società Cattolica di Assicurazione, are required, in
compliance with a specific provision of the Articles of
Association, to comply with the measures that the Parent
Company adopts for the implementation of the
instructions provided by IVASS in the interest of the stable
and efficient management of the Group.
The governance system is structured so as to permit a
sound and prudent management of the Group’s activities
in accordance with current legislation via:
•
the identification of the bodies and the functions
which are entrusted with the company management
according to a suitable organisational structure,
which takes into account a clear division and
separation of the respective responsibilities as well as
remuneration mechanisms consistent with the risk
management policies and the long-term strategies;
•
the possession of competence and integrity
requirements by those who carry out administration,
management and control functions and key
functions;
•
the establishment of a risk management system for
the identification, measuring and monitoring of the
risks to which the Group is exposed as well as the
interdependencies among the risks;
•
the establishment of an internal control system that
provides for the presence of key and control
functions – more specifically the functions set forth in
IVASS regulation no. 38 of July 3rd, 2018, i.e. the Audit
Function, the Compliance Function, the Risk
Management Function and the Actuarial Function, in
addition to the Anti-money laundering Function
established pursuant to IVASS regulation no. 44 of
February 12th, 2019 – as well as of appropriate
administrative and accounting procedures, in
addition to the organisation of an adequate system
for the disclosure of information, at all company’s
levels;
•
the formation of a function for the production of data
and information useful for the purposes of exercising
supervision over the Group.
The governance system undertakes a central role in the
definition of the business strategies and the policies for the
management and control of the risks typical to insurance
activities of the Group and is therefore subject to a

periodic internal audit at least once a year by the Board
of Directors of the Parent Company and its subsidiaries so
as to ensure the maintenance of conditions of sound and
prudent management over the mid and long-term.
The Parent Company, in compliance with the combined
provisions of IVASS regulation no. 38 of July 3rd, 2018 and
the letter to the market, issued by the Supervisory Authority
on July 5th, 2018, has carried out its own proportionality
assessment at the conclusion of which it has adopted a
"strengthened" corporate governance model applicable
to the Italian ultimate parent companies, if the Group’s
companies as a whole exceed the amounts for the
enterprise size classification under paragraph 1.1.1. of the
IVASS letter to the market of July 5th, 2018.
It should be noted that the Parent Company, in
accordance with the Shareholders' Meeting of April 13th,
2019, has adopted the "monistic" governance system,
which provides for the presence of a Board of Directors
and internally thereto a Management Control Committee
both of them appointed by the Shareholders' Meeting.
On June 24th, 2020, Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. ("AG")
and the Parent Company signed a framework agreement
(the "Agreement"), subsequently amended on September
23rd, 2020 ("Amending Agreement"), for the development
of a common project serving a corporate and company
operation aimed, on the one hand, at the economic and
financial strengthening and adjustment of the corporate
governance of Cattolica and, on the other, at the
creation of a strategic business and commercial
partnership between Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. and
Cattolica.
The Agreement contains some important shareholders'
agreements, pursuant to and for the purposes of Article
122, paragraph 1 and paragraph 5, letter a) of the
Consolidated Finance Law and is published, together with
subsequent updates, on the Parent Company's website in
the section Governance/Shareholders' agreements.
Following this agreement:
•
on June 27th, the Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting
of the Parent Company approved the proposal to
grant the Board of Directors the power, pursuant to
Article 2443 of the Italian Civil Code, to increase the
share capital against payment, in one or more
tranches, by June 26th, 2025, for a maximum total
amount of € 500 million, including any share premium,
by issuing ordinary shares without nominal value and
having the same characteristics as those in
circulation, with limitation of the right of first refusal
and with a reserve in favour of financial entities
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and/or institutional investor. Subsequently, Article 6 of
the
Articles
of
Association
was
amended
accordingly;
on July 31st, the Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting
of the Parent Company approved the transformation
of the Issuer from a cooperative to a joint-stock
company with the simultaneous adoption of a typical
statutory text of this model. It should be noted that
the effects of the proposed corporate transformation
were deferred with effect from April 1st, 2021, in order
to allow a gradual process of adjustment and
renewal of the Parent Company governance. On the
same date, the Shareholders' Meeting reconstituted
the Board of Directors following the resignation of Mr
Alberto Minali and appointed Mr Carlo Ferraresi as
Director, selected from the list submitted by the Board
of Director.

Further information on the subject is contained in the
Report on corporate governance and the ownership
structures drawn up pursuant to Article 123 bis of the
Consolidated Finance Law and published on the
Cattolica website.
The description of the governance system, which the
Parent Company has deemed suitable in relation to the
nature, scope and complexity of the risks inherent to the
activities carried out by the Group in 2020, follows.

Directors and officers
As noted in the introduction, as from April 13th, 2019, the
new Articles of Association have entered into effect and
have modified the administration and control system
adopted by the Parent Company, from a traditional to a
monistic system. It provides for the presence of a Board of
Directors, appointed by the Shareholders’ Meeting and
entrusted with the administration and direction of the
Parent Company, which appoints the control body
corresponding to the Management Control Committee,
with functions of control on the corporate administration.
The Board of Directors in office – composed, in
compliance with the Articles of Association, of 17
members of whom 3 members form the Management
Control Committee – was appointed by the Shareholders'
Meeting of April 13th, 2019. The related mandate has a
duration of three years and will therefore expiry with the
approval of the financial statements as at December 31st,
2021. The directors are elected, on expiry of the body or in
the event of replacement of one or more outgoing
directors for other reasons, on the basis of lists presented
by the Board of Directors or by the shareholders, as per
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the formalities envisaged by the law and by the Articles of
Association in force at the time.
The current Board of Directors resigned entirely at the
Shareholders' Meeting of May 13th and 14th, on first and
second call, respectively.
The Board of Directors, that defines the general guidelines
and the entrepreneurial policies of the Parent Company,
is vested with the widest powers for the ordinary and
extraordinary management of the same and in particular
has the exclusive availability of a reserve, in addition to
powers related to certain subject matters set forth by the
law, also to certain specific areas set forth in the Articles of
Association, including, but not limited to: the definition of
the general guidelines and the entrepreneurial policies of
the Parent Company and the Group, with the related
strategic, business and financial plans and budgets; the
determination, within the areas of responsibilities that can
be delegated in accordance with the law, of the powers
of the Managing Director and the specific functions
attributable to special offices; the appointment of one or
more General Managers, one or more Deputy General
Managers as well as the possible termination of the
relationships with the same; the approval of the
organisational structure of the Parent Company and the
Group and the system of authorisations and powers,
ensuring its adequacy over time; the assessment of the
general operating performance and the suitability of the
organisational, administrative and accounting structure of
the Parent Company; the determination of the criteria for
the co-ordination and management of the companies of
the insurance Group and for the implementation of the
instructions provided by IVASS; the adoption of
procedures to ensure the essential and procedural
transparency and correctness of the transactions with
related parties in accordance with the applicable laws.
The Board is also assigned responsibility for the corporate
governance system, in relation to which, within the
context of the sector legislation and the Articles of
Association, it defines the guidelines and the policies
checking their correct implementation by Senior
Management. The Board requires that it is periodically
informed by Senior Management and by the key functions
on the effectiveness and suitability of the system and its
functioning, also for the purposes of carrying out the
annual audit.
provide for the possibility, for the Board, to establish
internal Board committees, a power that it has used, also
in consideration of the regulatory provisions applicable
and the instructions laid down with regard to self-conduct.
As at December 31st, 2020 the following were in office
with advisory and guidance functions:

•
•

•

•

•

the Control and Risk Committee, overseeing the
controls and risk management structure;
the Remuneration Committee, overseeing the Group
remuneration policies and the remuneration of
Directors and executives with strategic responsibilities;
the Related Parties Committee, overseeing the
procedures and the transactions with related parties,
in accordance with the Regulation Transactions with
Related Parties issued by CONSOB by means of
Resolution no. 17221 dated March 12th, 2010;
the Corporate Governance Committee, overseeing
the definition of the corporate governance system of
Cattolica and the Group and assessment of its
efficiency;
the Appointment Committee, created in compliance
with the Corporate Governance Code, with
consulting and investigative functions applied to the
appointment of Directors, members of Internal
Committees, of the General Managers and deputy
General Managers of the companies of the Group, of
the Executive in charge of drawing up the Parent
Company's accounting documents of the Parent
Company, of executives with strategic responsibilities
and heads of functions.

The Board of Directors has appointed a Chairman, an
Acting Deputy Chairman and a Deputy Chairman, with
mainly institutional and legal representation functions, a
secretary and a Managing Director with specific
operational powers.
Pursuant to Article 40.4 of the Articles of Association in
effect until July 31st, 2020, a Secretary was also
appointed, selected from the members of the BoD.
On July 31st, 2020, the Shareholders' Meeting reconstituted
the Board of Directors following the resignation of Mr
Alberto Minali and appointed Mr Carlo Ferraresi as
Director, selected from the list submitted by the Board of
Director.
Subsequently, on August 4th, 2020, the Board of Directors
has appointed as Managing Director Mr Carlo Ferraresi,
who retains the position of General Manager with all the
related powers. On the same date, the Board of Directors,
having consulted with the Appointments Committee,
resolved to confirm Mr Carlo Ferraresi as General Manager
of the Parent Company and to grant him the powers
related to this function.
As from October 20th, the Directors Chiara de' Stefani
(Independent Director, Chairman of the Remuneration
Committee
and
member
of
the
Appointment
Committee), Mr Carlo Napoleoni (Independent Director
pursuant to the Consolidated Finance Law and nonindependent pursuant to the Corporate Governance

Code) and Mr Pierantonio Riello (Independent Director
and member of the Remuneration Committee) effective
September 28th, 2020.
Subsequently, the Board of Directors - at a meeting held
on October 23rd, 2020 - appointed by co-optation,
pursuant to Art. 2386 of the Italian Civil Code, as Directors
of the Issuer, Mr Stefano Gentili, Mr Roberto Lancellotti and
Ms Elena Vasco, appointed by Assicurazioni Generali in
execution of the Framework Agreement. The Board of
Directors proceeded to appoint Mr Stefano Gentili as
Chairman
of
the
Corporate
Governance
and
Sustainability Committee, and Mr Roberto Lancellotti as
Chairman of the Remuneration Committee, as well as to
reintegrate the Appointment Committee, by appointing
Ms Anna Strazzera as member, and the Remuneration
Committee, by appointing Mr Eugenio Vanda as member.
Finally, with effect from January 14th, 2021, after the end
of the 2020 financial year, Mr Luigi Castelletti resigned
from his position as Director and Chairman of the Related
Parties Committee.
As at December 31st, 2020, in addition to the General
Manager, there were 4 Deputy General Managers
reporting to the General Manager, specifically:
•
the CFO, Mr Atanasio Pantarrotas, with responsibilities
in the management of Strategic Planning and
Control, Capital Management, Investor Relations,
Actuarial Assessment, Administration and Budget,
Procurement & Project Governance and M&A &
Equity Investments;
•
the COO, Mr Samuele Marconcini, with responsibilities
in Operations and IT, Organization and Resources,
Academy, Transformation and Automation, and
Claims;
•
Mr Marco Lamola with delegated powers on the
Agents network;
•
Mr Nazareno Cerni with delegated powers on the
Non-life Non-motor and Reinsurance areas.
The controls over the administration of the Parent
Company are entrusted to the Management Control
Committee, composed of three members of the Board of
Directors appointed by the Shareholders' Meeting, who
must meet the requirements set forth in the Articles of
Association and who are responsible, in particular, for
supervising the adequacy of the organizational structure
of the Parent Company, of the internal control system and
of the administrative and accounting system, as well as its
suitability to correctly represent the company’s operations
according to the law.
The legally required auditing is entrusted to an external
auditing firm.
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The composition of the directors and officers as at December 31st, 2020 is presented below:
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Bedoni

Paolo

Chairman

Poli

Aldo

Acting Deputy Chairman

Blasevich

Barbara

Deputy Chairman

Lai

Alessandro

Secretary

Ferraresi

Carlo

Managing Director

Caldana

Piergiuseppe

Director

Campedelli

Bettina

Director

Castelletti

Luigi

Director

Gentili

Stefano

Director

Giacometti

Rosella

Director

Lancellotti

Roberto

Director

Strazzera

Anna

Director

Vanda

Eugenio

Director

Vasco

Elena

Director

Glisenti

Giovanni

Chairman of the Management Control Committee

Bonato

Federica

Member of the Management Control Committee

Brena

Cesare

Member of the Management Control Committee

Ferraresi

Carlo

General Manager

Cerni

Nazareno

Deputy General Manager

Lamola

Marco

Deputy General Manager

Marconcini

Samuele

COO – Deputy General Manager

Pantarrotas

Atanasio

CFO – Deputy General Manager

GENERAL MANAGEMENT

Key functions
The governance system is also characterised by the key
functions identified pursuant to Article 215-bis, paragraph
1 of the Private Insurance Code under the Group Audit
Function, the Group Risk Management Function, the
Group Compliance Function and the Group Actuarial
Function.
The roles and the responsibilities of the key functions of the
Group tasked with the internal control are established by
specific company policies resolved by the Board of
Directors and are described in summary form below.
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Group Audit Function
The Group Audit Function is responsible for the assessment
and monitoring of the efficacy and efficiency of the
internal control system and additional components of the
corporate governance system as well as for any need for
alignment, also through support and advisory activities
provided to the other corporate functions.
It assists the Group in the pursuance of its objectives by
means of a systematic professional approach aimed at
assessing the control, risk management and corporate
governance processes, in compliance with the Code of
Conduct and the professional ethic principles (integrity,

objectivity, confidentiality and expertise), on a consistent
basis with the Professional Practices Framework issued by
The Institute of Internal Auditors, when in line with
mandatory regulations, provisions and self-regulatory rules.
This Function provides assurance services, i.e. objective
assessments of evidence for the purpose of expressing an
independent judgment as regards a process, a system or
other procedures, that result from the assessments carried
out. The Audit Function aligns its activities with the aforementioned professional standards commonly accepted
at Italian and international level and checks:
•
the correctness of the management processes and
the efficacy and efficiency of the organisational
procedures;
•
the regularity and functioning of the information flows
between company sectors;
•
the suitability of the information systems and their
reliability so that the quality of the information on
which Senior Management bases its decisions is not
invalidated;
•
the compliance of the administrative-accounting
processes with the criteria of correctness and due
keeping of the accounts;
•
the efficacy of the controls carried out on the
outsourced activities;
•
the propensity of the internal control system to
prevent internal and external fraud.
The Function's activities also include checks on
compliance with the rules of conduct applicable to the
distribution networks and technical quality controls and
checks on the functional and procedural aspects of the
settlement structures.
This Function provides advisory services to the operating
divisions, without however undertaking managerial
responsibility which would compromise its objectiveness
and independence. It is made up of various offices, each
with a specific focus (internal processes, distribution
network, settlement structures).

Group Risk Management Function
The
Risk
Management
Function
facilitates
the
implementation of the risk management system which the
Group uses to identify, assess and control the current and
forecast risks at individual and aggregate level, as well as
the interdependencies between the risks. The most
significant risks, these being understood to be the risks
whose consequences may undermine the solvency of the
Group or seriously prevent it from achieving its goals, are
subject to stress tests for the purpose of assessing the
potential impact on the fundamental values. This Function
also contributes towards the definition of the risk
management policy, the Risk Appetite System and the

operating limits to be assigned to the operating structures,
for the purpose of making the risk profile of the Group
consistent with the risk appetite as defined by the Board of
Directors of the Parent Company in its capacity as the
ultimate parent company. When performing its mandate,
this Function has access to all the Group’s activities and all
the pertinent information. This Function is independent
and separate from the operating divisions.

Group Compliance Function
The Compliance Function represents one of the Group
safeguards aimed at preventing risks of non-compliance
and the reputational risks associated with the same.
This Function carries out advisory activities for the Boards
of Directors of the Parent Company in its capacity as the
ultimate parent company, as well as other corporate
activities, overseeing compliance with the legislative,
regulatory provisions and European laws directly
applicable to the Group, with a particular focus on the
design of products, or with the provisions issued by the
Supervisory Authorities as well as with self-regulatory rules;
it also carries out assessments on the possible impact on
the activities of the Group deriving from changes in the
legislative framework and the case law stances and
identifies and assesses the risk of non-compliance with the
norms.
This Function is also entrusted with the task of assessing
whether the organisation of the Group and the internal
procedures adopted are in line with the objective of
preventing the risk of incurring legal and administrative
fines, equity losses or reputational damage.

Group Actuarial Function
The Group Actuarial Function is responsible for coordinating, controlling and supporting with regard to all
the aspects and calculations of a technical-actuarial
nature associated with the insurance activities: technical
provisions valued for the purposes of both the solvency
statements and the annual financial statements, risk
undertaking policy, mitigation of the insurance risk by
means of reinsurance agreements, capital requirements
associated with the insurance technical risks for the
purpose of the solvency statements.
The Group key functions are granted the necessary
powers, resources and functional independence from the
operating divisions by means of suitable provisions
contained in the policies of said functions resolved on by
the Parent Company’s Board of Directors as integral parts
of the directives on the corporate governance system.
The heads of the Group key functions have been
appointed by the Board of Directors of the Parent
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Company, in its capacity as the ultimate parent
company, to which they have directly reported; at the
time of annual planning, the heads of key functions have
proposed - to the Parent Company’s Board of Directors the budget of the human and technological resources
necessary for the execution of the annual activities on the
Group, therefore expressing an opinion on the qualitativequantitative adequacy of the structure with respect to the
assigned control responsibilities. Any changes to the
budget have been resolved by the Board of Directors.
The centralisation of the Group Audit Function, the Group
Risk Management Function, the Group Compliance
Function and the Group Actuarial Function, operating at
specialised organisational units of the Parent Company,
guarantees an overall and adequate coordination at the
Group level.
Each head of the afore-mentioned Group functions, both
in the stage for the planning and finalisation of the
respective activities, acquires an overview of the controls
and the risks present within the sphere of the Group. The
scenario is completed with the proposals and requests for
intervention which the administrative, management and
control bodies may forward to the managers of the key
functions on a preparatory basis for the drawing up of the
annual planning of the activities.
The information-related connection between the
management and control bodies of the Parent Company
and the key functions tasked with control is achieved
according to the formalities and timescales set up in the
Directives on the corporate governance system adopted
by the Group, resolved on by the Board of Directors of the
Parent Company in its capacity as the ultimate parent
company, which identify moments of information
exchange on a quarterly and annual basis and in the
event of occurrence of situations of particular severity.
The key functions of the Group have informed the
management and control bodies of the results of their
control activities on a quarterly basis, also drawing up a
final annual report. The activity plans are by contrast
annual and have been submitted to the Board of
Directors of the Parent Company for approval. In 2020, the
head of the Group Audit Function did not acknowledge
those situations of particular gravity which, in accordance
with the policy of said Function, would have led to
immediate communication to the corporate bodies. The
Group Audit Function and the Group Risk Management
Function have supported the Board of Directors of the
Parent Company in the fulfilment of the obligations
related to drawing up the reports on the corporate
governance and risk management system, as required by
the sector legislation.
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Within the Group, the exchange of information between
the corporate bodies and the key functions is also
facilitated by the centralisation, in a specific Parent
Company organisational unit, of some administrative and
support functions for the operations of the Boards of
Directors with the exception of the foreign subsidiaries; this
organisational aspect ensures that the various internal
control and risk management matters are scheduled and
handled within the Group companies in a uniform manner
and in compliance with the Parent Company’s standards.
The Boards of Statutory Auditors and the Management
Control Committees of the companies of the Group may
be assisted by the Group Key Functions.

Remuneration policies
The Group remuneration policies adopted in 2020 define
the guidelines and the operating mechanisms aimed at
incentivising and directing the subjects concerned
towards an effective implementation of the corporate
development strategies combined with a sound risk
management, thus avoiding the promotion of behaviours
leading to the undertaking of risks that exceed the set
forth tolerance limits.
The remuneration policies are therefore defined on a
consistent basis with the history and the guiding principles
of the Group, as established in the internal code of
conduct, such as in particular ethics and integrity; in the
application of the remuneration, these principles have
been translated in terms of uniformity of the remuneration
in the presence of equivalent roles and responsibilities, in
the balance of the company remuneration levels with
those of the reference market, in the continuous and
gradual application of the reward system for guiding the
results and the conduct over the mid/long-term for the
purpose of contributing towards the creation of value for
all the stakeholders over a mid and long-term timescale,
at the same time safeguarding the risk profile, the image
and the reputation of the companies of the Group.
The Group remuneration policies represent a guiding and
coordinating tool for all the companies of the Group,
confirming the role of the Parent Company in the
definition, formulation and identification of guidelines and
the application and assessment criteria to be adopted by
the entire Group, consistent with the provisions, in general
terms, of Article 2497 et seq. of the Italian Civil Code, and
in compliance with the provisions of the applicable
regulations including those that do not refer to the Group
strategy and risk management policy, thus guaranteeing
at the same time that they are customised for the unique
characteristics of the companies of the Group.

The remuneration policies of the companies of the Group
align, where possible, with these guidelines. This guidance
and coordination role assumed by the Parent Company is
also applicable to the non-insurance companies of the
Group and to the foreign companies within the limits of
and in compliance with the reference rules of each
company and taking into consideration the specificities of
the remuneration and regulatory schemes as well as the
practices adopted in each country.
In general, it is hereby confirmed, as in the previous years,
that the employees of the companies of the Group fall
under the scope of the remuneration policies of the
Company that employs them also as regards the cases of
appointment or responsibilities undertaken with other
companies of the Group or in companies in which the
Group has a financial interest.
In the case of employees with a concurrent position in a
corporate body, or of any other appointment or
responsibility within the Group, the remuneration package
(GAS, MbO and other components as described in this
policy) received by the individual subject includes the
remuneration for said office since any remunerations
received for offices held in any other corporate bodies or
any remunerations for other assignments are devolved to
the company with which the employee has a working
relationship.
With regard to the non-executive directors, the
remuneration is established as a pre-established fixed
amount for each period which takes into account the
commitment and the responsibilities undertaken with the
office but is not linked to the future economic results
and/or the achievement of specific targets. Additional
pre-established fixed remuneration for each period is
envisaged for the office of Chairman, Deputy Chairman
and Secretary.
On August 4th, 2020, the Board of Directors of the Parent
Company resolved to appoint Carlo Ferraresi as
Managing Director of the company, retaining his position
as General Manager.
On this occasion, the Board of Directors redefined the
total
remuneration
of
the
Managing
Director,
supplementing his remuneration as Managing Director
with the remuneration due for participation in the Board of
Directors, the Corporate Governance Committee and the
office of Head of the Internal Control System.
Mr Carlo Ferraresi was granted the powers of Managing
Director, in line with those already granted to him in 2019
as General Manager, and he was also given the
responsibility of supervising the Company's internal control
system.

The Board of Directors of the Parent Company resolved,
as regards the General Manager appointed as from
November 1st, 2019, on the division of the remuneration
into one fixed component and one variable component
of equal amounts. The structure of the variable
component of the remuneration consists of an amount
tied to the achievement of short-term annual results
(MbO) and paid in a monetary form, and a remaining
amount, related instead to three-year results according to
the Business Plan (LTI), paid in company stocks.
The office of Managing Director of the subsidiaries under
Italian law is normally held by a top executive of the
Parent Company. The Managing Director of these
companies does not receive any remuneration in his/her
capacity of Managing Director since this is already
contractually covered in his/her remuneration as a top
executive of the Parent Company, in application of the
variable remuneration system set forth for Cattolica top
executives. Therefore his/her remuneration is defined and
paid by the Parent Company itself.
If these roles are held by personnel belonging to reference
Groups of the shareholders of some companies of the
Group, the remuneration structure of these subjects will be
governed by the remuneration policies of the respective
companies.
However,
some
different
individual
agreements may be confirmed or some different methods
for structuring the variable remuneration may be adopted
according to an understanding reached by the
companies belonging to the reference Group of the
shareholders of the company, always in compliance with
the applicable laws.
The emoluments for the members of the control body are
established to a fixed extent, including an attendance
fee. With regard to the non-executive directors and the
control body members, variable forms of remuneration or
those based on financial instruments or non-monetary
benefits do not exist and insurance coverage for third
party liability is envisaged.
With regard to the key personnel, the remuneration
policies envisage a suitable balancing of the variable
components with respect to the fixed one in relation to
the strategic objectives and the risk management policy.
The fixed component is sufficient for remunerating the
service in the event that the variable component is not
paid due to failure to achieve the targets.
The short-term variable component for the top executives
within the category of Key Personnel is in a monetary form,
based on the traditional MbO (Management by
Objectives) model and provides for percentages
calculated according to the level of responsibility
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assigned, with a target level in the range of a minimum of
25% and a maximum of 40% of the GAS.
As regards the Heads of the Group's Key Functions which,
according to the applicable laws, cannot be incentivised
according to the financial results, this percentage is equal
to 30% of GAS.
In order to support the achievement of the objectives
related to the new Business Plan and in order to respond
to the demands of the investors, who require an alignment
of the risk of the strategic managers to that of the
shareholders, and to make Cattolica competitive in the
labour market, in 2018, a new incentive plan was drawn
up, intended for the key figures who hold the level of
responsibility and expertise necessary for this purpose. This
plan consists of a long term incentive system of a stock
nature, called LTI (Long Term Incentive) and tied to
performance objectives over multiple years, consistent
with the duration of the Business Plan which ended on
December 31st, 2020 with allocation percentages in the
range from 30% to 60% of GAS for each year of the plan,
again in relation to the period of office held.
Finally, in order to enhance the human capital of the
company, also prospectively, a part of the LTI Incentive
Plan is reserved for subjects who may not be executives
but have acquired high organisational and digital
expertise and have demonstrated a superior performance
continuity. These subjects are also entitled to a variable
incentive equal to 25% of the GAS.
Some ex-ante clauses for accessing the system are set
out, along with minimum result thresholds to which the
payment of the variable remuneration is subordinate, any
over-performance up to a maximum of 150% of the set
out target and any corrective ex-post action in the form
of penalty and claw back.
As set forth in the applicable laws, a portion of the
variable remuneration structure is represented by financial
instruments in order to align the incentives with the long
term interest of the Group.
For completeness purposes, it must be noted that, in
compliance with the applicable policies, in 2020 a short
term variable monetary remuneration system was
adopted also for executive personnel not part of the key
personnel category.
It should also be noted that, in compliance with the
opinions issued by the competent European and Italian
supervisory bodies - with reference, inter alia, to the IVASS
recommendation of December 29th, 2020 - the
recognition of the short- and long-term variable
components not yet disbursed and referring to 2019 and
2020 will take place once the final accounting operations
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for any beneficiaries have been completed, in
accordance with criteria of prudence and attention paid
to the level of risk and after consulting with the Supervisory
Authority.
It is the prerogative of the Board of Directors, upon
consulting with the Remuneration Committee, to take into
account, for the purpose of assessing the degree of
achievement of the objectives, any extraordinary event,
including any regulatory change that would significantly
affect the structure and the methods for calculating the
values of the parameters applied to the assigned
objectives, as well as in the case of unexpected
exceptional changes in the macroeconomic conditions or
a worsening of the financial context (clause "Market
adverse changes").
A specific incentive system in favour of all non-executive
employees was also set up, tied to the objectives and the
projects previously assigned and the evaluation of
organisational behaviour recognised as a fundamental
driver of the activities carried out by each employee.
The afore-mentioned incentivising systems are based on
general principles and, if applicable, on the application
criteria already set forth in the Policies in effect.
It will also be possible to grant other supplemental and
improved treatments of the individual remuneration
structure in favour of some types of Personnel, including
non-significant personnel. These treatments will be applied
according to specific criteria and assessments related to,
as a means of example only, particular organisational
positions, the achievement of the performance objectives
assigned, the participation in development projects or
growth plans, retention activities or other extraordinary
reasons.
A supplementary treatment is also provided for,
compared with the one set out in the National Collective
Labour Agreement, in the area of health and welfare, as
well as an improvement treatment as regards the
supplementary pension, through the recognition of a
contribution percentage borne by the company greater
than the one required in the National Collective Labour
Agreement, without prejudice to any more favourable
individual agreements.
In the case of the termination of the employment
relationship, the company policy calls for the application
of the National Collective Labour Agreement, allowing for
the negotiation of settlement agreements in the interest of
the company to prevent ongoing or potential disputes, to
be defined in compliance with the system of delegations.

Further information can be obtained from the Reports on
the Remuneration Policies of each company of the
Group.

Essential transactions
In 2020, at the Group level, no substantial relevant
transactions were carried out with the shareholders, with
the subjects who exercise a significant influence on the
company and with the members of the Board of Directors
as defined pursuant to Article 294, paragraph 1, letter d)
of the Regulation (EU) 2015/35.

Significant changes
Please note that, within the broader context of
rationalisation and simplification of the Cattolica Group
and in order to redefine the reorganisation of the equity
investments held in joint venture with Banca Popolare di
Vicenza, on February 20th, 2020 and July 28th 2020,
respectively, the Parent Company completed the
purchase of 40% of the companies ABC Assicura S.p.A.
and Berica Vita S.p.A. from Banca Popolare di Vicenza,
under compulsory administrative liquidation. Following this
acquisition, Cattolica Assicurazioni holds now 100% of the
share capital of the above-mentioned companies.
It should also be noted that, on December 15th, 2020, the
Parent Company Cattolica Assicurazioni received a
formal communication from Banco BPM whereby the
bank announced its intention to exercise its option right to
purchase the equity investments held by the Parent

Company in the companies Vera Vita and Vera
Assicurazioni, equal to 65% of their share capital. The two
companies hold 100% of Vera Financial and Vera
Protezione, respectively. On March 5th, 2021, the Parent
Company announced that it had reached an agreement
with Banco BPM by which the terms and procedures for
adjusting and continuing the partnership in the
bancassurance sector and the related exit rights were
defined.
It should also be noted that, on December 23rd, 2020, the
Parent Company signed a binding agreement with UBI
Banca concerning the early termination, with respect to
the deadline of June 30th, 2021, of the life bancassurance
agreements between the parties, through the bank's
exercise of the option to purchase the 60% stake held by
Cattolica in the company Lombarda Vita S.p.A. The
transaction was finalised in April 2021.
Finally, it should be noted that, on January 8th, 2021, the
Supervisory Institute, following the inspection concluded
on July 24th, 2020, delivered to the Board of Directors of
the Parent Company the relevant inspection report, with
unfavourable outcome and the initiation of a sanctioning
procedure. IVASS has therefore requested that a remedial
plan be drawn up under the responsibility of the
Managing Director, to be approved by the Board of
Directors. On March 5th, 2021, the Parent Company
approved the response, including the remediation plan,
to the IVASS memo dated January 8th, 2021.
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B.2 COMPETENCE AND INTEGRITY
REQUIREMENTS
The policy for assessing the fulfilment of suitability
requirements for the office, adopted by the Parent
Company implementing the regulatory legislation, sets
forth that the expertise of the subjects, to whom the Policy
applies, is assessed according to the provisions, legislation
and regulations set forth in terms of requirements.
The methods adopted for assessing fulfilment by the
Directors, Auditors, General Managers and those who
carry out key functions, of the requirements of
professionalism and integrity are described in a specific
Group Policy that provides guidelines for determining
whether those office eligibility requirements are met. The
companies of the Group have adopted the same general
standards, principles and application criteria of this Policy
although adjusting them, in their own policies, to the
specificities of each individual company.
In order to assess the fulfilment of the requirements, it is
required that the head of each key function must
demonstrate, by means of self-certification, the possession
of the requirements set by applicable regulations in force
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(including Italian Ministerial Decree no. 220 of November
11th, 2011 and the Consolidated Finance Law), signing for
this purpose a specific declaration accompanied by an
up-to-date copy of their CV.
The declarations made are examined and checked, also
by means of an accurate perusal of the chamber of
commerce records available, and the criminal record
and the pending charges certificates.
The fulfilment of the requisites is monitored over time, by
means of the performance of ad hoc checks, carried out
annually and via formalities essentially identical to those
envisaged at the time of entry into office.
In any event, the recipients of the Policy are required to
promptly report to the Company any newly emerged
circumstance that may make the requirements for the
office no longer apply.
The responsibility of assessing the requirements is normally
attributed to the Board of Directors, upon review of the
submitted documentation.

B.3 RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
INCLUDING THE OWN RISK AND
SOLVENCY ASSESSMENT
Risk management system
The Group has set up a risk management system,
formalised in the policies issued in accordance with Article
30-bis, fourth paragraph, of the Private Insurance Code,
which aims at ensuring an effective monitoring of the risks
deriving from the performance of its activities.
The risk management system makes it possible, first of all,
to capture the nature and significance of the risks to
which the Group is exposed. Through the set of processes
and tools supporting this system, it is possible to build a
holistic approach that allows all current and prospective
risks to which the Group is exposed to be considered in an
integrated manner. The risk management system is an
integral part of the management of the business, as it
makes it possible to assess the impact that such risks may
have on the achievement of the Group's strategic
objectives.
The main objective of the risk management system is to
ensure the ability to fulfil the commitments vis-à-vis the
insured parties, the beneficiaries and the injured parties
and, on a more general note, the various stakeholders,
while maintaining an adequate and conservative risk
profile, protecting the capital strength and a satisfactory
level of profitability.
In order to keep the risk management system in line with
the regulatory context and developments in the socioeconomic scenario, the Group has embarked on a
process whose main objective is to implement measures
aimed at strengthening the overall system both in terms of
extension and impact, in order to establish a complete
process that can continuously capture the real risk profile.
Furthermore, the implementation of measures capable of
strengthening the strategic planning process is also of
fundamental importance to ensure that the risk
management process is responsive to the evolution of the
scenarios assumed in the business plan and allows for a
more effective risk assessment process, also on a
prospective basis, for the purpose of adequately defining
the overall solvency requirements.
The risk management process takes into account the
objectives of the business plan and the annual budget.
This process consists of the following macro-phases,

carried out recursively and on an ongoing basis, in order
to capture both exposure to new risks and changes in
existing risks in terms of nature and size:
•
identification of the risks and definition of the
measurement/valuation methods;
•
current and prospective risk assessment (called Own
Risk and Solvency Assessment or "ORSA") and
definition of the risk appetite system;
•
risk monitoring and control;
•
risk mitigation.
The process steps are completed with the appropriate
reporting.
The step for risk identification intends to identify the risks to
which the Group is or could be exposed, i.e. those risks
whose
consequences
could
compromise
the
achievement of the Group's strategic objectives, solvency
or reputation, and to categorise them using the risk map
(described in Chapter C of this document), as well as
define the quantitative and qualitative methods for their
assessment. The measurement of the risks is first carried out
by means of the use of the regulatory capital
requirements, as established consistently for the entire
market by the EIOPA (European supervisory authority). The
valuation is also refined and supplemented by
assessments inherent to the specific exposure to the
occurrence of adverse scenarios deemed to be
particularly significant, and by sensitivity analyses. With
regard to the risks not included in the standard formula,
the assessment method is structured in relation to the
specificities of the type of risk and the formalities by means
of which the same could turn into a detriment for the
Group.
The own risk and solvency assessment (ORSA) process is
also used for the purpose of defining, reviewing and
updating the business plan and the budget, as well as
defining the risk appetite and the structure of the
operating threshold systems, in order to maintain
consistency between risk profile, solvency level and
corporate strategies. The risk appetite system of the Group
is structured on three levels:
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risk appetite level, set out as a target interval of the
Solvency II ratio;
risk appetite by type of risk, defined through relevant
thresholds for each identified risk category;
operating limits, assigned to the operating structures
for the daily management of the risk.

The Risk Appetite System is formalised in the document
"Policy for the management and assessment of risks and
solvency" and in specific directive policies for each type
of risk.
Exposure to risks and compliance with the set out
thresholds are subject to constant monitoring, both within
the first level controls, on a regular basis, and by the Risk
Management Function. In particular:
•
at least quarterly, the complete assessment of the
solvency position is up-dated, including therein the
detailed records of the risk exposures;
•
with the same frequency, analysis is carried out on
the sensitivity to market risk factors, due to their more
volatile nature, as well as the monitoring of the
actions mitigating the operational risks detected;
•
the operating thresholds are subject to monitoring on
an on-going basis (or with the maximum frequency
possible according to the type of data) by the
operating functions and on a quarterly basis by the
Risk Management Function;
•
the Group's solvency position is monitored at least
once a month, with the aim of promptly verifying
compliance with the thresholds of the Risk Appetite
System.
Within the scope of the risk management process, the
Group uses common techniques of risk mitigation, such as
reinsurance and other techniques of a financial nature
which include derivatives, aimed at mitigating the levels
of risk that are not in line with the objectives and the risk
thresholds defined by the Group. In addition, in the event
of an overrun of one of the thresholds set in the risk
appetite system, an escalation process is activated, as
defined in the Policy for the management and assessment
of risks and solvency and differently structured according
to the severity of the identified violation for the purpose of
restoring the value within the threshold.
Finally, a key role is played by the disclosure in the area of
risk, of which Senior Management and the Board of
Directors are the main recipients. The reporting system is
based on completeness, timeliness and efficacy principles
and aims at guaranteeing the production of an adequate
reporting in terms of risk profiles and related exposure,
even prospectively, towards the internal structures and
bodies of the company and towards the Supervisory
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Authority. Internal reporting is conducted both at
predefined regular intervals and in ad hoc circumstances.
The main reporting on solvency is the ORSA Report. It is
coordinated by the Risk Management Function, with the
aim of providing, on a current and prospective basis, an
internal assessment of risks and solvency requirements,
ensuring a holistic evaluation of the Group's solvency
position.
The risk management system and the Risk Management
Function are an integral part of the decision making
process and of the organisational structure of the
company, both with regard to strategic decisions and in
the business processes that impact the risk profile, through:
•
the dissemination of a Group-wide risk culture,
together with a clear definition of roles and
responsibilities in the area of risk management
(among the different control levels, as detailed in
paragraph B.4);
•
the consideration of the impact on solvency in
making the most important business decisions so that
business decisions take into consideration the impact,
both current and prospective, on the Group's risk
profile;
•
the consideration of the threshold system also within
the single impacted policies, which also entails a
greater interaction between the business functions
and the Risk Management Function;
•
the hedging of all risk categories within the scope of
the corporate policies;
•
the placement of the Risk Management Function
which reports directly to the Board of Directors of the
Parent Company and its participation in the main
committees;
•
the assurance that the Risk Management Function
has full access to all information, documents or data
necessary to perform its tasks, within the limits set by
the law.

Own risk and solvency assessment
(ORSA)
The current and prospective own risk and solvency
assessment (i.e. ORSA), formalised within the scope of the
policy for the management and assessment of risks and
solvency, consists of the assessment, on a three-year basis
consistent with the strategic plans, of compliance, on an
on-going basis, of the minimum solvency level required by
legislation, of the capital requirement necessary in relation
to the risk profile and to the business strategy, and of any
need for corrective action on the risk profile or the capital
endowment.
The assessment is mainly divided up into the following
phases:

•

•

•

•

•

projections of the economic results as a
consequence of the forecasts on the performance of
the businesses and in consideration of the evolution
of the macro-economic scenario;
the assessment of the current risks and projection
over time of the risk and solvency profile of the
companies and the Group, resulting from the
projection of economic results related to the
assessment period;
discussion of the results of the assessment by the
management body of the Parent Company with the
approval of the disclosure to be forwarded to the
Supervisory Authority;
communication of the decisions undertaken by the
management body to the company structure for the
purpose of their implementation;
monitoring of the evolution of the risk and solvency
profile.

The process for generating results is therefore guaranteed
by a digital tracking of the values transferred to the
application for ORSA assessments, which guarantees
historical data and details useful for the definition of a
forecast solvency position.
The ORSA process highlights the connections between the
current and forecast risk profiles, the Risk Appetite, the
related thresholds and the ability to satisfy, on an on-going
basis, the mandatory capital requirements and the
requisites inherent to the technical provisions.
It is therefore a holistic assessment that encompasses all
the risks to which the Group is exposed, aimed at ensuring
that the strategic initiatives and the expected evolution of
the risk profile are supported by an adequate capital,
both current and prospective. Therefore, the ORSA not
only consists of defining the evolution of the Solvency
Capital Requirement from a static perspective, but also
takes into consideration adequate stress and sensitivity
tests, to assess the possible change in the Group's risk
profile as a result of changes in market conditions or
specific risk factors. To this end, the Group will enhance
the system of stress tests it carries out.
The purpose is to strengthen the ORSA process in order to
fully assess the Group's risk profile, while at the same time
defining its overall solvency requirements, strengthening
the
strategic
planning
process
and
ensuring
responsiveness to the evolution of the scenarios assumed
in the business plan.

The results of this process are used in the definition of the
Risk Appetite, broken down by type of risks and in order to
confirm compliance in the medium period of the overall
Risk Appetite. The results are also used to define the
operating threshold system and the levels of tolerance for
any deviation within the Group's Risk Appetite framework.
These figures guide the main key processes such as
strategic planning, budget, product plans, strategic asset
allocation, which contribute to the strategic direction of
the Group.
The internal assessment of the risk and the solvency is
approved by the Board of Directors at least once a year.
Due to circumstances that may determine a significant
change in the reference macro-economic scenario or in
the risk profile of the Group, the Risk Management
Function evaluates the need to perform a "non-regular
ORSA", in particular in the event of:
•
acquisitions and disposals of portions of the business;
•
particular stress in the financial or insurance markets;
•
significant changes in the reinsurance structure;
•
approval of extraordinary dividends or capital
increase or debt issues, outside of the shareholders’
contributions.
Internal risk and solvency assessment is closely linked and
integrated with other business processes to ensure
alignment between business and risk strategies. Jointly
with the risk appetite planning and definition process, as
well as the projection of the capital position, the Group
develops a capital management plan which ensures a
response to the estimated solvency requirement. As
tolerance thresholds are defined, allowing for an
assessment of the level of capitalization, compliance with
these thresholds directly affects payment of dividends and
other capital measures. The capitalization thresholds and
related limits are calibrated in order to make risk-taking
activities consistent with the Group's risk-return objectives.
The capital management process defines and monitors
objectives with regard to return on the capital of the
business units of the Group and the individual companies
in relation to the risk restrictions and the capital
absorptions, measuring the ratio between standardised
net profit and average of the capital allocated over a
year. The objectives with regard to return on the capital of
the business units in relation to the risk restrictions and the
capital absorptions are monitored over time within the
sphere of the capital management and risk management
process.
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B.4 INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEM
General information
The control structure of the Group, as an integral and essential part of the corporate governance, consists of three
control levels which, pursuant to specific and differentiated control objectives, contribute to guaranteeing an effective
functioning of the system. The internal control system of the Group is represented in the following descriptive chart.
•

Audit

•
•
•

Risk Management
Compliance
Actuarial Function

•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-money laundering Function
Executive in charge of drawing up the company accounting documents
Data Protection Officer
Group Complaints Function Manager
Sole contact for communication of statistical information to IVASS
Distribution Manager

•
•
•

All line and operational controls
All supervision activities
All functions supporting operational managers to increase the
effectiveness and efficiency of the control system

3rd level:
Assurance

2nd level:

Italian Private Insurance Code

Periodic controls

Other regulatory sources

1st level:
Permanent controls

The role performed by each level of control is described
below.
•
First level: this level comprises all controls within the
operating processes that require specific expertise in
the business, risk management and/or pertinent
regulations; defined as operating, line or permanent
controls, they are implemented through assessments
carried out by those performing a given activity and
by those who have supervisory responsibilities,
generally within the same organisational unit. These
controls are defined within the organisational
procedures which describe the business processes;
they are present in each company activity or
function and are the responsibility, in the first place, of
the executive responsible for the individual
organisational unit;
•
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Second level: these controls, also called periodic,
monitor the identification, assessment, management
and control of the risks related to operations,
guaranteeing consistency with the corporate
objectives and meeting segregation criteria that
allow for an effective monitoring; they refer to
activities entrusted to specialised structures which
participate, together with the administrative and
directive bodies and with the operating structures, in

the definition of the risk management policies, the
methods for measuring the risks, the operating limits
assigned to the various functions, and they oversee
the consistency of the operations with the objectives
and with the risk levels as defined by the competent
corporate bodies. These are control functions, similar
to the key functions set up in compliance with the
Private Insurance Code (Group Risk Management
Function, Group Compliance Function and Group
Actuarial Function) as well as the Group Anti-money
laundering Function which was established pursuant
to IVASS regulation no. 44 of February 12th, 2019.
Within the scope of the Group, additional structures
and subjects, with control duties, carry out their
activities with different degrees of independence
and segregation from the Group's operating
functions and key functions.
•

Third level: provides an overall assurance on the
design and the functioning of the internal control
system and the additional components of the
corporate governance system through independent
assessments. These are periodic control activities,
carried out by the Audit Function, that also monitor
the functioning and the adequacy of the first and
second level controls.

Components of the internal control system are the
mechanisms regarding Group solvency. For such
purposes, the Cattolica Group is endowed with a
framework structured over three levels, monitored by
means of:
•
Risk Appetite: measured and managed through the
definition of risk appetite, and soft and hard limits for
the Solvency II ratio;
•
Risk Appetite by type of risk: defined on a consistent
basis with the level of risk appetite, also structured in
risk appetite and soft and hard limits, expressed in
terms of SCR or qualitative terms;
•
operating limits: represent the structure of the risk
appetite in the daily management of the risk.
With reference to the sections dedicated to an in-depth
analysis of the characteristics of the key functions of the
Group, it should be noted that the company’s internal
control system also includes the set up of suitable
administrative and accounting procedures as well as the
organisation of a suitable system for the transmission of the
information.

Internal control procedures
The administrative accounting procedures base their
suitability on a sturdy consolidating technological
architecture, whose focal point is represented by the
general accounts and financial statement platform in
relation to which a standard market IT solution has been
adopted, highly integrated so as to handle, in an
automated manner, the data originating from the general
accounts of all the Italian companies belonging to the
Group, including BCC Vita, whose accounts are
outsourced. Also the information flows, originating from
the operating systems and which populate the
accounting procedures, are governed in an automated
manner and subject to control processes.
The automation is supported by additional precise and
on-going safeguards checking the completeness and
accuracy of the information in an IT and administrative
sphere.
Supplementing the intrinsic controls in the applications
architecture of the information systems, a specific
governance standard of the quality of the data is present
relatingto this public disclosure and the periodic reporting
for the Supervisory Authority. The information systems
adopt physical and logical security measures, and are
subject to a disaster recovery plan capable of activating
technological and logistical/organisational measures
aimed at restoring systems, data and infrastructures in the
presence of events capable of compromising the
continuity of the company services.

For control purposes, the organisational structure tasked
with the administrative-accounting processes is separate
with respect to the business divisions and the financial
area and is characterised, also internally, by a good level
of segregation between the offices it is made up of: the
structure envisages different functional levels consistent
with the procedures which make up the accounting
process.
The application of uniform accounting standards and
standardised operating methods at Group level is
guaranteed by the centralisation of the accounting and
reporting process care of the Group’s specialised units.
The procedural safeguards used within the administrative
sphere are numerous, such as automatic reconciliations,
payment
authorisations
with
double
signature,
responsibility system for tasks and for accounts with
consistent profiling of the IT users.
Furthermore, the Parent Company Cattolica Assicurazioni,
in the capacity of listed issuer, has appointed an
Executive in charge of drawing up the company
accounting documents in accordance with Article 154-bis
of the Consolidated Finance Law, in the person of the
Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of the Group.
The Executive in charge of drawing up the company
accounting documents is responsible for the preparation
of the financial statements, the consolidated financial
statements as well as any other communication of a
financial nature, in cooperation with the competent
structures of the Parent Company also in order to perform
coordinated actions.
To this end, the Group has adopted a control model on
financial reporting, in support of the afore-mentioned
Executive, developed in compliance with the best
practices 2and defined in details in the specific Group
policy.
With reference to internal control procedures in the tax
sphere, the Parent Company submitted an application to
the Italian Revenue Agency to join the Collaborative
Compliance regime, pursuant to Italian Legislative Decree
no. 128 of August 5th, 2015. This regime introduces
innovative methods of on-going and preliminary
interactions with the tax authorities, with the possibility of
reaching a common assessment, between the taxpayer
and the tax authorities, of situations likely to generate tax
risks prior to the submission of tax returns.

In the area of the internal audit of financial reporting, the following is
generally recognised and accepted at the international level:
•
CoSO Framework that defines the guidelines for the
implementation and assessment of the internal control systems;
•
COBIT Framework which represents the reference standard for IT
governance.
2
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For the purpose of access to the regime, the Parent
Company has implemented the so-called Tax Control
Framework ("TCF"), i.e. a set of rules, procedures,
organisational structures and controls aimed at enabling
the identification, measurement, management and
control of tax risk, understood as the risk of operating in
violation of tax regulations or in contrast with the principles
or purposes of the tax system (so-called abuse of law). The
implementation of the TCF entails several benefits for the
Parent Company, including a strengthening of the internal
control system and significant reputational impacts.
The administrative procedural system is completed with
the planning and reporting processes characterised by
the integration of related and dependent business
processes (Plan – ORSA – RORAC).
At least on a quarterly basis, the Capital Management,
Planning and Solvency 2 Pillar II office must inform Senior
Management about the progress of the main operating
financial variables at both a consolidated and separate
level.
Similar information has always been made available to
the Board of Directors during the meetings for the review
and approval of the quarterly accounting reports. Other
detailed reports on the subject matters here discussed
were made available to Senior Management and the
Management of the Group’s business functions.
The economic and financial information is processed in
the analytical and business accounting systems and must
comply with strict control and reconciliation procedures
applied to the data against the data residing in the cost
accounting system.
The analytical accounting of costs has particular
importance in management control, which is carried out
through the SAP platform by cost centre, after the
budgets have been assigned to specific Responsibility
Centres in relation to defined expenditure items.
The control on the use of the budget and the
authorisation of expenditures are fully automated steps
within the overall process and are subject to strict crossreference controls through a double signature
mechanism.
For a greater attention to be paid to advisory fees and
outsourcing costs, it is necessary to obtain authorisation
from Senior Management.
In 2020, the Parent Company upgraded its accounting
systems and processes in order to comply with the new
international accounting standards IFRS 17 and IFRS 9.
The Parent Company has carried out an assessment of the
impact on the systems (IT architecture, systems providing
input to the actuarial modelling tools, accounting and
reporting systems passing through the actuarial tools,
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including the general accounting and the chart of
accounts) defining the related requirements deriving from
the introduction of the new international accounting
standards.
In 2020, the planning process has led to the drawing up of
the Group Rolling Plan 2021-2023 which was completed
according to the typical operating steps described below:
•
processing of market and financial scenarios that are
expected at the level of the "Parameter and Scenario
Team" with a subsequent formulation of specific
assumptions to be adopted for the processing of Life
and Non-life financial accounts;
•
processing of the technical items concerning the Life
and Non-life financial accounts, as well as other
financial items (e.g. income from investments) on a
multi-annual basis, according to the estimates of the
financial flows, followed by the definition of nontechnical items, the calculation of taxes and the
results of minor non-insurance companies;
•
formulation by the Risk Management Function and
the Capital Management, Planning and Solvency 2
Pillar II Function of projections on the solvency of both
the individual companies and the Group and on the
sustainability over a three-year time horizon.

Compliance Function
The Group Compliance Function, as set forth in IVASS
regulation no. 38 of July 3rd, 2018, assesses whether the
organisation and the internal procedures of the
companies of the Group, according to the definition of
the Directives in the area of Corporate Governance, are
adequate for the monitoring of non-compliance risk.
In particular, this Function is responsible for:
•
identifying on an on-going basis the regulations
applicable to the Group and assessing their impact
on the processes and corporate procedures (a task
that the Compliance Function oversees within the
scope of the so-called "Legislative Observatory");
•
assessing the adequacy and efficacy of the
organisational measures adopted for the prevention
of the risk of non-compliance with the regulations,
and proposing the organisational and procedural
changes aimed at ensuring the appropriate risk
monitoring (a task that the Compliance Function
carries out through the assessments performed
specifically and on site at the involved corporate
functions, and through the periodic activities of the
so-called "Compliance Risk Assessment");
•
assessing the effectiveness of the organizational
adjustments resulting from the changes proposed in

•

•

the remedial plans defined by the Function in order
to reduce risk exposure;
providing support and advisory services to the
Corporate Bodies and to the other corporate
functions on subject matters which are relevant in
terms of non-compliance risk, especially in reference
with the planning of new products (a task that the
Compliance Function oversees through the so-called
"Compliance Risk Assessments");
preparing adequate information flows intended for
the Corporate Bodies and the other structures
involved, including the Supervisory Bodies of the
companies, under Italian Legislative Decree no. 231
of 2001 (hereinafter "Supervisory Body 231").

Pursuant to IVASS regulation no. 38 of July 3rd, 2018 and in
compliance with the provisions of the letter to the market
concerning the "strengthened" corporate governance
system, adopted by the Parent Company, as the most
suitable model for the purpose of a sound and prudent
management, the Group Compliance Function is set up
as a specific organisational unit, analogous to the Parent
Company Function, and reports directly to the Board of
Directors guaranteeing its independence and autonomy,
as well as the compliance with the principle of separation
of operating and key functions.
For the performance of the activities related to the
mandate, independently from the operating functions
and the other key functions, the Parent Company
Function relies on adequate human and financial
resources, that are appropriate both in qualitative and
quantitative terms.
In the resolution for the establishment of the Function, the
Board of Directors of the Parent Company has defined an
organisational model that provides for a collaboration
between the Compliance Function and the other
corporate functions. This Function implements its own
organisational model by also availing itself, within the

companies of the Group, of liaison contact points which
aim at carrying out, on an on-going basis, an activity for
the connection of the first level controls and the Function
itself, through periodic reports drawn up according to
principles compatible with the so-called Compliance Risk
Assessment.
The Compliance Function of the Parent Company also
carries out, through specific service agreements, activities
on behalf of the Italian insurance companies of the
Group, according to cost-effectiveness, reliability,
efficiency and professional expertise logics.
The Head of the Function is appointed by the Board of
Directors upon ensuring fulfilment of the eligibility
requirements as set forth in the related policy. The
Administrative Body is entitled, if necessary, to revoke the
appointment.
The Head of the Function, in addition to the final annual
report, prepares information flows intended for the Board
of Directors on a quarterly basis, subject to examination by
the Control and Risk Committee, Senior Management,
Corporate Bodies as well as ensures constant direct
alignment with the functions included in the Internal
Control System.
The Head of the Parent Company Function submits to the
Board of Directors an activity plan, adopting a risk-based
approach that allows for the definition of the areas to be
submitted to a preliminary investigation, in compliance
with the main Group risks and guaranteeing, in the
meantime, the performance of all significant activities
within a reasonable period of time. The Plan also indicates
the interventions to be carried out, taking into account
the main risks to which the Group is exposed and the
activities to be submitted for a prior assessment. The Plan
of the Parent Company Function for 2021 was approved
by its Board of Directors upon an analysis carried out by
the Risk Control Committee in compliance with the
provisions of the Directives in the area of Corporate
Governance System.
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B.5 INTERNAL AUDIT FUNCTION
The Audit Function is responsible for the monitoring and
assessment of the efficacy, efficiency and suitability of the
internal control system and additional components of the
corporate governance system as well as for any need for
alignment, also through support and advisory activities
provided to the other corporate functions. Its duty consists
of objectively assessing the evidence in order to formulate
an independent opinion on the audits carried out. It
provides support and advisory services to the operating
divisions without undertaking managerial responsibility
which would compromise its objectiveness and
independence. In topics relating to the corporate
governance system, it provides support to the senior
management bodies in fulfilling their regulatory
obligations.
This Function is inspired by the principles of the internal
code of conduct and professional ethics in line with the
International Professional Practices Framework of The
Institute of Internal Auditors. The audit activities concern:
•
the
company
processes
and
organisational
procedures;
•
the regularity and functioning of the information flows
between company sectors;
•
the suitability of the information systems and their
reliability so that the quality of the information on
which Senior Management bases its decisions is not
invalidated;
•
the compliance of the administrative-accounting
processes with the criteria of correctness and due
keeping of the accounts;
•
the efficiency of the controls carried out on the
outsourced activities;
•
the propensity of the internal control system to
prevent internal and external fraud.
The Group Audit Function is set up as a specific unit within
the Company's organisational structure, i.e. as a
specialised unit which provides services to the Audit
Function of Cattolica and the insurance companies
belonging to the Group with the head of the Function
reporting directly to the Board of Directors to guarantee
independence and autonomy with respect to the
managers of the operational areas as well as the heads of
the other key functions.
Its organisational structure is designed to oversee
company activities at the head office and at the local
offices, as well as activities carried out in the distribution
networks.
The methods for the performance of the Audit Function
are defined in a specific policy that replicates the audit
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cycle of the auditing international standards and of
regulatory provisions, according to the following cyclic
development:
•
planning of the activities;
•
execution of the activities including the remote
assessments of corrective interventions carried out by
management (monitoring and follow-up);
•
consistent reporting and information provided to top
management and top executives.
The Head of the Function has prepared a programme of
interventions with the application of a risk-based logic that
has made it possible to identify the areas to be submitted
to a prior investigation, in accordance with the main risks
to which the Group is exposed and guaranteeing in the
meantime coverage of all significant activities within a
reasonable period of time. The 2020 audit plan also
included the activities to be carried out in accordance
with the legislative obligations and a margin for dealing
with the needs of unforeseen checks, and was submitted
for the approval to the Board of Directors of the Parent
Company in December 2019, before the start of the
reference period.
On the basis of precise internal standards, the Head of the
Function informed the administrative, management and
control bodies of the results of the checks carried out via
audit reports and quarterly reporting so as to guarantee
them awareness and oversight of the company events
subject to the internal audit activities. By means of the
same reporting flows, the directors and officers have been
made aware of the results of the monitoring of the
corrective action plans drawn up by management to
remove the problematic aspects highlighted in the audit
reports.
With a view to collaboration and co-ordination, the Audit
Function maintained information flows with the other
parties tasked with control.
During the year, no changes occurred such as to make it
necessary to adjust the programme; the final annual
reporting submitted to the administrative body in April
2021 showed that the operations were carried out in
compliance with the plan.
The Audit Function, on a consistent basis with the matters
established by its policy and in compliance with the
regulations of the sector, performs its activities so as to
preserve its independence and objectiveness for the
purpose of providing a professional and impartial
assessment on the effectiveness, efficiency and

adequacy of the internal control system and of the other
components of the corporate governance system.
The independence, an objective characteristic of the
internal audit function and its components, is essentially
guaranteed by:
•
absence of responsibilities relating to operations and
segregation of tasks also with the other control
functions;
•
a suitable organisational placement reporting to the
Board of Directors which ensures autonomy with
respect to management;
•
the appointment, removal and remuneration
conditions for the head of the function, whose
incentive system is not dependent on the results of
the areas subject to control;
•
the direct information flows with the administrative,
management and control bodies;
•
an economic, human resource and technological
endowment which cannot be subject to restrictive

•

measures without the approval of the management
body;
freedom of access for the function appointees to the
information systems, the company structures and the
documentation subject to control, also on an
autonomous basis.

The objectiveness, a subjective characteristic of the Audit
Function and its components, is conditional on
independence and is also supported by:
•
an assessment of the areas of origin and the duties
previously carried out by the function’s staff;
•
the periodic rotation in the assignment of the
appointments or mentoring of several resources in the
execution of the activities;
•
a constant development of the professionalism of
those appointed;
•
an accurate hierarchical control on the results of the
assigned activities.
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B.6 ACTUARIAL FUNCTION
Pursuant to Article 88 of IVASS regulation no. 38 of July 3rd,
2018, the Group Actuarial Function was set up, which - in
compliance with the directives of the Board of Directors coincides with the homologous Actuarial Function of the
Parent Company, as the Italian ultimate parent company.
The Group Actuarial Function is centralised in the Parent
Company and provides its services, through specific
outsourcing agreements, also to all the insurance
subsidiaries except for the foreign companies. As regards
Vera Financial, a company under Irish laws, it has
outsourced the activities assigned to the Actuarial
Function to local third party providers, whereas the
company under Luxembourg laws, CattRe, has set up the
Actuarial Function as an independent organisational unit
internal to the company, and appointed its Manager
pursuant to the reference local regulations.
The Group Actuarial Function reports directly to the Board
of Directors as a guarantee of compliance with the
requirements of independence and separation of the
individual control functions, as well as in compliance with
the principle of separation between operating and
control functions.
The Board of Directors appoints and can remove the
Head of the Group Actuarial Function.
The Actuarial Function carried out the following duties
during the year:
•
co-ordination and validation of the calculation of the
technical provisions according to Solvency II
valuation principles, for the purpose of the
determination of the solvency statements;
•
formulation to the Board of Directors of an opinion on
the global underwriting policy;
•
formulation to the Board of Directors of an opinion on
the reinsurance agreements;
•
contribution towards the effective application of the
risk management system, with particular reference to
the calculation of the specific Group parameters for
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•

•

•

•

the purpose of the quantification of the capital
requirement associated with the Non-life technical
risks (GSP) and the projection of the technical
provisions within the sphere of the internal forecast
assessment of the risk and the solvency (ORSA);
drafting and signing of specific reports, within the
sphere of the annual financial statements, for the
purpose of certifying the sufficiency of the direct
business technical provisions for the Life business and
Third party liability for vehicles and craft classes;
drafting and signing of the report, within the sphere of
the annual financial statements, on the current and
foreseeable returns in relation to the pertinent Life
business;
audit of the capital gain fund reserve in terms of its
compliance with the regulations in force and with the
resolutions issued by the BoD;
drafting and signing of specific reports, within the
sphere of the annual financial statements, for the
purpose of certifying the sufficiency of the indirect
business technical provisions for the Life and Non-life
businesses.

In relation to the afore-mentioned activities, the function
periodically provided the Board of Directors with
appropriate reports and, at the time of the approval of
the financial statements, presented the Boards of Directors
with a report containing all the duties carried out during
the year and the results achieved, as envisaged by
current legislation.
The function worked closely and continuously with the Risk
Management Function, providing its contribution on the
quantitative aspects of a technical-actuarial nature
associated with the insurance activities.
The Actuarial Function forwarded the annual report on the
duties carried out and the other reports to the other
functions forming part of the internal control system, after
presentation to the Boards of Directors.

B.7 OUTSOURCING
In accordance with the primary and regulatory legislation,
the Group companies have endowed themselves with an
outsourcing policy which defines the criteria for handling
the outsourcing agreements between the insurance
company and third party suppliers of services, even if not
authorised to carry out insurance activities, for the
accomplishment of a service or an activity otherwise
accomplished by said insurance company. For the
purpose of achieving the business objectives, the choices
regarding outsourcing are based on a clear definition of
the benefits and the risks which derive therefrom, and
must envisage the creation and maintenance of an
effective monitoring system on the outsourced activities.
The model for the governance of outsourcing envisages
that, for each Group insurance company, the Board of
Directors defines the guidelines and strategic polices,
whose
implementation
is
delegated
to
Senior
Management which, also on the basis of the assessments
of the risks carried out by the Compliance and Risk
Management Functions, has the task of authorising the
outsourcing of the services and reporting to the
management body. The task of preparing the periodic
information flows to the corporate bodies on the results of
the controls carried out as well as promptly informing in
the event of serious violations detected is the responsibility
of the appointed heads, distinguished by pertinence on
operating services and key functions.
The possibility that the outsourcing concerns insurance risk
undertaking activities or the activities which due to their
nature, quantity or transfer formalities may lead to the
draining of the company is excluded; the assessment of
the appropriateness of outsourcing is based on efficiency,
cost effective or transitory criteria with regard to the
services to be entrusted to the suppliers.
The policy provides criteria for the identification of the
activities and disciplines both the outsourcing of services
considered non-essential but functional for the
performance of the business activities, and the
outsourcing of essential or important activities, whose
anomalous or non-execution would seriously compromise
the company’s financial operations and the stability of the
business or the continuity and quality of the services for
the insured parties.
Only with reference to essential or important services do
the insurance companies assess by way of priority the
possibility of entrusting the outsourcing to other Group
companies, resorting to external suppliers only when
particular specific skills are necessary, albeit in observance
of the principles of integrity and financial capacity of the
supplier, in any event defining emergency plans and exit
strategies. For each crucial or important service

outsourced, the outsourcer must have an operational
continuity plan (Business Continuity Plan) and an
operations recovery plan (Disaster Recovery) which
represent an integral part of the Group continuity plans. In
the event of termination of the outsourcing relationship so
as to permit the company to insource the service once
again or entrust it to another supplier, an operating
strategy is envisaged which includes feasibility analysis on
the possible options, the selection of the option to be
implemented and the activation of measures for prompt
implementation.
The Italian insurance companies in the Group have
outsourced the following activities to the Parent
Company:
•
finance;
•
actuarial;
•
reinsurance;
•
complaints service;
•
anti-money laundering function;
•
key functions (Audit Function, Risk Management
Function, Actuarial Function, Compliance Function).
The Italian insurance companies in the Group have also
outsourced the following essential activities to Cattolica
Services s.c.p.a., a Group company with headquarters in
Italy which provides highly essential business services:
•
management of the post-sales of insurance products;
•
management and settlement of claims (except those
relating to agricultural and suretyship risks);
•
IT services;
•
management of section-related accounts.
The companies of the Group have also outsourced to
external providers, either directly or through the
consortium Cattolica Services, the following:
•
the handling of the legal protection and the financial
losses on motor claims (to ARAG SE Rappresentanza
Generale e Direzione per l’Italia);
•
the management of claim support (to MAPFRE
ASSISTENCIA Compania Internacional de Seguros y
Reaseguros SA, AON, Assicura, IN.SE.CO., WIT, CNP
Assurance, Up service, Studio Scorrano, Financial
Insurance Company Limited (Genworth), Dual,
Mapfre Warranty, IMA Servizi and My Assistance);
•
full outsourcing services related to the PASS Issuance
and portfolio system used by TUA;
•
the management of post-sales, settlements and
portfolio management (to PREVINET Spa, IMA Italia
Assistance, Blue Assistance, Caspie, AON Hewitt Risk
& Consulting and UBI Pramerica);
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the management of cattle-related claims (to APA
G.S.Z. – Gestione Servizi Zootecnia);
management of IT infrastructure with respect to data
centre, service desk, workplace management, WAN
management and printer management services (to
Accenture Spa, Telecom Italia Spa, Corvallis,
Leaderform, Koine, FDM, Comdata);
the management of the investment portfolios of Vera
Assicurazioni, Vera Protezione and Vera Vita (to
ANIMA SGR SPA with headquarters in Italy);
phone support to the customers of Vera Protezione
(to Universa Scarl with headquarters in Italy);
the management of scanning and archiving services
(to Microdata Service, IDM, Archiva and BUCAP);
specific training activities (to E-CO e-learning and to
LYVE);
credit recovery and Contact Center activities (to
Credit Network & Finance, Advancing Trade);
the commercial support and telematic connectivity
of BCC Vita (to BCC Servizi Assicurativi and ICCREA
Banca);
the management of the investment portfolios of BCC
Vita (to BCC Risparmio & Previdenza S.G.R. SPA).

As regards the essential functions outsourced by BCC Vita,
to be noted is that the company has entrusted to the
supplier Corvallis (formerly ITO srl), operating under Italian
laws, the administrative management of insurance
products, IT services, management and settlement of
claims and additional fulfilment of administrativeaccounting requirements.
The company Cattolica Life Dac, with headquarters in
Ireland, in the first six months of 2020, before being sold to
Monument Re Group, has outsourced the Audit Function
to Vera Financial DAC of the Cattolica Assicurazioni
Group, the Risk Management Function and the Actuarial
Function to Milliman Ireland, and the portfolio
management and financial and accounting reporting
activities, along with the IT services, to Irish Progressive
Services International, all three companies with
headquarters in Ireland.
The company Vera Financial d.a.c., located in Ireland,
enrolled in the Companies Registration Office Ireland, has
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outsourced to Irish Progressive Services International LTD
the so-called "third-party administrator" of the company;
to IT Force Limited the IT system of the company that
carries out monitoring, management and maintenance of
the systems and the IT infrastructure; to Savener Solution
LTD the local and off-site backup service of the
company’s data and all the necessary technical
configurations that are necessary and instrumental to the
activation of the Disaster Recovery and Business
Continuity Plans of Vera Financial; to SOFTCO the software
for the electronic view, consultation and management of
the policies of Vera Financial; to Willis Tower Watson the
Actuarial Function of the company; and to Anima the
management of internal funds related to the unit-linked
products issued by the company.
As regards the CattRe company, the services provided by
third parties are justified by the unique nature of the
activities based on competences and knowledge specific
to that reference market and the related legislative
framework. In 2020, CattRe strengthened its organisational
structure with the addition of different resources that also
cover activities previously performed by third parties. By
virtue of the start-up phase, some processes are managed
in outsourcing, namely: IRIS S.A., with registered office at
253, rue de Beggen L-1221 Luxembourg and enrolment in
the Luxembourg Trade and Companies' Register with
number B 191601, has provided CattRe S.A. with
management, administrative and general services
relating to: administrative, financial, accounting and
bookkeeping services. For payroll and related tasks to
IfPayroll, with registered office at 45, rue des Scillas, L-2529
Luxembourg and enrolment in the Luxembourg Trade and
Companies' Register with number BP2474. HR activities are
outsourced by the parent company Cattolica
Assicurazioni. A special work plan, currently in an
advanced stage of implementation, was approved by
the Board of Directors in May 2020 to ensure the
regulatory compliance of outsourced activities. The four
key functions (Internal Control) were internalized between
2019 and 2020.

B.8 OTHER INFORMATION
Within the governance system, the Anti-money laundering
Function is responsible for preventing and combating the
violation of legal, regulatory and self-regulation provisions
concerning laundering and the funding of terrorism. For
such purposes, it identifies the applicable provisions with
regard to money laundering and the funding of terrorism,
assesses their impact on the company processes and the
internal procedures, collaborates with regard to the
identification of the safeguards and the measures aimed
at the prevention and combating of the risk of money
laundering and terrorism funding, checks the suitability
and degree of effectiveness of the same on an on-going
basis and, where necessary, proposes the organisational
and procedural changes for the purpose of ensuring a
suitable oversight of these risks.
For a complete view of the governance system, it is
recalled that the Group companies have organisation,
management and control models pursuant to Italian
Legislative Decree no. 231 dated June 8th, 2001, relating
to the administrative liability of the bodies and legal
persons, Italian Legislative Decree no. 81 dated April 9th,
2008 regarding the protection of health and safety in the
workplace and are subject to the controls laid out by the
Parent Company pursuant to Italian Law no. 262 dated
December 28th, 2005 concerning financial disclosure for
listed issuers. An internal model is also operative for
preventing and combating in-house fraud.
Cattolica and the subsidiaries carrying out insurance
activities in the assistance class have filed the report
together with the financial statements, which reveals the
staff and the equipment they avail of so as to deal with
the commitments undertaken in compliance with Article
93, paragraph 4, of the Code.
With regard to specific regulations impacting the Group,
the following should be noted.
Following the issue of regulations implementing the
Insurance Distribution Directive, the Group companies are

working on integrating their business processes. In
particular, they have implemented an activity to
strengthen the sales process, with particular attention to
the rules of conduct for the distribution of the IBIPs
products, thus ensuring uniformity in the regulations
governing the sale of these products regardless of the
distribution channel used, as well as the assessment of the
requests and requirements of the policyholder. In addition,
companies are analysing the additional safeguards
needed in the insurance product approval process
By virtue of its focus on sustainability issues, the Group has
taken steps to analyse the impacts of European
regulations (in particular, EU Regulation 2019/2088 on
sustainability-related disclosure in the financial services
sector and EU Regulation 2020/852 concerning the
establishment of a framework to facilitate sustainable
investment). With a view to communication and
transparency, the Group companies have disclosed their
investment decisions and financial products. Consistent
with the initiative to strengthen the ESG strategy for
sustainable business transformation, as a principle of the
Rolling Plan 2021-2023, the Parent Company will analyse
the development of ESG-related issues from a
governance and business perspective.
Since the enactment of the EU GDPR Regulation, the
Group has been strongly committed to the analysis and
development of the necessary safeguards for regulatory
compliance.
In this regard, the activities of the Group companies were
aimed at supporting the finalization of:
•
the Privacy Organisational Model;
•
the review/update the Records of processing
activities and the Data Protection Impact
Assessments (DPIAs);
•
the review/update of privacy policy and consent
documents;
•
the governance of personal data within the Group's
IT systems.
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FOREWORD
This section illustrates the methods followed in the
measuring and handling of the exposure to risk and the
results of the monitoring activities.
The fundamental metrics for the measuring of the risks are
divided into two macro-categories. With regard to the socalled quantifiable risks, the first reference amount is the
measurement of the capital requirement according to the
solvency metric. Within the sphere of the same risk classes,
additional instrumentation is also used which supplements
the regulatory requirement with stress and sensitivity
analysis and with processes for a comprehensive
monitoring of the individual analytical amounts useful for
more frequently understanding the performance of the
risk positions.

Risk categories

With reference to the risks measured also by means of the
regulatory capital requirement, indication of the related
percentage of each risk with respect to the total is
illustrated. These percentage values are determined
taking into consideration the correlations between the
risks and the mitigation effect associated with the
technical provisions and the deferred taxes, consequently
they do not unequivocally correspond with the
presentation as per the obligatory statements.
% of total

Market risks

39%

Non-life underwriting risks

26%

Life underwriting risks

15%

Operational risks

13%

Counterparty default risks

5%

Health underwriting risks

2%

Definition of the stress scenarios
The process for definition of the stress scenarios subject to
specific analysis is based on the assessments made within
the sphere of the map of the risks of the insurance
companies belonging to the Group, which defines the
relevance and the expected forecast performance of
each risk macro-category.
The risks deemed most significant are subject to specific
stress test analyses, within the sphere of the assessments of
the risk profile of each company and the Group in its
entirety. In this sense, the risk macro-categories deemed
most significant with reference to the overall risk profile are
the market and technical risks of the Non-life business. The
other risks are assessed by using detailed analyses of the
results deriving from the application of the standard
formula, which due to its very nature expresses the
sensitivity of the company assets to the change in specific
risk factors.
The Group has embarked on a review of the stress testing
process, involving the definition of risk factors and their
inclusion within the stress tests, considering the internal
assessment of risk and solvency and ensuring consistency
with overall solvency requirements.
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The risks differing from the previous category adopt an
assessment on a qualitative scale, with which a concept
of expected loss is typically associated on the basis of
analysis made by means of self-assessments by those
responsible for the process and direct assessments by the
second level control functions.

General comments on the system of
limits
For the purpose of an on-going assessment of the risk
profile and the related handling of the exposures, specific
monitoring processes are set up, which are fundamentally
expressed within the sphere of the system of operating
limits which the Group insurance companies have
adopted in accordance with Risk Appetite system. The
operating limits make it possible to monitor the Solvency
ratio and compliance with the soft and hard thresholds in
line with the Risk Appetite Framework defined for the
Group and for each company. The definition of the
underwriting limits by type of business aims to handle the
overall exposure by undertaking risks on a consistent basis
with the risk appetite approved by the Board of Directors
of the Parent Company and of each subsidiary, and
commensurate to the nature of the activities carried out.
In addition, the Group defines certain limits in the financial
sphere, with the aim of capturing the impact of
unfavourable market trends in terms of solvency, enabling
the definition of an asset portfolio that is in line with the
desired risk profile.

The limits system is therefore a fundamental element when
managing risks.
Moreover, the model for the proposal of the limits has
been streamlined based on sensitivity analysis of each
value of interest, created in such a way as to measure the
effect on the solvency position of a series of adverse
changes assessed at the same time. The system of limits is
therefore an interpretation, also operational, of the Risk
Appetite defined from a strategic perspective and makes
it possible to monitor the solvency position on an ongoing
basis, in line with the risk appetite thresholds defined for
the Group.
Within this risk appetite system, the trend of the exogenous
variables of greatest importance is also captured, by

means of the monitoring of summary indicators, defined
as early warning indicators, whose recent and forecast
trends require specific attention.
These represent early warning indicators that signal, on a
preliminary basis, negative trends that could lead the
Group to a potential financial or equity crisis. They are
identified on the basis of the composition of the Group's
portfolio and the related risk exposure. A system of
reference thresholds is also defined for these indicators,
which are monitored at predetermined intervals and with
greater frequency than quarterly assessments, in order to
observe the evolution of the various metrics and promptly
identify the onset of potential emergency situations.
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C.1 UNDERWRITING RISK
Technical risks of the Life business
As described in the introduction, the technical risks of the
Life business take into consideration the effect of the
diversification between risk modules and the contribution
of the loss absorption capacity linked to technical
provisions and deferred taxes.
The main risks of this type to which the Group is exposed
are the risks associated with the conduct of the insured
parties (redemption risk), followed by the expenditure risk
and by demographic risks.
The redemption risk also includes the modelling of
dynamic redemptions, and therefore the so-called
policyholder behaviour, i.e. the analysis and prospective
assessment of the expected behaviour of policyholders,
and represents the risk factor subject to greater volatility
as a result of the close connection with financial variables
and consequently by their more erratic nature.
The quantitative assessment of this risk is carried out using
a
standard
formula,
considered
adequate
in
consideration of two elements:
•
profile of the products and the customers of the
portfolio of the Group companies essentially in line
with the market;
•
demographic characteristics of the insured parties in
Italy similar to European values.

necessary, what has been received from the managers of
the first level controls.
Life underwriting risk is also monitored already at
underwriting stage, through the use of metrics for assessing
the sustainability of guarantees offered both according to
traditional insurance management logics and from a
market consistent viewpoint.

The monitoring of these risks is carried out by means of
specific processes, particularly linked to the system of
operating limits which each company belonging to the
Group has set up in accordance with the policy for the
management and assessment of risks and solvency. As
indicated previously, the system of limits in fact represents
a fundamental element within the sphere of risk
management.

The Group recognises four categories of Non-life and NSLT
Health insurance technical risks:
•
premium risk, linked to risk underwriting, the events
covered by the signed insurance contracts and the
trend of claims;
•
reserve risk, linked to the quantification of technical
provisions for the observance of the commitments
undertaken vis-à-vis insured and injured parties;
•
catastrophe risk, linked to the uncertainty surrounding
the hypotheses for calculation of the premiums and
establishment of the provisions in relation to extreme
and unforeseeable events;
•
risk of an early extinction of a part of the business for
which this termination would entail an increase in
technical provisions without the risk margin.

Within the sphere of the technical risks of the Life business,
particular attention is paid to the trend of the premiums
written by business line (measuring the riskiness associated
with products which can be revalued, unit-linked and
those which cannot be revalued on a summary basis) and
to amounts characterising the quality and the profitability
of the premiums written. The risk control and monitoring
activities are carried out first of all by the heads of the first
level controls. The performance of these activities takes
place on a consistent basis with the matters indicated in
the policies for management of the individual risks, in
particular the reserve and underwriting policies. The Risk
Management Function, since it has independent access
to the necessary data for the monitoring of risks, verifies, as
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Concentrations such as to prejudice the risk profile of the
companies or the Group do not stand out; in detail, the
exposure by individual head insured is handled within the
sphere of risk concentration also by means of recourse to
reinsurance.

Technical risks of the Non-life and NSLT
Health businesses
As described in the introduction, the technical risks related
to the Non-life business and the technical risks related to
NSLT Health business take into consideration the effect of
the diversification between risk modules and the
contribution of the loss absorption capacity linked to
technical provisions and deferred taxes.

The quantitative assessments of the reserve and premium
risks are carried out via the standard formula with the use
of group-specific parameters (GSP), which were
authorised by IVASS on May 11th, 2017.
The monitoring of these risks is carried out by means of
specific processes, particularly linked to the system of
operating limits which the Group has set up in
accordance with the policy for the management and

assessment of risks and solvency. As indicated previously,
the system of limits in fact represents a fundamental
element within the sphere of risk management.
As regards the technical risks of the Non-life and NSLT
Health business, the main figures subject to monitoring are
the performance of the premiums, the technical
performance (for example measuring the ratio of the
claims of the current period to the premiums earned, the
settlement speed and the average cost of the claims) as
well as the performance of claim reserves (run off of the
claims of the previous periods).
Also with reference to the Non-life and NSLT Health
business, the risk control and monitoring activities are
carried out first of all by the heads of the first level controls.
The performance of these activities takes place on a
consistent basis with the matters indicated in the policies
for management of the individual risks, in particular in the
reserve and underwriting policies.
The Risk Management Function, since it has independent
access to the necessary data for the monitoring of risks,
verifies, as necessary, what has been received from the
managers of the first level controls.
Although to be considered as a type of risk of great
importance, also due to the nature of the Group
companies and their business profile, there are no
concentrations such as to prejudice the risk profile. The
exposures relating to natural catastrophes, earthquake,
flood and hail, the concentration for the risk of Fire and
the concentration for the suretyship risk are monitored.
On the basis of the scenarios identified by the Risk
Management Function, the Group carries out sensitivity
analyses both within the ORSA process and separately.
Regarding the analysis of Non-life and NSLT Health
underwriting risks, the Group carries out sensitivity analysis

with regard to the most significant risk factors, carried out
at least annually on the solvency position.
During the year, as part of the ORSA assessments, a
number of stress tests were carried out, final and forecast,
performed on the basis of a series of risk factors assessed
jointly, such as:
•
increased inflation rate by 2.24 percentage points
with impact on the claim reserve;
•
seismic type catastrophic event with a probability of
occurrence corresponding to once every 200 years,
quantified on the basis of the exposure of the Group's
Non-life business applying the set out reinsurance
structures.
In addition, a stress test was carried out to quantify the
economic impact of the spread of the Covid-19
pandemic on the Group's portfolio. Specifically, the
shocks predict the deterioration of the Health, General TPL
and Financial losses classes.
The results of the analyses carried out confirm compliance
with the Risk Appetite thresholds defined by the Board of
Directors of the Parent Company.
The main mitigation technique for the underwriting risk is
represented by recourse to reinsurance.
The reinsurance plans of the companies of the Group
provide for proportional transfers for the main businesses
net of any optional transfer, with the residual retention
protected by a coverage in excess of loss against the
occurrence of peaks of single claims or catastrophic
events. The selection of the reinsurance counterparties
gives a priority to relationships with reinsurance companies
that present the best prospects for long-term business
continuity and a particular focus is also placed on their
soundness and reliability as well as their rating and level of
exposure to risk categories susceptible to technicaleconomic imbalances.
In conclusion, special purpose vehicle companies were
not used for the transfer of risks.
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C.2 MARKET RISK
As described in the introduction, the market risks take into
consideration the effect of the diversification between risk
modules and the contribution of the loss absorption
capacity linked to technical provisions and deferred
taxes.
The main risks of this type to which the Group is exposed
are the risks of change in the credit spread and real
estate risk. These are followed by equity risks and, to a
lesser extent, concentration, currency and interest rate
risks.
The exposure to spread risk follows the significant bond
stake in which the overall portfolio is invested, and which
includes a portion of securities of corporate issuers. In a
market context that shows strong volatility, the Group has
implemented a process for strengthening its system of
limits, aimed at identifying those operating limits that will
make it possible to mitigate the impact of this trend on
solvency, monitoring the exposure of the portfolio and
intervening, if necessary, in a timely manner. The real
estate risk is the direct consequence of the overall
exposure to real estate assets, which is associated with a
percentage-wise significant capital absorption at present.
The Group's objective is to strengthen its monitoring of
investments in real estate and agriculture so as to provide
a comprehensive representation of the capital absorption
of these investments as well.
In applying the requisites of the "prudent person principle",
the portfolio of assets as a whole is invested for each
Group company into assets and instruments whose risks
can be adequately identified, measured, monitored,
managed, controlled, described in the periodical reports
and flagged while duly taking them into account in
assessing the overall solvency requirement. This principle is
applied in both the preliminary and final investment
analysis process, supplemented by the limits system.
Target exposure and limits, in terms of minimum and
maximum exposure, are then defined for each relevant
asset class.
All assets, in particular those covering the minimum capital
requirement and the solvency capital requirement, are
invested in such a way as to ensure the security, quality,
liquidity and profitability of the portfolio as a whole. The
limits are calibrated jointly for all risk areas and form a wellstructured system of conditions whose observance
protects the adequacy of the portfolio as regards the
desired level of these characteristics, in line with the
definitions of the Risk Appetite framework and therefore
with the Risk Appetite of each company and of the Group
as a whole.
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The assets held to cover the technical provisions are also
invested in a way that is adequate for the nature and
duration of the liabilities held.
The level of concentration is subject to specific
monitoring, both with respect to the thresholds laid down
by the system of limits and the thresholds laid down by the
standard formula to detect the presence of
concentration risk such as to merit an asset allocation.
With reference to investments in shares of listed
companies, the Group has adopted an Policy of
Engagement, in accordance with Article 124-quinquies of
the Consolidated Finance Law (TUF) and Article 4 of IVASS
regulation no. 46 of November 17th, 2020, as an
institutional insurance investor authorized to carry out
transactions in the Life business, as well as the Covip
regulation on the transparency of the Policy of
Engagement and of some elements of the equity
investment strategy of pension funds.
The Group's Policy of Engagement is aimed at promoting
the adoption, by the listed companies in which it invests,
of conduct consistent with the principles of sound and
prudent management, ethics and sustainability over the
long term.
The Group pursues a prudent investment policy, strictly
based on the available capital, and proactive, in order to
be able to seize value generation opportunities, assuming
a controlled, current and prospective, level of risk,
meeting transparency obligations and ensuring adequate
information flows within the contractual relationship
between institutional investors and asset managers.
The policy applies to the Group's Italian insurance
companies pursuing Life business and pension funds. The
Group has defined the scope of this policy by applying a
materiality threshold of 1% of the share capital of the
investee company, to be understood as stable and
continuous possession for a minimum period of three
months.
The Group's investment strategy for the Life business and
Pension Funds is defined differently based on the type of
product: Segregated Funds or Internal Insurance Funds
related to Unit-Linked products and Pension Funds. The
investment strategy for equity investments included in the
Life Segregated Funds is consistent with the objectives
defined in the Strategic Asset Allocation, while for the
portfolios linked to Unit-Linked products and Pension Funds
reference is made to the benchmark of the portfolios
themselves.
Equity investments are selected on the basis of
macroeconomic, sector and fundamental analyses with
particular attention on diversification, degree of liquidity
and dividend expectations. The Group has also adopted

the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) promoted
by the United Nations to disseminate and support
sustainable and responsible investment, believing that ESG
(Environment, Social and Governance) factors are an
excellent risk management tool for the support of
medium-long term sustainability.
The management of investment portfolios may be
delegated to external asset managers on the basis of
specific mandates. The work of the asset managers is
monitored through periodic meetings, verification of
compliance with the risk and investment limits established
in the mandate and consistency with the Strategic Asset
Allocation objectives, with particular regard to asset class
weights, return targets and SCR.
The Group assesses the consistency of the asset
managers' Policy of Engagement with its own Policy and
ensures on an ongoing basis a channel of communication
to further analyse how the asset managers' policy is
implemented as regards equity investments in the
portfolios of Group companies. Asset managers are
required to share in advance with the Group any actions
they intend to take (e.g. whether to attend the meeting
and exercise voting rights).
With regard to the market risk, the companies of the
Group define their risk positioning with respect to the
related appetite via the definition of the Strategic Asset
Allocation. The process of defining it is closely connected
with the significant ORSA processes and represents the
basis for a conscious and properly managed assumption
of risk. The composition of the portfolio is therefore based
on the process of identifying the strategic asset allocation,
considering a target percentage allocation and a set of
maximum allocation limits. Taking these limits into
consideration contributes to ensuring an adequate level
of diversification among the various financial risks in
accordance with the desired risk profile.
The assessment of these risks is carried out using the
standard formula, considered today appropriate given
the profile of the Group’s investments in line with the
market. When applying the standard formula, particular
attention is paid to the correct application of the lookthrough approach on real estate property funds, whose
riskiness takes into suitable consideration the possible
leverage present.
The processes for the monitoring and management of the
risks outstanding with reference to the market risks is
structured according to various lines, defining an overall
consistent system which represents a safeguard for the
investment activities and the risks deriving from exogenous
factors.
A prior investment analysis process exists, in accordance
with the provisions of IVASS regulation no. 24 of June 6th,
2016 and concerns in particular the so-called complex

assets, indicated in the same regulation and further
interpreted within the sphere of the investment policies
which the Parent Company and the individual insurance
companies belonging to the Group have adopted.
The monitoring of the market risks is also overseen within
the sphere of the ALM activities, which via the operational
interpretation of the process envisaged by the policies on
investments, in particular in the section of asset and
liability management policy, periodically monitor the main
reference amounts within the investment sphere, first of all
comparing the asset allocation with the related strategic
forecast. The analysis is then checked in further depth and
detail with regard to the most significant amounts within
the sphere of the monitoring of the investment activities. In
fact, market risk management plays an important role
within a process that aims to strengthen strategic
planning, with the objective of guaranteeing a timely
response to the evolution of the scenarios assumed in the
business plan. Through an accurate management process
and an effective assessment of this risk, also on a
prospective basis, the Group is able to define an
adequate overall solvency requirement.
In conclusion, the policies on investments and operating
limits reflect the Risk Appetite system, defining the specific
aggregate and detailed amounts on which the
investment activities are focused. The system of limits is
applied by means of a first level safeguard pertaining to
the operational functions and a second level
independent control pertaining to the Risk Management
Function. Within this scope, the Risk Management Function
has independent access to all the significant data for the
control of the risk and goes ahead with autonomous
assessments on the consistency of the most significant
amounts. The third level control is, as envisaged, the
responsibility of the Internal Audit Function.
A broad set of limits is defined for each company in the
market risks area. It is supplemented with specific limits
significant at the Group level and sets out to cover
parameters typically complementary to those monitored
for Strategic Asset Allocation and fully consistent with
them. Consequently, parameters indicative of the
exposure to interest rate risk (duration mismatch between
assets and liabilities), to the risk of the credit spread
changing (spread duration) and a number of indicators
aimed at measuring exposure in specific asset categories
are measured. The Group will continue to progressively
strengthen the system of operating limits by extending the
quantities that are being monitored.
As regards assessment of the market risks, the trend of the
regulatory capital requirement is also monitored.
This specific monitoring is also carried out using disclosure
instruments directly used by the ALM Function and is
subject to on-going comparison with the business and first
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and second level control functions, within the sphere of an
on-going and accurate assessment of the exposure to risk.
Moreover, the Group's solvency position is monitored on
at least a monthly basis in order to capture the effects of
any changes that may occur in market conditions.

o

The Group also carries out sensitivity analyses both within
the ORSA process and separately.

o

The process and the methods adopted by the Group with
regard to the analysis on the market risks can be
summarised as follows:
•
analyses of sensitivity to the most significant risk
factors conducted at least quarterly on the solvency
position. During the period, the exposure to the risk of
upward fluctuations in credit spreads on government
or corporate issuers’ bonds was measured, in addition
to the downward sensitivity of interest rates.
As at December 31st, 2020, six sets of sensitivity
analyses were carried out, the impact of which on
the solvency position are indicated below:
o
increase in the risk-free interest rates of 50 bps: +3
percentage points;
o
increase in the credit spreads (government and
corporate) of 50 bps: -30 percentage points;
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o
o

•

increase in the credit spreads (Italian
government) of 50 bps: -32 percentage points;
reduction of 25% of the share values: -3
percentage points;
reduction of 25% of the real estate values: -24
percentage points;
decrease in the risk-free interest rates of 50 bps: 22 percentage points.

Stress tests, both final and prospective, identified on
the basis of the portfolio losses they would cause and
calibrated on the basis of historically observed
scenarios over a defined time horizon. Stressed
factors include credit spreads, the risk-free curve, and
the value of real estate and equities.

The evidence deriving from the analyses carried out
makes it possible to confirm compliance with the
regulatory solvency threshold following the defined
stresses. The Group is committed to a capital
strengthening process to ensure robust solvency levels and
compliance with risk appetite thresholds even in the event
of severe stress scenarios.

C.3 CREDIT RISK
As described in the introduction, the credit risks understood to be risks of default by the counterparty and
therefore not inclusive of the spread risk on bonds - take
into consideration the effect of the diversification
between risk modules and the contribution of the loss
absorption capacity linked to technical provisions and
deferred taxes.
The main types of exposure to which the Group is
exposed, falling within this category, relate to the
exposure to receivables from intermediaries and insured
parties, from reinsurers and current accounts.
The assessment of these risks is carried out using the
standard formula, considered appropriate thus far given
the profile of the assets in question held by the companies
belonging to the Group, in line with the market.
In the assessments made using this metric, particular
attention is paid to the breakdown of the risk by type of
exposure and for the individual counterparties of greatest
significance, monitoring the trend over time and assessing
case-by-case the appropriateness of management
action aimed at containing the risk.
The credit risk management process is first and foremost
concentrated on the suitable selection of the
counterparties.
A system of limits is also defined which aims to
appropriately handle the most significant exposures, by
means of the assignment of limits to the operating

structures, for each insurance company belonging to the
Group, expressed as a capital requirement determined
using the standard formula and interpreted by individual
type.
Specifically, limits referring to the capital requirement for
exposures in current accounts and vis-à-vis reinsurers are
assigned. These values make it possible to summarise
various risk dimensions, including the riskiness of individual
counterparties, overall exposure and any concentrations
present.
The most critical exposures are focused on re-insurer
counterparties whose associated risk is moderate thanks
to their high credit rating. The actual adequacy of
counterparty risk undertaken as a consequence of
recourse to reinsurance is also subject to assessment within
the reinsurer selection process, as laid out in the related
policy.
No particular credit risk mitigation techniques are applied.
The consistency of the risk undertaken with the Risk
Appetite defined by each insurance company in line with
the Parent Company resolutions is maintained through the
selection of the counterparties and the handling of the
related exposure.
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C.4 LIQUIDITY RISK
The assessment of the liquidity risk is carried out, for each
insurance company belonging to the Group, according
to the provisions of the related policy, which aims to
establish a level of oversight concentrated on careful
financial planning, having also taken into account the
elements of variability which influence the trend of the
future cash flows.
The trend of the investment portfolio is also subject to
periodic reporting and monitoring, for the purpose of
constantly assessing the availability of assets which can be
liquidated in the presence of possible cash requirements.
The reporting linked to the afore-mentioned monitoring is
subject to periodic discussion with Senior Management.
The companies of the Group have prepared some
sensitivity analyses within the financial planning process,
aimed at determining the sustainability of any stress
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scenarios with a view to future cash flows. The process
provides for the independent definition of the stress
scenarios by the Risk Management Function, which
receives and subsequently assesses the outcomes of the
application of the scenarios by the Treasury Functions.
The results of this analysis are provided in the ORSA report.
The liquidity risk is mitigated, in more significant cases, by
means of the establishment of appropriate credit facilities,
which make it possible, if required, to make up for
temporary shortfalls of cash.
As required by current legislation, it is disclosed that the
amount of the profits expected in the future premiums of
the Group comes to around € 121,974 thousand, inclusive
of the contribution of the Life business and the Non-life
and NSLT Health businesses.

C.5 OPERATIONAL RISK
In accordance with current legislation, the Group
companies have adopted an operational risk policy,
which defines the guidelines of the method-based
framework to be used in the assessment of this type of risk,
and also determined the specific risk appetite suitably
fixing the related tolerance levels. The Parent Company
also determined the risk appetite for the risk in question at
Group level.
The operational risk management system of the Group
aims to prevent and reduce any losses which might
manifest on occurrence of damaging events, by means
of a process which envisages the identification, gauging
and mitigation, as well as the systematic disclosure of the
risk based culture in daily operations. This approach makes
it possible to enhance the internal control system, improve
the efficiency and efficacy of the management
processes and encourage dialogue with the Board of
Directors, Senior Management, the Control and Risk
Committee, the Management Control Committee, the
Board of Statutory Auditors of the Group companies and
the Supervisory Authority.
Two different methods for measuring the operational risks
are envisaged in the Group:
•
a quantitative assessment for regulatory purposes
and on a quarterly basis, where the capital to satisfy
the solvency requirements of the module relating to
the operational risks (OpSCR) is calculated applying
the standard formula of the Solvency II legislation.
See the introduction for information on the weight
related to the operational risk;
•
an internal qualitative assessment carried out by the
heads of the company processes and by the Group’s
Risk Management Function, where the risks are
identified and classified by risk factors (individuals,
procedures, systems and external events) and by
type of event, according to the taxonomy illustrated
below:
o
internal fraud;
o
external fraud;
o
employment and work safety ratio;
o
customers, products and business practices;
o
damages to material assets;
o
interruptions of the operations and malfunctions
of the information systems;
o
execution, consignment and management of
the processes.
The exposure of the risks is measured using a qualitative
scale, determined on the basis of a probability of

occurrence and potential economic impact logic, which
has a minimum value equal to 1 (very low) and a
maximum value equal to 10 (very high). As of December
31st, 2020 the qualitative assessment of the risk in its
entirety for the Group comes to a 4 exposure value
(medium low), slightly above the operational risk
preference defined by the Group.
The operational risks identified and assessed are subject to
an on-going monitoring process and revalued overall at
least once a year. Furthermore, those responsible for the
company processes have the obligation to promptly alert
the Risk Management Function in the presence of
operational risk events with a potential exposure such as
to influence the Group’s risk profile, so that suitable risk
management measures can be adopted.
The types of risk to which the Group is most exposed both
in terms of numerousness and level of exposure are three:
a) the execution, consignment and management of the
processes attributable to events which occur during the
daily operations of the business; b) fraud associated with
the settlement and underwriting activities; and c) the
interruption of the operations and malfunctions of the
information systems.
The predominant type is the one related to the execution
of processes, whereas the fraud risks, inherent in the
business and common to the economic system, are
numerically fewer even if this phenomenon represents
overall a significant risk. However, as regards these risks, no
material concentrations are present.
The global context shows a high focus placed on cyber
risk, data quality and the risk of any business interruption,
confirming the exposure to these risks as stable. The main
mitigation actions carried out by the Group in 2020
focused on maintaining a high level of control over ICT
systems. With particular reference to cyber risk, the Group
plans to strengthen the methodologies for preliminarily
assessing and communicating risks in advance to the
administrative body.
For the purpose of mitigating the Group’s exposure to
operational
risk,
the
Parent
Company’s
Senior
Management, in compliance with the responsibilities
assigned and implementing the same, adopts procedures
which ensure the maintenance of the consistency of the
choices with the risk management objectives established
by the Parent Company’s Board of Directors and the
alignment with the organisational logics adopted.
Specifically, the Group - within the Risk Appetite System envisages the implementation of remediation measures to
be defined and activated when the established tolerance
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level has been exceeded for the purpose of ensuring a
prompt realignment of the exposure of the operational risk
with said risk appetite level which the Parent Company
has established for the Group in its entirety. The
operational risks whose levels of exposure exceed the
declared thresholds are subject to corrective actions
established with the heads of the company processes and
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implemented by the same. Such actions, which may also
envisage the use of risk transfer instruments, are specific
per risk and the related expiries are subject to monitoring
by the Risk Management Function, which reports
periodically on the progress to the Parent Company’s
Control and Risk Committee and the Board of Directors of
the individual Group companies.

C.6 OTHER MATERIAL RISKS
Belonging to the Group
With reference to the risk of belonging to the Group, the
assessment translates, for each insurance company
belonging to the Group, in the definition of a summary
attribute of significance, accompanied by an indication
of the forecast trend. The significance and the impact of
the risk of belonging to the Group are assessed in relation
to the possible expectation of future needs for capital
measures which the Parent Company would have to
carry out to reset the risk tolerance threshold of the
insurance subsidiaries, having taken into account the
ORSA assessments. With regard to the insurance
subsidiaries, the assessment is also linked to the possible
need for capital measures for the current and forecast
compliance with the desired Risk Appetite level.

Reputational risk
The Group considers reputational risk mainly as a "second
level risk", i.e. as a derivation of other risks, in particular the
risk of non-compliance with regulations, operational risk
and cyber risk, amplifying their negative impact for the
company. However, media events with an impact on the
corporate environment that affect the performance of
the security also play an important role in this assessment.
The importance of reputational risk comes from the low
tolerance level defined by the Board of Directors of the
Parent Company in addition to the historical roots of the
Group that make it an economic subject that considers
reputation as one of the key elements for the generation
of value for the stakeholders.
The current qualitative assessment of the Group's
reputational risk is equal to a value of 5 (average), which
is higher than the Risk Appetite defined by the Board of
Directors of the Parent Company. This assessment is mainly
due to the recent media exposure to which the Group
has been subject, over the year, as regards issues of
particular economic and financial sensitivity; considering
the economic context and the market in which the Group
operates, the prospective assessment of the current risk
exposure is confirmed to be stable.
To mitigate this risk, a centralised internal and external
communication structure has been set up at the Parent
Company in order to enhance the response and

management of events that may impact the Group's
reputation.

Compliance check
The Group, through the Group Compliance Function,
centralised in the Parent Company, has identified and
assessed non-compliance risks, placing a particular focus
on compliance with the rules on the transparency of
information and appropriateness of behaviour in the
performance of the agreements in effect, in the
relationships with the policyholders and with the
claimants.
Consistent with its responsibilities and within the scope of
the activities identified in the Group Compliance Annual
Plan, the Group Compliance Function, centralised in the
Parent Company, has assessed the impact of the
provisions on corporate processes and procedures, the
effectiveness of the controls already in place, proposing, if
necessary, improvement actions aimed at ensuring an
adequate monitoring of the non-compliance risk.
To this end, the Function has issued ex-ante assessments
on the non-compliance risk regarding matters analysed
from time to time and has also carried out some targeted,
on-site audits, as well as Compliance Risk Assessments on
the basis of evidence and risk indicators contained in the
information flows generated by the different corporate
functions being monitored.

Strategic risk
Strategic risk management aims to identify possible
scenarios that could compromise the objectives of the
strategic plan. The Group is therefore committed to the
process for the identification, assessment, mitigation and
monitoring of risks that could compromise the
achievement of the company's strategic objectives and
impact profitability, while also defining target levels in line
with the Group's risk appetite. Strategic risk stands at the
"soft" risk appetite limit, within the risk map, due to the
complex sustainability of the Life business in the current
market environment.
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Money-laundering risk

Environmental risk

The risk is linked to the possibility of insurance activities
being exploited for the purposes of money laundering
and terrorist financing. This assessment, carried out by the
Group's Anti-money laundering Function, uses an
approach based on risk self-assessment. For the Group as
a whole, the risk is contained, with a "low" relevance within
the risk map.

Environmental risk assessment, related to climate change
caused by the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere, uses an approach based on monitoring
factors related to climate change that could have a
negative impact on the Group's capital soundness and on
its own business profile. This assessment also takes into
account the preventive and corrective measures
implemented by the Group to deal with potential adverse
events.

C.7 OTHER INFORMATION
There are no remarks in addition to those of Chapter A.1 – Business of this report.
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FOREWORD
The tables shown in the following sections and the related comments refer to the Economic Balance Sheet template
(S.02.01.02) presented for the purposes of disclosure among the attachments to this report.
The single items figures are shown with a comparison with the figures drawn from the consolidated financial statements
as at December 31st, 2020. It should be noted that, following what is reported in Chapter A.1 - Assets, the amounts
relating to the subsidiary Lombarda Vita are shown in the column "Solvency II value" line by line, unlike the column
relating to IAS/IFRS, where they are shown respectively under items: "all other assets/liabilities, not indicated elsewhere".
In fact, under Solvency II, the provisions of IFRS 5, which require the classification of all the assets and liabilities of a
disposal group within a single line of assets and liabilities, do not apply.
Assets
Solvency II value

Book value
according to the
IAS/IFRS accounting
standards

Goodwill

0

410,325

Deferred acquisition costs

0

15,247

Intangible assets

0

294,769

Deferred tax assets

916,642

634,170

Property, plant and equipment held for own use

244,968

226,539

(€ thousands)

Investments (other than assets held for index-linked and unit-linked contracts)

27,932,921

20,244,389

Property (other than for own use)

65,437

974,683

Holdings in related undertakings, including equity investments

10,023

174,094

Equities

66,370

47,808

Equities - Listed

40,462

20,582

Equities - Unlisted

25,908

27,226

Bonds

25,591,379

18,235,526

Government bonds

19,411,839

13,537,201

Corporate bonds

4,770,185

3,601,780

Structured notes

1,407,041

1,094,231

Collateralised securities
Collective Investments Undertakings
Derivatives
Assets held for index-linked and unit-linked contracts
Loans and mortgages
Loans on policies
Loans and mortgages to individuals
Other loans and mortgages

2,314

2,191,404

803,971

8,308

8,308

5,297,024

3,659,686

64,107

64,589

703

703

3,861

3,849

59,543

60,037

Reinsurance recoverables from:

459,097

562,668

Non-life and health similar to non-life

409,015

474,971

Non-life excluding health

372,804

432,455

Health similar to non-life

36,211

42,516

Life and health similar to life, excluding health, and index-linked and unit-linked

50,082

87,697

Life, excluding health, and index-linked and unit-linked

50,082

87,697

Deposits with cedants

13,595

13,595

Insurance and intermediaries receivables

421,115

420,074

Reinsurance receivables

102,229

99,379

Receivables (trade, non-insurance)

820,412

706,045

Own shares (held directly)

128,559

164,506

Cash and cash equivalents

270,350

260,724

Any other assets not elsewhere shown

199,234

9,528,834

36,870,253

37,305,539

Total assets

94

2,314

Liabilities
Solvency II value

Book value
according to the
IAS/IFRS accounting
standards

Technical provisions - Non-life

3,252,348

3,464,794

Technical provisions - Non-life (excluding health)

2,991,142

3,145,545

Best estimate

(€ thousands)

2,867,118

0

Risk margin

124,024

0

Technical provisions - Health (similar to non-life)

261,206

319,250

Best estimate

246,598

0

Risk margin

14,608

0

Technical provisions - Life (excluding index-linked and unit-linked)

22,882,678

15,458,299

Technical provisions - Life (excluding health, and index-linked and unit-linked)

22,882,678

15,458,299

Best estimate

22,598,354

0

Risk margin

284,324

0

Technical provisions - index-linked and unit-linked

5,199,793

3,688,288

Best estimate

5,176,433

0

23,360

0

0

2,366

Provisions other than technical provisions

66,367

67,158

Pension benefit obligations

35,625

35,170

Risk margin
Other technical provisions

Deposits from reinsurers
Deferred tax liabilities
Derivatives
Debts owed to credit institutions
Financial liabilities other than debts owed to credit institutions
Insurance and intermediaries payables
Reinsurance payables

44,471

30,121

836,672

634,446

9,369

9,369

69,939

106,066

42,136

42,136

639,964

524,868

79,487

79,039

Payables (trade, non-insurance)

413,929

401,798

Subordinated liabilities

772,920

722,497

80,077

80,000

692,843

642,497

Subordinated liabilities not in Basic Own Funds
Subordinated liabilities in Basic Own Funds
Any other liabilities not elsewhere shown
Total liabilities
Excess of assets over liabilities

122,784

9,261,334

34,468,482

34,527,749

2,401,771

2,777,790
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D.1 ASSETS
Accounting standards
The assets are valued on a consistent basis with the
approach as per Article 75 of the Directive 2009/138/EC
("Directive") which establishes that the assets are valued
at the amount at which they could be exchanged
between informed and consenting parties in a transaction
carried out under normal market conditions.
In particular, as provided for in Commission Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated October 10th, 2014,
(Delegated Regulation) the assets are valued in
compliance with the international accounting standards
(IAS/IFRS) adopted by the Commission in accordance
with Regulation (EC) no. 1606/2002.
With respect to the IAS/IFRS, the following valuation
methods are excluded:
•
cost or amortised cost for the financial assets;
•
the valuation models which value at book value or
fair value less cost to sell, whichever is lower;
•
cost less depreciation and write-downs for properties,
properties purchased for investment purposes, plant
and machinery.
The following general criteria are also used:
•
the assets are valued on the basis of the assumption
that the company is a going-concern;
•
the individual assets are valued separately;
•
the valuation method is proportionate to the nature,
the extent and the complexity of the risks inherent to
the Group’s activities.
The main accounting standard is the fair value as defined
by IFRS 13, which is determined by means of the use of
prices acquired from public listings, in the event of assets
listed on active markets, or by means of the use of
valuation models. An asset is considered as listed on an
active market if the listed prices are promptly and duly
available via stock markets, brokers, intermediaries,
companies specialized in the sector, listing services or
regulatory bodies and represent effective and regular
market transactions which have taken place within an
adequate reference interval promptly adapting to market
changes.
In the absence of an active market or a market which has
a sufficient or permanent number of transactions, the fair
value is determined by means of the use of valuation
models, generally applied and accepted by the market,
with the aim of determining the exchange price of a
hypothetical transaction which has taken place under
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market conditions which can be defined as "normal and
independent".
Recourse to the valuation techniques aims to minimise the
use of the inputs not observable on the market, favouring
the use of observable data.
The main techniques used are as follows:
•
market approach: prices and other significant
information are used, generated by market
transactions carried out on identical or similar assets;
•
cost approach: this reflects the amount which would
be requested at the time of the valuation to replace
the service capacity of an asset;
•
income approach: the future cash flows are
converted to their current value.
Essentially for the assets in the portfolio as of the valuation
date, the "market approach" and "income approach"
type techniques are used.
The determination of the value of the assets requires that
discretional valuations, estimates and hypotheses be
made, which influence the value of the assets. These
estimates mainly concern:
•
the fair value of the assets if not directly observable
on active markets;
•
the recoverable nature of the deferred tax assets.
It is also emphasised that no change has been made to
the recognition and valuation criteria and methods during
the reference period.
The main methods and hypotheses used for the valuation
for solvency purposes are presented below, for each
essential asset class envisaged in the quantitative
balance sheet template S.02.01.02 as defined in the (EU)
Implementing Regulation no. 2015/2452 of the European
Commission dated December 2nd, 2015.
The Group’s assets have been aggregated in the various
classes envisaged by the Solvency II financial statements
taking into consideration consistency in terms of nature,
function and risks. The final objective was achieved by
analysing all the items of the chart of accounts of the
IAS/IFRS financial statements and identifying the uniform
values according to the Solvency II criteria.

Goodwill
In compliance with the provisions of Article 12 of the
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated
October 10th, 2014, the goodwill is valued at zero.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements the item, deriving from
the business combination transactions, is recognised at
purchase cost net of impairment losses determined in
relation to specific impairment tests, realised on the basis
of the matters envisaged by IAS 36.

Deferred acquisition costs
In compliance with the provisions of Article 12 of the
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated
October 10th, 2014, the deferred acquisition costs are
valued at zero.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements for insurance
contracts, the acquisition commissions are divided up
over a period no longer than the duration of the contracts
and in any event within the limits of the loadings present in
the tariff rate; with regard to investment contracts, the
deferred acquisition costs are spread out over the
estimated life of said policies according to a constant
percentage of the current value of the income generated
by the contracts for the entire period of their permanence
in the portfolio.

Intangible assets
In compliance with the provisions of Article 12 of the
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated
October 10th, 2014, intangible assets are valued at zero,
unless:
•
the intangible assets can be sold separately;
•
the existence of a value for identical or similar assets
can be demonstrated.
These requirements having not been found, all the
intangible assets have been written off.

Financial instruments
The breakdown of financial instruments into the various
classes was carried out on the basis of the CIC code
(Complementary Identification Code) which identifies the
classification of the financial instruments on the basis of
the type/characteristics of the same.
The valuation of the investments is carried out at fair
value.
The valuation techniques are used when a listed price is
not available. Generally, for the measuring of the fair

value the use of observable data is maximised and the
use of non-observable data is reduced.
In particular:

Debt securities (Bonds)
If available and if the market is defined as active, the fair
value is equal to the market price.
Otherwise, the fair value is determined using the market
approach and the income approach. The main inputs for
the market approach are prices listed and comparable
on active markets. In detail, they are valued by making
reference respectively:
•
to the price provided by the counterparty, if binding
(executable) for the counterparty;
•
at the price recalculated by means of internal
valuation instruments or provided by third parties and
corroborated by suitable disclosure on the model
and on the input data used.
In the event that the use of a valuation model is
necessary, the "plain vanilla" debt securities are valued
applying the discounted cash flow model technique,
while structured securities are valued by splitting the
security into a portfolio of elementary instruments; the fair
value of the structured product can thus be obtained by
adding together the individual valuations of the
elementary instruments into which it has been split.
Securities in default are recognised at the recovery value
based on information originating from those entrusted with
debt collection.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, the debt securities are
recognised at fair value or amortised cost on the basis of
the related classification.

Equities
If available and if the market is defined as active, the fair
value is the market price.
Otherwise, the fair value is determined using the market
approach and the income approach. The main inputs for
the market approach are prices listed for identical or
comparable assets on active markets.
An identical approach is used for the IAS/IFRS financial
statements.

UCIs (Collective Investments
Undertakings)
With regard to Collective Investments Undertakings (UCIs),
the reference value, for the purposes of the determination
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of the fair value, is represented by the official NAV
communicated by the asset management company
(SGR) or the fund administrator or obtained from market
information providers.
An identical approach is used for the IAS/IFRS financial
statements.

Derivatives
The fair value of the over the counter (OTC) derivatives is
determined by making reference to the price provided by
external counterparties (if binding "executable"), to the
price provided by the central counterparties (CCP) for the
derivatives which fall within the sphere of the EMIR
procedures or to the price recalculated by means of
internal valuation instruments or provided by third parties
and corroborated by suitable disclosure on the model
and on the input data used.
An identical approach is used for the IAS/IFRS financial
statements.

Sensitivity
Financial instruments valued on the basis of input not
observable on the market are measured based primarily
on valuations and analysis by the issuer or third parties,
which cannot be directly found on the market but only
monitored by dynamics observed indirectly on market
factors and on the basis of objective elements
communicated by said counterparties.
Based on the securities in the portfolio, the parameters
that cannot be observed, but are capable of influencing
the valuation of the instruments are represented
specifically by:
•
estimates and assumptions used to value unlisted
hedge funds, private equity, unlisted real estate
property funds: with regard to these investments, it is
very difficult to estimate the fair value’s sensitivity to
changes in various, non-observable inputs, which
together could have off-setting effects, therefore the
reasonableness of the effects caused by the stated
changes on the objective elements considered in the
valuations are verified;
•
estimates and assumptions used to value equity
investments in unlisted companies using the stock
market multiples method, which determines the
economic capital value of a company or of a
business unit based on market multipliers (Stock
Market Multipliers) and the Discount Cash Flow, which
estimates the value of a company or of a business
unit on the basis of the future cash flows.
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Assets held for index-linked and unitlinked contracts
Securities linked to unit-linked policies, pension funds and
index-linked policies are valued in accordance with what
is described in the previous paragraph.
The criteria illustrated above do not differ from those used
for the IAS/IFRS financial statements.

Loans and mortgages
The item includes:
•
loans on policies;
•
loans to employees;
•
the loan with collateral granted to Opera San
Giovanni Bosco;
•
receivables due from agents for recoveries on
portfolio indemnities.
These receivables are valued in compliance with the
provisions of Article 75 of the Directive.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, the loans and
receivables are valued at amortised cost, net of any
impairment losses, using the effective interest rate.

Reinsurance recoverables
With regard to the balances relating to reinsurance
recoverables, please see the matters described in the
sections relating to the technical provisions (D.2).
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, the item is valued at
the face value of the provisions transferred to reinsurers.

Property, plant and equipment held for
own use and property used by third
parties
As set forth in Article 14 of IVASS regulation no. 34 of
February 7th, 2017 (the "regulation"), in the valuation of
investment properties and other real estate assets, a
selection must be made from the methods identified in
paragraph 7 of the afore-mentioned Article 10 of the
Delegated Acts, as described here below:
•
Market Approach - It provides an indication of the
value comparing the asset subject to assessment with
identical or similar assets for which information on
prices is available. The comparison between the
assets being appraised and similar assets is based on
the technical parameter represented by the
measurement of the cadastral surface area for
agricultural land and uncovered appurtenances of
buildings, and the commercial surface area for

•

•

buildings, differently described according to their
intended use. If the asset being estimated presents
differences with respect to the comparable assets
and the reference types of the sources, weighting (or
differentiation) factors are resorted to, which permit a
correct comparison procedure. The estimation of
these coefficients is carried out with reference to the
indications of the specialized literature in the field.
Cost Approach - Based on the depreciated
replacement cost used for certain properties, with
particular characteristics. The estimate of the fair
value of the assets by means of the depreciated
replacement cost is broken down into three phases
and is carried out on the basis of the technical
parameter of the gross surface area:
o
the estimate of the current value of the land
referring to the purchase cost of similar land in
terms of location and intended use;
o
the estimate of the depreciated reconstruction
cost obtained from the estimate of the
reconstruction cost as new of the building
appropriately depreciated in relation to the
useful and residual life of the buildings;
o
the estimate of the market value of the assets as
the sum of the market value of the area and the
depreciated
replacement
cost
of
the
constructions.
Financial Profit Method - Based on two approaches:
o
direct capitalisation which is based on the
capitalisation, at a rate taken from the property
market, of the net future income generated;
o
discounted cash flows, based on the
determination: for a period of n years of the
future income deriving from the lease; on the
market value of the property by means of
perpetual capitalisation, at the end of this
period, of the net income and in conclusion on
the discounting, as of the date of assessment, of
the net income (cash flows).

In addition, pursuant to Article 10, paragraph 6, of the
Delegated Acts, in using the above methods, the
company shall rely on:
•
current prices in an active market for properties of a
different nature, condition or location, or subject to
different rents or other contractual terms, adjusted to
reflect such differences;
•
recent prices of similar properties in less active
markets, adjusted to reflect changes in economic
conditions that have occurred since the date of the
transactions carried out at those prices;
•
discounted cash flow projections based on reliable
estimates of future cash flows. These projections are

supported by the contractual terms of existing leases
and other contracts and, where possible, by market
evidence of rental fees currently charged for similar
property assets in the same location and under the
same conditions. The discount rates used reflect the
current market assessments about the uncertainty of
the amount and timing of these cash flows.
The valuation of the real estate properties owned by the
Group is typically based on appraisals produced by
independent experts, on a half-yearly or annual basis,
containing - in addition to the Appraisal Report - a set of
documents that includes:
•
the description of the asset being valued, with
indicated the location, the reference market, the
valuation parameters used (inflation, discount rates,
comparables, etc.);
•
a Methodological Note that lists and defines the main
valuation methodologies as well as the inputs that
have been used according to the type of property
asset in question;
•
a description of the performance of the reference
real estate market.
Appraisals are drawn up in accordance with RICS
professional valuation standards, published by the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors, including the
international standards of the International Valuation
Standard Council (IVSC). Moreover, the valuations are
prepared in compliance with the provisions of the
competent Authorities concerning the valuation criteria, in
particular with reference to ISVAP regulation no. 7 dated
July 13th, 2007 as amended, and ISVAP regulation no. 22
dated April 4th, 2008, as amended.
The Group has a list of high standing appraisers with a
rotation process every three years.
That said, during the year, the Group decided to
introduce a principal method and a control method for
defining the most representative estimate of the
properties’ value. The main method identified is the
Market Approach, and the control method is the Financial
Profit Method.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, property is valued at
cost net of related accumulated depreciation and any
impairment losses. Properties are periodically subject to
verification of whether the book value is recoverable or
not, and are derecognised in the financial statements
following disposal or in the event of the depletion of the
expected economic benefits.
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Holdings in related undertakings,
including equity investments
Equity investments are valued on the basis of the share
held of the excess assets with respect to the liabilities of
the related undertaking. When calculating the excess of
assets with respect to liabilities for related undertakings,
the individual assets and liabilities were valued in
compliance with Article 75 of Directive 2009/138/EC and,
if the related undertaking is an insurance undertaking, the
technical provisions were valued in compliance with
Articles 76-85 of that Directive.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, when determining the
investment relationship, the definitions of control,
significant influence and joint control provided for by IFRS
10 and 11 have been used. This item also includes equity
investments in subsidiaries considered to be of an
insignificant entity with respect to the Group. Equity
investments in subsidiaries are stated through the line-byline consolidation method pursuant to IFRS 10. Equity
investments in associated companies and joint ventures
are accounted for in the financial statements using the
equity method. The book value is subject to impairment
test so as to reveal any losses due to permanent
reductions in value.

Own shares
These are designated at fair value using the stock market
value as of the reference date.

Any other asset
On January 1st, 2019, the accounting standard IFRS 16 –
Leases, replacing IAS 17, entered into effect. This standard
sets forth a new definition of leasing, introducing
significant changes to the accounting of these
transactions in the financial statements of the lessee.
The entry into force of this standard has determined the
recognition of assets consisting of the right of use. More
specifically, these assets represent the right of use by the
lessee of the assets object of the leasing and concurrently,
the lease payments set forth in the agreement.
The underlying agreements, subject to the application of
this standard, refer primarily to leasing related to
properties (offices, agencies and others) and company
cars.
The Group has opted not to apply the provisions of IFRS 16
to the leasing agreements with underlying intangible
assets.
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In the solvency statement, the Group has valued these
transactions according to the provisions of IFRS 16.
Currently, the Group does not have any outstanding
financial lease agreements.

Deferred taxation
The reference accounting standard for the valuation of
the deferred tax assets (DTAs) and deferred tax liabilities
(DTLs) is IAS 12.
Deferred tax assets (DTAs) may come about due to:
•
deductible temporary differences;
•
the carrying forward of tax losses (or tax credits) not
used.
Deferred tax liabilities (DTLs) by contrast emerge from
taxable temporary differences.
The temporary differences arise from the different book
value of the assets or liabilities of the solvency balance
sheet with respect to the value recognised for tax
purposes. These differences are temporary since they will
contribute towards the determination of the taxable
income (tax loss) in future years, under the form of
deductible or taxable elements, when the book value of
the asset or the liability is realised or extinguished.
A deferred tax asset (DTA) is recognised only if it is
probable that taxable income will be generated in
relation to which the deductible temporary difference
can be used. Likewise, a tax loss may generate a DTA if,
and to the extent that, future taxable income may be
available against which these tax losses can be used. The
recovery capacity of the deferred tax assets must emerge
from a recoverability test which demonstrates the
sufficiency of future taxable income with respect to the
amount of the net deferred tax assets which are intended
to be recorded.
The accounting standard IAS 12 provides for the offset
between deferred tax assets and liabilities only if the
company: (i) has the legally exercisable right to offset the
amounts recorded and (ii) it intends to settle the items net
or realise the asset and at the same time extinguish the
liability. This generally takes place when the DTAs and DTLs
refer to taxes applied by the same tax authority vis-à-vis
the same taxpayer. Furthermore, within the scope of the
Group, the offsetting between DTAs and DTLs may take
place also on a "vertical" basis, or rather between
companies, provided there is the right to be able to make
this offsetting on the basis of the tax provisions in force. It
follows that an offsetting of DTAs and DTLs can be made,
provided that the companies participate in the Group’s
National Tax Consolidation Scheme (NTCS) and they are
recognised for IRES (company earnings tax) purposes. No

offsetting is made between companies outside the NTCS
or for deferred IRAP (regional business tax).
The book values of assets and liabilities on the basis of the
determination of the deferred taxation are recognised
and valued in compliance with Article 75 of Directive
2009/138/EC and, in the case of the technical provisions,
in compliance with Articles 76 to 85 of the same. The tax
rates used are those which it is envisaged will be
applicable in the year in which the tax asset will be

realised or the tax liability extinguished and must emerge
from provisions in force or essentially in force as of the
financial statement reference date.
The deferred tax assets (or liabilities) are not subject to
financial discounting.
The following table shows the breakdown of the DTAs and
DTLs recorded in the EBS by the Cattolica Assicurazioni
Group as at December 31st, 2020.

DTAs and DTLs

2020
IRES

IRAP

Total

Deferred tax assets (DTAs)

785,293

131,349

916,642

Deferred tax liabilities (DTLs)

704,233

132,439

836,672

81,060

−1,090

79,970

(€ thousands)

Total Solvency II Net deferred taxes

The amount of the net IRES deferred tax assets recorded in
the Group’s solvency balance sheet derives from the
consolidation process of the solvency balance sheets of
all the companies belonging to the Group. The
recoverability test of the Group’s net IRES DTAs had a
positive outcome and was carried out considering the
future taxable income available at National Tax
Consolidation level3. As for CATTRe and Vera Financial,
they present a balance of deferred tax liabilities and
therefore the recoverability test was not necessary.
It is also hereby stated that with regard to the insurance
companies which show a net balance of IRES deferred tax
assets in their solvency balance sheet, a recoverability test
has also been carried out considering the individual future
taxable income.

These tests did not reveal the need to write-off net IRES
deferred tax assets. With regard to ABC Assicura, in the
absence of future revenues, the amount is deemed
recoverable thanks to the participation of the latter in the
Group NTCS.
On the basis of the matters described, the net amount of
the IRES DTAs recorded in the Group’s solvency balance
sheet is deemed recoverable.
With reference to the IRAP (regional business tax), for
which the NTCS is not envisaged, the amount recorded in
the Group’s solvency balance sheet is deemed
recoverable since, where necessary, the net IRAP DTAs
have been written off, on the basis of the pertinent tax
legislation, in the individual solvency balance sheets of the
single insurance companies.

CATTRe, Vera Financial, Estinvest, Satec, Meteotec, Qubo, All Risks Solutions,
Mediterranea Underwriting s.r.l. are excluded from the agreement.
3
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D.2 TECHNICAL PROVISIONS
D.2.1 NON-LIFE TECHNICAL PROVISIONS
The Non-life technical provisions valued according to the Solvency II criteria, as specified below, compared with the
figures which can be taken from the IAS/IFRS closing balances as at December 31st, 2020, are summarised in the
following table.
Non-life business - Technical provisions gross of reinsurance

2020

2019

Solvency II

(€ thousands)

Gross BE

Risk
Margin

Technical
provisions

LoB 1+13 - Health: medical
expenses

119,791

6,253

126,044

LoB 2+14 - Health: income
protection

126,807

8,354

1,616,079

LoB 5+17 - Other motor
insurance
LoB 6+18 - Marine, aviation
and transport insurance

Solvency II

Technical
provisions
according to
the IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

Gross BE

Risk
Margin

Technical
provisions

137,228

125,986

6,296

132,282

139,081

135,160

183,997

169,642

11,730

181,372

224,466

66,162

1,682,241

1,671,244

1,732,307

79,550

1,811,857

1,772,657

72,117

2,330

74,447

82,740

69,876

2,600

72,476

81,057

34,543

941

35,484

34,580

24,564

919

25,483

25,860

LoB 7+19 - Fire and other
damage to property

410,677

15,825

426,503

423,872

400,682

15,889

416,571

415,556

LoB 8+20 - General liability

617,768

32,239

650,007

774,531

722,552

35,592

758,144

856,525

50,585

2,208

52,793

69,314

50,432

2,105

52,537

70,908

LoB 10+22 - Legal expenses

9,418

114

9,531

18,024

9,703

226

9,929

16,800

LoB 11+23 - Assistance

6,851

434

7,285

23,356

8,278

511

8,789

20,710

LoB 12+24 - Miscellaneous
financial losses

45,169

2,998

48,167

48,275

40,305

2,815

43,120

44,925

LoB 25 - Non-proportional
reinsurance - Health

0

2

2

0

0

12

12

0

LoB 26 - Non-proportional
reinsurance - damage to
property with liability

3,910

137

4,047

0

3,864

204

4,068

0

LoB 28 - Non-proportional
reinsurance - damage to
property with no liability

0

637

637

0

13

378

391

0

3,113,716

138,632

3,252,348

3,467,161

3,358,204

158,827

3,517,031

3,668,545

Line of Business

LoB 4+16 - Motor vehicle
liability

LoB 9+21 - Credit and
suretyship

Total

The total value of the technical provisions according to
the IAS standards at Group level amounts to € 3,467,161
thousand.
Note that the amounts indicated in the Statutory column
(Technical provisions according to the international
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Technical
provisions
according to
the IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

accounting standards) also include the amounts of the
Other Technical Provisions.
The main information regarding the valuation for solvency
purposes of the technical provisions carried out with
regard to the data as at December 31st, 2020, is
presented below.

Line of business (LoB)
The Lines of Business (hereinafter "LoB"), as envisaged by
attachment 1 to the Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35,
are:
•
Health - income protection;
•
Health - medical expenses;
•
Motor, other classes;
•
Marine, aviation and transport;
•
Fire and other damage to property;
•
Motor vehicle liability;
•
General liability;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Credit and suretyship;
Miscellaneous financial losses;
Legal expenses;
Assistance;
Health: non-proportional reinsurance;
Property: non-proportional reinsurance;
Casualty: non-proportional reinsurance;
Marine, aviation and transport: non-proportional
reinsurance.

The segmentation adopted by the Cattolica Assicurazioni Group is as follows:
Correspondence of the Lines of Business with the financial statement classes envisaged by Italian legislation
Line of Business

Standardised groups of risks

LoB 2+14 - Health: income protection

01 Accident and injury

01

LoB 1+13 - Health: medical expenses

02 Health

02

LoB 3+15 - Health: workers compensation

- none -

LoB 4+16 - Motor vehicle liability

10 TPL - Land motor vehicles

10

03 Land vehicle hulls

03

04 Railway rolling stock

04

05 Aircraft hulls

05

06 Sea, lake, river and canal vessels

06

07 Goods in transit

07

11 TPL – Aircraft

11

12 TPL – Sea, lake, river and canal vessels

12

08 Fire and natural forces

08

LoB 5+17 - Other motor insurance

LoB 6+18 - Marine, aviation and transport insurance

LoB 7+19 - Fire and other damage to property

Classes

-

09a Other damage to property

09

09b Hail
LoB 8+20 - General liability
LoB 9+21 - Credit and suretyship

13 TPL General

13

14 Credit

14

15 Suretyship

15

LoB 10+22 - Legal expenses

17 Legal protection

17

LoB 11+23 - Assistance

18 Assistance

18

LoB 12+24 - Miscellaneous financial losses

16 Financial losses

16

LoB 25 - Non-proportional reinsurance - Health

Non-proportional indirect business of financial statement
classes 01, 02

01, 02

LoB 28 - Non-proportional reinsurance - damage to
property with no liability

Non-proportional indirect business of financial statement
classes 03, 08, 09, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18

03, 08, 09, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18

LoB 26 - Non-proportional reinsurance - damage to
property with liability

Non-proportional indirect business of financial statement
classes 10, 12, 13

10, 12, 13

LoB 27 - Marine, aviation and transport: nonproportional

Non-proportional indirect business of financial statement
classes 04, 05, 06, 07, 11

04, 05, 06, 07, 11
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Best estimates by LoB
The following table contains a summary of the Best Estimate amounts per individual Line of Business (LoB) deriving from
the valuation using Volatility Adjustment.
Non-life business - Best Estimate gross of reinsurance

Gross claims
BE

2020
Gross
premiums
BE

Gross
claims BE

2019
Gross
premiums
BE

Gross total
BE

Gross total
BE

LoB 1+13 - Health: medical expenses

58,148

61,644

119,791

55,318

70,668

125,986

LoB 2+14 - Health: income protection

84,586

42,221

126,807

118,023

51,619

169,642

1,367,224

248,855

1,616,079

1,439,046

293,261

1,732,307

27,972

44,145

72,117

28,522

41,354

69,876

(€ thousands)

Line of Business

LoB 4+16 - Motor vehicle liability
LoB 5+17 - Other motor insurance
LoB 6+18 - Marine, aviation and transport insurance

29,320

5,224

34,543

23,379

1,185

24,564

LoB 7+19 - Fire and other damage to property

217,082

193,595

410,677

221,118

179,564

400,682

LoB 8+20 - General liability

569,395

48,373

617,768

674,068

48,484

722,552

LoB 9+21 - Credit and suretyship

32,250

18,336

50,585

32,377

18,055

50,432

LoB 10+22 - Legal expenses

10,243

−825

9,418

9,884

−181

9,703

5,364

1,487

6,851

5,075

3,203

8,278

LoB 11+23 - Assistance
LoB 12+24 - Miscellaneous financial losses

17,804

27,365

45,169

15,924

24,381

40,305

LoB 26 - Non-proportional reinsurance - damage to
property with liability

3,910

0

3,910

3,864

0

3,864

LoB 28 - Non-proportional reinsurance - damage to
property with no liability

0

0

0

4

9

13

2,423,298

690,419

3,113,716

2,626,602

731,602

3,358,204

Total

Risk Margin
In accordance with the matters indicated in Article 340 of
the Delegated Regulation 2015/35 (EU) as amended, the
Group Risk Margin is calculated as the sum of the
individual Risk Margins of the participating undertaking
and the related insurance undertakings.
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For each Line of Business, the Group Risk Margin is equal to
the sum of the individual LoB Risk Margins of the
participating undertaking and the related insurance
undertakings.

Non-life business - Risk Margin by Line of Business
(€ thousands)

Line of Business

2020

2019

LoB 1+13 - Health: medical expenses

6,253

6,296

LoB 2+14 - Health: income protection

8,354

11,730

66,162

79,550

2,330

2,600

941

919

LoB 7+19 - Fire and other damage to property

15,825

15,889

LoB 8+20 - General liability

32,239

35,592

LoB 4+16 - Motor vehicle liability
LoB 5+17 - Other motor insurance
LoB 6+18 - Marine, aviation and transport insurance

LoB 9+21 - Credit and suretyship

2,208

2,105

LoB 10+22 - Legal expenses

114

226

LoB 11+23 - Assistance

434

511

2,998

2,815

2

12

LoB 26 - Non-proportional reinsurance - damage to property with liability

137

204

LoB 28 - Non-proportional reinsurance - damage to property with no liability

637

378

138,632

158,827

LoB 12+24 - Miscellaneous financial losses
LoB 25 - Non-proportional reinsurance - Health

Total

Method, calculation instruments and actuarial hypotheses considered
The Best Estimates are of two types according to the
company’s obligations:
•
claims which have already occurred (including those
not yet reported) as of the valuation date: Claims
Best Estimate;
•
agreements outstanding hedging the risks for periods
after the valuation date: Premiums Best Estimate.
Even if on a general note the definition of Best Estimate is
of a probabilistic nature, the valuation of the Best
Estimates for the non-life insurance obligations does not
necessarily require the use of stochastic methods; indeed,
as defined by Article 82, paragraph 2 of Directive
2009/138/EC, recourse to the case by case approach as
valuation method is permitted, or rather the inventory
provisions is also added to the IBNR provision taken from
the valuations according to the statutory standards.
The statistical-actuarial methods use a triangular
database with twofold view: the claims are grouped
together by year of occurrence in the lines, while on the
columns they are grouped by year of development of the
claim. The elements of the triangle may represent either
amounts paid or reserve amounts both in incremental and
cumulative form.
With regard to the Premiums Best Estimate, the general
principle of the calculation via the future discounted back
cash flows has been interpreted in the application of a

deterministic projective model, gross of reinsurance, for
the determination of cash flows from premiums, claims,
general and administrative expenses, investment
management charges.
This model envisages the following:
•
the incoming cash flows for future premiums (and the
outgoing cash flows for the related commission to be
paid to the intermediaries) are taken directly from the
extractions of "future premiums" provided by the
policy portfolio systems of the insurance companies;
•
the outgoing cash flows for claims (and related
expenses) are determined for the premiums Best
Estimate starting off from the exposure basis (in
premiums) for each future year (obtained by adding
together the premiums already issued pertaining to
the future and the future premium issues) and
projecting on each future year a fixed claims ratio
deriving from observation of the past trends of this
relationship, and applying to the liability the claims
thus obtaining the payment scheme obtained from
the methods used for the estimate of the claims BE;
•
the outgoing cash flows for general and
administrative expenses are obtained determining
first of all the exposure basis (in premiums) for each
future year (obtained by adding together the
premiums already issued pertaining to the future and
the future premium issues) and projecting on each
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future year a fixed expense ratio deriving from the
current year;
the outgoing cash flows for investment management
charges are obtained using a method entirely
consistent with that adopted in the Claims Best
Estimate valuation.

In relation to the matters envisaged by Chapter 3 "Segmentation and breakdown of the obligations
undertaken" of IVASS regulation no. 18 of March 15th,
2016, the company carries out the valuation of the Best
Estimates by standard risk groups (HRG) and at least by
Line of Business (LoB).
The calculation of the Best Estimates for the Group entity is
carried out in compliance with Method 1, as defined in
Article 230 of Directive 2009/138/EC. The Group is made
up of 7 internal insurance companies, referring to the Nonlife sector; the Premiums and Claims Best Estimates of the
Group are the result of the consolidation obtained from
the BE of the individual insurance companies; so that
these values are net of the portfolio acquisitions/transfers
deriving from internal reinsurance agreements, corrections
are made using appropriate rates.

The corrections are made on group volumes, respectively
steps are taken:
•
to consolidate the Group Best Estimates starting off
from the sum of Best Estimates of all the component
insurance companies, gross of the internal
reinsurance agreements, and subsequently to make
the correction of the overall volumes for the entity;
•
to eliminate the Best Estimates vis-à-vis the individual
companies making up the Group and, only
downstream from the corrections, consolidate the
Best Estimates already net of the internal reinsurance
agreement via summation.
The process for the calculation of the rates necessary for
the elimination of the Best Estimates envisage the use of
the financial statement provisions (premiums and claims
component), on a consistent basis with the balance sheet
liability items.
The breakdown of the intercompany eliminations at
Solvency II values follows:

2020
(€ thousands)

Line of Business

Intercompany
eliminations
Claims

Premiums

5,112

1,272

Health: income protection

480

490

Health: medical expenses

2,844

1,658

771

392

Other motor insurance

6,242

1,315

1,968

2,318

Marine, aviation and transport insurance

1,713

1,859

8,621

647

Fire and other damage to property

12,286

2,954

8,016

12,475

Motor vehicle liability

16,887

12,501

5,497

1,284

General liability

12,219

4,237

7,363

3,437

1,568

7,500

1,457

6,138

Miscellaneous financial losses

0

0

545

539

Legal expenses

0

8

0

0

Credit and suretyship

Assistance

34

1,109

0

0

Non-proportional reinsurance - health

0

0

15

0

Non-proportional reinsurance - damage to property with liability

0

0

1,266

0

Non-proportional reinsurance - damage to property with no liability

0

0

3,549

0

54,273

33,630

44,181

28,501

Total
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2019

Intercompany
eliminations
Premiu
Claims
ms

Uncertainty of the calculation
The technical provisions take on the form of an estimation
item and therefore are subject to a significant level of
uncertainty. As laid down in Article 272, paragraph 1.b of
the Delegated Regulation EU 2015/35, the Actuarial
Function co-ordinated the calculation of the technical
provisions, and carried out analysis to assess the
uncertainty associated with the estimates made in the
calculation of the technical provisions, for each company
which carries out Non-life insurance activities within the
Group.

the stress of 2% for the MVL LoB, corresponding to a
change of around € 65,264 thousand (+5.8%). The greatest
impact on the premiums Best Estimate still emerges from
the stress of 2% for the MVL LoB, corresponding to a
change of around € 10,907 thousand (+5.6%).
The uncertainty deriving from the technical aspects
inherent to the insurance business has been valued
measuring the estimation and model error for the claims
Best Estimate and the variability due to the estimate of the
claims indicators for the premiums Best Estimate.

The identified areas which may cause uncertainty in the
calculation of the technical provisions are as follows:
•
financial markets;
•
macro-economic trends;
•
technical factors inherent to the insurance business.

For the purpose of testing the uncertainty due to an
estimation error, the deviation of the claims Best Estimate
was calculated gross of reinsurance due to the change in
the number of diagonals of the triangles of the amount
paid and the amount reserved considered during the
estimate. In order to assess the modelling error of the
claims Best Estimate, a reserve range analysis was
performed, calculating the difference between the
estimate obtained as a linear combination of the
methods and the estimate obtained instead from the
individual methods.
The most negative capital impact due to the uncertainty
of this area emerges on the MVL LoB ("No Card" risk group)
considering just the "Dahms" method with respect to the
combination adopted, with an increase in the provision of
approximately € +34,075 thousand (+3.7%). The most
positive capital impact is found on the MVL LoB ("No Card"
risk group) if only the method "Chain Ladder Paid" is
considered with respect to the combination adopted,
with a decrease in the provision of around € -240,971
thousand (-25.9%).
The impact relating to the uncertainty due to technical
aspects inherent to the insurance business for the
premiums Best Estimate was measured by making the
claims percentage indicators used for the estimate of the
provisions gross of reinsurance change with a shock of +/5 points. The greatest impact emerges from the MVL LoB,
with an almost perfectly symmetrical change of around €
+/-15,814 thousand (+/-8.1%) of the premiums Best
Estimates.

For each area, the Actuarial Function has carried out
analyses aimed at assessing the impact on the technical
provisions for the change in the estimation methods used
and the hypotheses underlying the gauging of the
models, on the main standardised groups of risk
considered. The results of this analysis provide additional
support in favour of the measurement of the technical
provisions.
Since the incidence in terms of Non-life technical
provisions of the Parent Company with respect to the
Group amounts to around 83%, gross of reinsurance and
about 82% net of reinsurance, the Actuarial Function
deems that the valuation of the uncertainty associated
with the technical provisions carried out for Cattolica, as
illustrated below, is also representative at Group level.
For the purpose of testing the uncertainty of the
calculation of the technical provisions due to factors
relating to the financial markets, the change in the
technical provisions gross of reinsurance was calculated
further to a parallel shift (+/-1%) of the rates curve as of the
valuation date. Following this test, the most significant
impact for the claims Best Estimate is on the MVL LoB, with
a change standing at around € -29,788/+31,904 thousand
(-2.7%/+2.8%). For the premiums Best Estimate, the most
significant impact is on the MVL LoB, with a change
standing at around € -4,769/+5,055 thousand (2.4%/+2.6%).
The uncertainty deriving from factors relating to the
macro-economic trends has been measured disrupting
the inflationary hypothesis used for the valuation of the
provisions according to two scenarios which envisage an
increase of 1% and 2% in all future occurrences. The
greatest impact on the claims Best Estimate results from

Comparison with financial statement
valuations according to the IAS/IFRS
The Actuarial Function has compared the valuations of
the Group’s Non-life technical provisions calculated
according to Solvency II standards and according to
IAS/IFRS standards, in compliance with IVASS regulation
no. 38 of July 3rd, 2018, Article 38, paragraph 9.
The Solvency II technical provisions and the IAS/IFRS ones
differ mainly due to the valuation standards used and the
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discounting (€ -285,882 thousand) and due to the prudent
nature of the estimate (€ +138,632 thousand) which,
according to the new legislative framework, is made clear
in the risk margin and not implicit in the valuation.
These elements contribute to explain the negative
difference of € 147,251 thousand (-4.9%) between the
technical provisions calculated as per the Solvency II
standards and according to the IAS/IFRS standards, net of
the reinsurance.

With regard to the quantification of the impact of the
writing off of the adjustment for the volatility on the Nonlife technical provisions, the Group’s own funds and the
solvency capital requirement, please see the chapter on
the Life technical provisions (D.2) in the section "Volatility
Adjustment".

Volatility Adjustment

The recoverable amounts are adjusted by the
intercompany eliminations and are shown in the following
tables:

The Group has decided to use the adjustment for volatility
as per Article 77 ter of Directive 2009/138/EC.
The application of the adjustment has not caused
significant impacts on the BELs (-0.208% compared with
the value of the BELs without Volatility Adjustment).
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Amounts recoverable from
reinsurance contracts

Non-life business - Total claims Best Estimate

(€ thousands)

2020

2019

Total claims Best Estimate (direct + indirect
business)

Total claims Best Estimate (direct + indirect business)

Gross BE

RR not
adj.

LoB 1+13 - Health: medical
expenses

119,791

21,091

11

21,080

98,711

125,986

LoB 2+14 - Health: income
protection

126,807

15,147

16

15,131

111,676

1,616,079

50,476

41

50,435 1,565,644

LoB 5+17 - Other motor insurance

72,117

6,817

8

6,809

LoB 6+18 - Marine, aviation and
transport insurance

Line of Business

LoB 4+16 - Motor vehicle liability

Adj.

RR

Net BE

Gross BE RR not adj.

Adj.

RR

Net BE

20,166

21

20,145

105,841

169,643

25,621

94

25,526

144,116

1,732,307

40,749

36

40,713

1,691,595

65,308

69,876

8,829

42

8,788

61,089

34,543

17,391

58

17,333

17,210

24,562

13,054

370

12,685

11,877

LoB 7+19 - Fire and other
damage to property

410,677

85,894

109

85,785

324,893

400,682

96,353

421

95,932

304,749

LoB 8+20 - General liability

617,768

162,337

238 162,099

455,669

722,552

148,156

287

147,869

574,683

50,585

14,478

22

14,456

36,129

50,431

15,082

22

15,060

35,371

LoB 10+22 - Legal expenses

9,418

7,612

358

7,254

2,164

9,703

7,803

356

7,447

2,256

LoB 11+23 - Assistance

6,851

7,701

139

7,562

−711

8,278

8,052

116

7,937

341

45,169

17,595

11

17,584

27,585

40,305

17,752

31

17,721

22,584

3,910

3,487

1

3,487

423

3,864

1,514

1

1,514

2,351

0

0

0

0

0

13

126

0

126

−113

410,026 1,011 409,015 2,704,701

3,358,203

403,258

1,796

401,462

2,956,741

LoB 9+21 - Credit and suretyship

LoB 12+24 - Miscellaneous
financial losses
LoB 26 - Non-proportional
reinsurance - damage to
property with liability
LoB 28 - Non-proportional
reinsurance - damage to
property with no liability
Total

3,113,716

Key:
Gross BE: Gross Best Estimate
RR not adj.: Amounts recoverable from reinsurance agreements not adjusted based on the risk of default by the counterparty
Adj.: Adjustment for the risk of default of the counterparty
Net BE: Net Best Estimate
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Non-life business - Total premiums Best Estimate

(€ thousands)

2019
Total premiums Best Estimate (direct +
indirect business)

Gross
BE

RR not
adj.

Adj.

RR

Net BE

Gross
BE

RR not
adj.

Adj.

RR

Net BE

LoB 1+13 - Health: medical expenses

61,644

11,948

6

11,941

49,702

70,668

12,295

9

12,286

58,381

LoB 2+14 - Health: income protection

42,221

2,626

7

2,619

39,601

51,619

5,789

8

5,781

45,838

248,855

6,821

6

6,815

242,041

293,261

3,567

5

3,563

289,698

44,145

3,149

5

3,145

41,000

41,354

3,165

3

3,162

38,193

5,224

2,285

22

2,263

2,960

1,185

199

0

199

986

Line of Business

LoB 4+16 - Motor vehicle liability
LoB 5+17 - Other motor insurance
LoB 6+18 - Marine, aviation and transport
insurance
LoB 7+19 - Fire and other damage to
property

193,595

31,815

63

31,752

161,843

179,564

19,794

55

19,739

159,825

LoB 8+20 - General liability

48,373

6,061

43

6,018

42,355

48,484

1,597

14

1,583

46,901

LoB 9+21 - Credit and suretyship

18,336

3,815

9

3,806

14,530

18,055

5,193

8

5,185

12,870

LoB 10+22 - Legal expenses

−825

−67

0

−67

−759

−181

452

0

452

−633

LoB 11+23 - Assistance

1,487

3,164

0

3,164

−1,677

3,203

3,824

0

3,824

−622

27,365

9,583

8

9,575

17,790

24,381

9,090

5

9,085

15,296

0

0

0

0

0

9

0

0

0

9

690,419

81,201

168

81,033

609,386

731,601

64,966

108

64,858

666,744

LoB 12+24 - Miscellaneous financial losses
LoB 28 - Non-proportional reinsurance damage to property with no liability
Total
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2020
Total premiums Best Estimate (direct +
indirect business)

Non-life business - Total claims and premiums Best Estimate

(€ thousands)

Line of Business
LoB 1+13 - Health: medical
expenses

2020

2019

Total premiums and claims Best Estimate (direct +
indirect business)

Total premiums and claims Best Estimate (direct +
indirect business)

Gross BE

RR not
adj.

Adj.

RR

Net BE

Gross BE

RR not
adj.

Adj.

RR

Net BE

58,148

9,143

4

9,139

49,009

55,318

7,871

12

7,859

47,459

84,586

12,520

9

12,511

72,075

118,023

19,832

86

19,745

98,278

1,367,224

43,655

34

43,621

1,323,603

1,439,046

37,182

31

37,150

1,401,896

LoB 5+17 - Other motor insurance

27,972

3,668

3

3,664

24,308

28,522

5,664

38

5,626

22,896

LoB 6+18 - Marine, aviation and
transport insurance

29,320

15,106

37

15,069

14,250

23,379

12,855

369

12,486

10,893

LoB 7+19 - Fire and other
damage to property

217,082

54,079

46

54,032

163,050

221,118

76,559

365

76,194

144,924

LoB 8+20 - General liability

LoB 2+14 - Health: income
protection

LoB 4+16 - Motor vehicle liability

569,395

156,276

195

156,081

413,314

674,068

146,559

273

146,286

527,782

LoB 9+21 - Credit and suretyship

32,250

10,664

13

10,650

21,599

32,377

9,889

13

9,876

22,501

LoB 10+22 - Legal expenses

10,243

7,678

358

7,321

2,922

9,884

7,351

356

6,995

2,889

5,364

4,537

139

4,398

966

5,075

4,228

116

4,112

963

17,804

8,012

3

8,009

9,796

15,924

8,661

26

8,636

7,288

3,910

3,487

1

3,487

423

3,864

1,514

1

1,514

2,351

0

0

0

0

0

4

126

0

126

−122

2,423,298

328,825

843

327,982

2,095,316

2,626,602

338,292 1,688

336,604

2,289,998

LoB 11+23 - Assistance
LoB 12+24 - Miscellaneous
financial losses
LoB 26 - Non-proportional
reinsurance - damage to
property with liability
LoB 28 - Non-proportional
reinsurance - damage to
property with no liability
Total

Simplifications used in the calculation of the technical provisions
For the calculation of the Technical Provisions as at December 31st, 2020 no further simplifications were applied with
respect to that indicated for the valuation of the Risk Margin.
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D.2.2 LIFE TECHNICAL PROVISIONS
Technical provisions
The Solvency II legislation requires insurance undertakings
to set aside technical provisions, which correspond with
the actual amount which the insurance and reinsurance
undertakings would have to pay if they had to
immediately transfer their obligations to another insurance
or reinsurance undertaking. The value of the technical
provisions should be equal to the sum of a Best Estimate
and a Risk Margin.
In the calculation of the technical provisions, the
insurance undertaking must take into account the time
value of money, using the forward structure of the risk-free
interest rates struck as of the valuation date.
The main information regarding the valuation for solvency
purposes of the technical provisions carried out with
regard to the data as at December 31st, 2020, is
presented below.

Line of Business (LoB)
Article 35 of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU)
2015/35 dated October 10th, 2014 and Chapter III "Segmentation and breakdown of the obligations
undertaken" of IVASS regulation no. 18 dated March 15th,
2016, envisage that insurance and reinsurance
undertakings segment their obligations in standard groups
of risks and at least by Line of Business, or "LoB".

The Group has segmented its insurance obligations in the
following LoBs:
•
LoB 29 - Health insurance: health insurance
obligations where the underlying activities are carried
out on a technical basis similar to that of the Life
insurance, different from those included in the
"Returns deriving from non-life insurance policies and
relating to health insurance obligations" LoB; in the
valuation and in the results, due to the low material
nature, this LoB has joined LoB 30 or 32 based on the
services indexing;
•
LoB 30 - Insurance with profit participation:
agreements linked to segregated management
schemes and agreements with specific funding of
assets which on the contractual maturity date join the
segregated funds;
•
LoB 31 - Index-linked and unit-linked insurance: Indexlinked, Unit-linked and Pension Fund (open and
closed) type of insurance;
•
LoB 32 - Other Life insurance: products which cannot
be revalued (temporary in the event of demise,
adjustable, index-linked, specific assets which on
contractual maturity do not join segregated funds);
•
LoB 36 - Life reinsurance: reinsurance obligations
concerning the obligations included in the lines of
business from 30 to 32.

Best estimates by LoB
The Life technical provisions, valued according to
Solvency II criteria, using a maturity-based structure of the
risk-free interest rates with Volatility Adjustments,
compared with data drawn from the closing balances of
IAS/IFRS as at December 31st, 2020, are summarised in the
following table:
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Life business – Results of the valuation of the technical provisions by LoB – with VA

2020
(€ thousands)

Line of Business

LoB 29 - Health insurance
LoB 30 - Insurance with profit
participation
LoB 31 - Index-linked and unitlinked insurance
LoB 32 - Other Life insurance
LoB 36 - Life reinsurance
Amounts recoverable from
reinsurance contracts
Total

2019

Solvency II

Best
Estimate

TP as a
whole

Risk
Margin

Technical
provisions

0

0

0

0

22,529,712

0

243,729

5,176,433

0

65,243
3,399

Technical
provisions
according
to the
IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

Solvency II

Technical
provisions
according
to the
IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

Best
Estimate

TP as a
whole

Risk
Margin

Technical
provisions

3,517

0

0

0

0

2,810

22,773,441

15,059,668

22,071,898

0

133,797

22,205,695

21,731,206

23,360

5,199,793

3,688,288

5,685,093

167,917

33,222

5,886,232

5,883,406

0

40,403

105,646

391,773

113,137

0

54,101

167,238

467,353

0

192

3,591

3,341

4,131

0

129

4,260

3,511

−50,082

0

0

−50,082

−87,697

−54,984

0

0

−54,984

−123,687

27,724,705

0

307,684

28,032,389

19,058,890

27,819,275

167,917 221,249

28,208,441

27,964,599

The Solvency II technical provisions for LoB29 are included in LoB30 and 32.
The following table shows a comparison with the technical provisions in accordance with IAS/IFRS including the
Lombarda Vita company:
Life business – Results of the valuation of the technical provisions by LoB – with VA

2020
(€ thousands)

Line of Business

LoB 29 - Health insurance
LoB 30 - Insurance with profit
participation
LoB 31 - Index-linked and unitlinked insurance
LoB 32 - Other Life insurance
LoB 36 - Life reinsurance
Amounts recoverable from
reinsurance contracts
Total

2019

Solvency II

Best
Estimate

TP as a
whole

Risk
Margin

Technical
provisions

0

0

0

0

22,529,712

0

243,729

5,176,433

0

65,243
3,399

Technical
provisions
according
to the
IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

Solvency II

Technical
provisions
according
to the
IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

Best
Estimate

TP as a
whole

Risk
Margin

Technical
provisions

3,826

0

0

0

0

2,810

22,773,441

22,076,810

22,071,898

0

133,797

22,205,695

21,731,206

23,360

5,199,793

5,331,462

5,685,093

167,917

33,222

5,886,232

5,883,406

0

40,403

105,646

456,463

113,137

0

54,101

167,238

467,353

0

192

3,591

3,341

4,131

0

129

4,260

3,511

−50,082

0

0

−50,082

−117,347

−54,984

0

0

−54,984

−123,687

27,724,705

0

307,684

28,032,389

27,754,555

27,819,275

167,917

221,249

28,208,441

27,964,599
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The following table shows the technical provisions valued without application of the Volatility Adjustment.
Life business – Results of the valuation of the technical provisions by LoB – without VA

2020

Line of Business

LoB 29 - Health insurance
LoB 30 - Insurance with profit
participation
LoB 31 - Index-linked and unitlinked insurance
LoB 32 - Other Life insurance
LoB 36 - Life reinsurance
Amounts recoverable from
reinsurance contracts
Total

2019
Technical
provisions
according
to the
IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

Solvency II

(€ thousands)
Best
Estimate

TP as a
whole

Risk
Margin

Technical
provisions

0

0

0

0

22,598,855

0

243,729

5,177,075

0

65,486

0

3,413

Solvency II

Technical
provisions
according to
the IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

Best
Estimate

TP as a
whole

Risk
Margin

Technical
provisions

3,517

0

0

0

0

2,810

22,842,584

15,059,668

22,136,523

0

133,797

22,270,320

21,731,206

23,360

5,200,435

3,688,288

5,685,673

167,917

33,222

5,886,812

5,883,406

40,403

105,889

391,773

113,637

0

54,101

167,738

467,353

0

192

3,605

3,341

4,155

0

129

4,284

3,511

−48,940

0

0

−48,940

−87,697

−55,255

0

0

−55,255

−123,687

27,795,890

0

307,684

28,103,574

19,058,890

27,884,733

167,917

221,249

28,273,899

27,964,599

The following table shows a comparison with the technical provisions in accordance with IAS/IFRS including the
Lombarda Vita company:
Life business – Results of the valuation of the technical provisions by LoB – without VA

2020
(€ thousands)

Line of Business

LoB 29 - Health insurance
LoB 30 - Insurance with profit
participation
LoB 31 - Index-linked and unitlinked insurance
LoB 32 - Other Life insurance
LoB 36 - Life reinsurance
Amounts recoverable from
reinsurance contracts
Total

2019

Solvency II

Best
Estimate

TP as a
whole

Risk
Margin

Technical
provisions

0

0

0

0

22,598,855

0

243,729

5,177,075

0

65,486
3,413

Technical
provisions
according to
the IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

Solvency II

Technical
provisions
according
to the
IAS/IFRS
accounting
standards

Best
Estimate

TP as a
whole

Risk
Margin

Technical
provisions

3,826

0

0

0

0

2,810

22,842,584

22,076,810

22,136,523

0

133,797

22,270,320

21,731,206

23,360

5,200,435

5,331,462

5,685,673

167,917

33,222

5,886,812

5,883,406

0

40,403

105,889

456,463

113,637

0

54,101

167,738

467,353

0

192

3,605

3,341

4,155

0

129

4,284

3,511

−48,940

0

0

−48,940

−117,347

−55,255

0

0

−55,255

−123,687

27,795,890

0

307,684

28,103,574

27,754,555

27,884,733

167,917

221,249

28,273,899

27,964,599

Risk Margin
With reference to the determination of the Risk Margin,
except for Vera Financial (which has adopted method 1)
it was decided to apply the simplification indicated in
Article 58, letter a) of the Delegated Regulation 2015/35
(EU) as subsequently amended or supplemented, in
particular adopting method 2) as per attachment 4 of
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IVASS regulation no. 18 dated March 15th, 2016, on the
determination of the Technical Provisions.
Specifically, the value of the SCR is determined for the
future years net of the Reinsurance recoverables on the
basis of the future evolution of the Best Estimate value
gross of the Reinsurance recoverables. This approximation
is deemed suitable, in consideration of an insignificant

change over time in the risk profile within a run-off context
of the portfolio.
The hypothesis of stability of the capital requirements is
deemed sustainable with particular reference to the
technical risks of the Life business, also having considered
the future interest rates implicit in the forward structure as
of the valuation date, to the default risk of the
counterparty for the significant exposure for the purposes
of the risk margin, and to the operational risks. The
hypothesis of absence of significant market risk in the
context of valuation of the risk margin is also deemed as
confirmed.
The SCR considered for the purpose of determining the
overall Risk Margin takes into account the loss of
diversification linked to the ring-fencing characteristics of
certain portfolios and does not take into account the
Volatility Adjustment.
The assignment of the risk margin to the Lines of Business
and to the individual ring-fenced portfolios is carried out in
proportion to the Best Estimate volumes.

Method, calculation instruments and
actuarial hypotheses considered
The valuation of the Best Estimate is market consistent in
type. This procedure is based on a stochastic market
model which considers several variables (such as the
interest rate, share price, exchange rate, default of the
counterparties) and uses "Monte Carlo" simulation
techniques, with risk neutral probability distributions.
The Best Estimate was calculated gross of outward
reinsurance, and the adoption of the new calculation
system has made it possible to analytically assess, upon
modelling the proportional treaties (quota-share and
surplus) underlying the risk portfolio.
The Best Estimate was carried out by imputing the
analytical portfolios per single policy and appropriately
aggregating them into homogeneous groups that do not
involve a loss of information (controls are carried out
about the positive effects of clustering, by comparing the
deterministic Best Estimate of the analytical valuation with
that of the aggregate valuation, defining appropriate
thresholds under which the grouping is considered to be
sufficient).
The assessment was carried out for a variable projection
duration based on portfolios (40 or 50 years) except for
early payments related to redemptions or the death of
the policyholder.
Within the sphere of the valuation of the Best Estimates, all
the insurance benefits and the options which the insured
party has the right to on the basis of the agreements
entered into, the future premiums contractually envisaged
and the future expenses of the company must be

considered. Accordingly, the valuation is made using
realistic hypotheses, with regard to all the financial,
demographic conduct-related and economic bases
underlying the products.
In detail, the economic and demographic hypotheses
concern:
•
management, settlement, acquisition and asset
management costs and expense for the investment
per individual agreement;
•
early redemption due to mortality;
•
early redemption due to the choice of the customer
(early redemption or repayments);
•
insolvencies or reductions for the annual premiums;
•
propensity to receive the life annuity on expiry;
•
deferral of the expiry where envisaged.
Account was also taken of the additional premiums
envisaged contractually and estimated appropriately on
the basis of past experience and the budget hypotheses
for the strategic plan of the Cattolica Group.
With regard to the demographic and conduct-related
actuarial hypotheses, where possible estimates based on
historical figures relating to the evolution of the portfolio
have been used; under certain circumstances, the
estimates adopted by the Group have taken into
account Expert Judgements.
The financial hypotheses refer to:
•
target return;
•
structures of the interest rates with or without Volatility
Adjustment;
•
parameters of the CIR model used for estimating the
interest rates;
•
volatility for each security present in the portfolio;
•
volatility of the composition of the portfolios of the
segregated funds;
•
volatility of the exchange rates and the inflation
index;
•
correlation matrix between the risk factors (structures,
exchange rates, inflation);
•
values of the Betas for the non-Interest Rate Sensitive
securities in the portfolios hedging the insurance
liabilities, also with the associated benchmark and
the related volatility;
•
dividend yield for each share or fund.
For the calculation of the Technical Provisions as at
December 31st, 2020 no further simplifications were
applied with respect to those indicated for the valuation
of the Risk Margin.
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Uncertainty of the calculation
Technical provisions, since it is an estimate deriving from
the application of a model forecasting liabilities that takes
into account any interaction with the assets covering the
provisions, are subject to a significant level of uncertainty
which was assessed by the Actuarial Function, as set forth
in Article 272, paragraph 1.b of the Delegated Regulation
EU 2015/35.
The identified areas which may cause uncertainty in the
calculation of the technical provisions are as follows:
•
financial markets;
•
macro-economic trends;
•
insurance business.
The uncertainty deriving from the financial risk factors is
represented by the change in the technical provisions
further to a change in the structure as a result of maturity
of the interest rates. An additive 100 bps increase in the
rate curve would result in a decrease of approximately 6.74% in the Best Estimate reserve, while following a 100
bps decrease would result in an increase of approximately
+8.03%. With specific reference to the policyholder profitsharing portfolio, in the event of an additive shock of 100
bps to government bond spreads, the Best Estimate
reserve would decrease by approximately -2.71%, while a
100 bps decrease would increase the Best Estimate
reserve by approximately +2.45%.
In order to analyse the uncertainty due to
macroeconomic variables, an increase in expenditures
was considered through a 110% multiplication factor,
resulting in an increase in the Best Estimate reserve of
approximately +0.22%.
Finally, uncertainty deriving form factors related to
policyholder behaviour is assessed by applying additive
variations to the redemption assumptions. In the case of
an upward change equal to 1%, the Best Estimate reserve
would decrease by approximately -0.26%, while a
downward change equal to -1% would result in an
increase in the Best Estimate reserve of approximately
+0.29%.

Comparison with the IAS/IFRS financial
statement valuations
The Actuarial Function has compared the valuations of
the Solvency II technical provisions with the closing data
drawn from the IAS/IFRS valuations, analysing in particular
the differences deriving from the application of financial
assumptions, from method-based approaches and from
the evaluations of contractual options. Based on the
services indexing methods, with regard to Solvency II
technical provisions, € 385 thousand of LoB 29 are
included in LoB 30, while € 3,441 thousand are included in
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LoB 32. Following are the main findings at the LoB level
obtained as the difference between the SII Technical
Provision and the IAS/IFRS valuations, net of the amounts
to be paid:
•
Insurance with profit participation € +696,246
thousands;
•
Index-linked and unit-linked insurance € -131,669
thousand;
•
Other life insurances € -354,258 thousand;
•
Indirect life business € +250 thousand.
The main factors that affect the above deviations are the
following:
•
the different concept of prudence between the two
valuations;
•
the presence in the Solvency II valuation of the
mechanism for the revaluation and discounting of
the projected cash flows;
•
the technical effects, mainly attributable to the
estimation method used in the Solvency II valuation
of the contractual options, to the projection of
general expenses until depletion of the portfolio and
to the various demographic assumptions.

Volatility Adjustment
For the purpose of reducing the impact deriving from the
idiosyncratic volatility of the spreads of the assets
established to cover the insurance liabilities with respect
to the corresponding structure of the risk-free interest
rates, the volatility adjustment pursuant to Article 49 of the
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated
October 10th, 2014 was applied. This adjustment is applied
to all the agreements with financial collateral directly
considering the "adjusted" structure of the interest rates
struck as of the valuation date to be the reference
structure.
The volatility adjustment is an additional spread to be
added to the forward structure of the risk-free rates struck
as of the valuation date.
The company which applies the fairness adjustment as per
Article 36 quinquies or the adjustment for volatility as per
Article 36 septies of the Private Insurance Code prepares
a liquidity plan with the projection of the incoming and
outgoing cash flows in relation to the assets and liabilities
subject to these adjustments.
In particular, the Group has used the Volatility Adjustment
as a measurement for long-term guarantees. Therefore, in
observance of the reference legislative context, with
regard to the integrated management of the assets and
liabilities, it made the following assessments:
•
sensitivity of the technical provisions and the eligible
own funds to the hypotheses underlying the
calculation of the adjustment for the volatility and the

possible effects on the eligible own funds due to the
forced sale of assets;

(€ thousands)

Technical provisions

•

impact deriving from a cancelling out of the volatility
adjustment.

With Volatility
Adjustment

Without Volatility
Adjustment

Impact of Volatility
Adjustment

31,334,819

31,411,184

−76,365

Basic own funds

2,533,748

2,495,496

38,252

Eligible own funds to meet the SCR

2,409,678

2,371,901

37,777

SCR

1,288,889

1,326,633

−37,744

Eligible own funds to meet the MCR

1,929,653

1,875,938

53,715

822,095

836,767

−14,672

Ratio of Eligible own funds to SCR

187%

179%

8%

Ratio of Eligible own funds to MCR

235%

224%

11%

MCR

The outcome of these assessments highlights an essential
hedging of the asset flows vis-à-vis those of the liabilities
and maintenance of the Solvency Ratios.
Please also note that in 2020 the demographic and noneconomic assumptions underlying the assessment were
updated, but did not modify the calculation
methodology.

Amounts recoverable from
reinsurance contracts
An analytical calculation of the transfers and therefore of
the provision charged to the reinsurers is carried out, since
the proportional treaties, the Quota Share and Surplus,
that constitute the larger portion of the treaties executed
by the Group, are modelled within the calculation
method.
The amount that takes into account the probability of
default of the reinsurers is also determined (so-called
Counterparty Default Adjustment).
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D.3 OTHER LIABILITIES
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
The liabilities are valued on a consistent basis with Article
75 of the Directive 2009/138/EC ("Directive"), which
establishes that the liabilities are valued at the amount at
which they could be transferred, or settled, between
informed and consenting parties in a transaction carried
out under normal market conditions.
The Other liabilities, compared with the figures which can
be taken from the IAS/IFRS balances as at December 31st,
2020, are summarised in the table in the introduction.
The following general criteria are used:
•
the liabilities are valued on the basis of the
assumption that the company is a going-concern;
•
the individual liabilities are valued separately;
•
the valuation method is proportionate to the nature,
the extent and the complexity of the risks inherent to
the company’s activities.
The main methods and hypotheses used for the valuation
for solvency purposes are presented below, for each
essential liability class envisaged in the quantitative
balance sheet template S.02.01.02 as defined in the
introduction to this section.
The determination of the value of the liabilities requires
that discretional valuations, estimates and hypotheses be
made, which influence the value of the liabilities. These
estimates mainly concern:
•
the technical provisions;
•
the fair value of the liabilities if not directly observable
on active markets;
•
the defined-benefit plans;
•
the provisions for risks and charges.
The Group’s liabilities have been aggregated in the
various classes envisaged by the Solvency II financial
statements taking into consideration uniformity in terms of
nature, function and risks. The final objective was
achieved analysing all the accounts of the chart of
accounts of the financial statements and identifying the
uniform values according to the Solvency II criteria.

Contingent liabilities
As of the date of drafting this reporting, there is no
information on contingent liabilities which if present should
be recognised, albeit only in the event they may be
significant. The contingent liabilities are significant if the
information concerning the current or potential
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dimensions or the nature of these liabilities could influence
the decisions or the opinion of the envisaged user of said
information, including therein the supervisory authorities.

Deferred tax liabilities
Please see the section on Deferred Taxes (D.1).

Pension benefit obligations
This item comprises:
•
the employee severance indemnity;
•
the length of services bonuses;
•
the health bonuses for retired staff.
The valuation is carried out in accordance with the
requirements of international accounting standard IAS 19,
in particular the future flows of the employee severance
indemnity have been discounted back as of the
reference date on the basis of the method expressly
envisaged by section 68 of IAS 19, known as the Projected
Unit Credit Method. The projected benefits which can be
disbursed in the event of death, incapacity, resignation or
retirement based on the applicable actuarial bases have
been determined for all the employees active as of the
date of assessment and distributed uniformly over all the
years of service for each employee as from the date of
employment until the date the events take place.
The actuarial method used is that known as the "method
of the years of management on an individual basis and
by lot" (MAGIS). This method - based on a stochastic
"Monte Carlo" type simulation - makes it possible to make
projections of the remuneration of the charges for each
employee, taking into account the demographic and
remunerative data of each individual position, without
making aggregations and without introducing average
values.
In order to make this procedure possible for each
employee, appropriate lots are drawn for the purpose of
determining year-by-year the elimination due to demise,
disability and incapacity, due to resignation or sacking.
The projections were made on a closed group basis, i.e.
no hiring is envisaged. The method used makes it possible
to calculate certain amounts in a demographic - financial
sense as of the reference date of the valuation, including
in particular the liability pertaining to the service already
provided by the workers represented by the DBO –
Defined Benefit Obligation. It is obtained by calculating

the current value of the services due to the worker
(severance payments) deriving from the length of service
already accrued as of the valuation date.
Note that in the calculations, account was taken of the
annual tax of 17% which encumbers the revaluation of the
employee severance indemnity provision.
The legislation envisages the possibility of requesting a
partial advance of the severance indemnity accrued
when the employment relationship is still underway for
employees who have accrued at least 8 years of service
to a maximum extent of 70% of the Provision accumulated
as of that date. Under such circumstances, an average
annual rate of 2.5% is hypothesised for the calculation,
along with an average amount equal to 70% of the
accumulated indemnity.
The employee severance indemnity, amounting to €
12,858 thousand, represents the effective value of the
foreseeable obligation, net of any assets serving the plans,
adjusted to reflect any actuarial losses or gains not
amortised. The discounting back of the future cash flows is
carried out on the basis of the interest rate of high quality
corporate securities. The main hypotheses used are:
discount rate of 0.35%, inflation rate of 1%, revaluation
rate of 1.87% (already net of the tax of 17%, in force as
from January 1st, 2015), salary increases of 2.9%, mortality
based on the most recent ANIA A62 mortality tables
broken down by gender and the disability/invalidity
tables, adopted in the INPS model for 2010 projections. For
the retirement age of the generic active person, it was
assumed that the pension requirements valid for
Compulsory General Insurance ("Assicurazione Generale
Obbligatoria" - AGO, 67 years of age for males and
females) were met. In relation to the resignation
frequency, a table has been used in line with the
expected value of the resignation rate over the long-term.
With regard to the valuation of the length of service
bonus, in compliance with the revised international
accounting standard IAS 19, the actuarial valuations were
carried out on the basis of the method of the benefits
accrued using the Projected Unit Credit Method.
This method makes it possible to calculate the length of
service bonuses at their date of maturity in an actuarial
sense, distributing the costs for all the years of residual
employment of the current employees. No longer as a
cost to be settled, should the company cease its business
activities as at the financial statements date, this cost is
gradually set aside according to the residual period of
employment of the employees.
The method makes it possible to calculate certain
amounts in a demographic - financial sense as of the
reference date of the valuation, including in particular the
liability pertaining to the service already provided by the
workers represented by the DBO – Defined Benefit

Obligation (also known as the Past Service Liability). It is
obtained by calculating the current value of the services
due to the workers deriving from the length of service
already accrued as of the valuation date.
The demographic and financial hypotheses used are
identical to those used for the valuation of the severance
indemnity described previously.
The liability value amounted to € 9,385 thousand.
Lastly, with regard to the actuarial valuations of the health
bonuses, they were carried out, in compliance with the
international accounting standard IAS 19, on the basis of
the method of the benefits accrued using the Projected
Unit Credit Method.
With reference to the demographic hypotheses, the
recent ANIA A62 mortality tables were used. For the
retirement age of the generic active person (employee,
officer or executive), it was assumed that the pension
requirements valid for Compulsory General Insurance
(AGO, 67 years of age for males and females) were met.
With regard to the probability of leaving work activities, for
reasons other than death, the turn-over probabilities
detected in the Company were used, equal to 7% both
for active officials and active executives. The financial
hypotheses used are identical to those used for the
valuation of the severance indemnity described
previously.
This liability amounted to € 11,758 thousand.

Payables and Risk provisions
The provisions for risks and charges have been provided in
the presence of potential liabilities for future charges and
determined according to realistic estimates relating to
their definition.
The item mainly includes:
•
Provisions for legal disputes;
•
Provisions for agent’s leaving indemnities;
•
Intersectorial solidarity fund;
•
Provisions for formal notifications received from IVASS;
•
Provision for disputes with employees;
•
Defence expense risk provision;
•
Claims division provision.

Debts owed to credit institutions
The loans repayable are valued without any adjustment
so as to take into account the change in the credit
worthiness of the company after initial recognition.
In the IAS/IFRS financial statements, this item is valued at
amortised cost.
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Subordinated liabilities
The valuation of securities issued and which have
subordination clauses takes place at market value.
The item includes the following subordinated liabilities:
•
subordinated loan with an unspecified maturity
amounting to € 80,000 thousand in nominal value
taken out by the Parent Company from UBI and
disbursed in September 2010. The value for Solvency II
purposes comes to € 80,077 thousand. A
subordination condition is envisaged with respect to
all the unsubordinated creditors including the
policyholders. Following the binding framework
agreement signed between the Parent Company
and UBI Banca regarding early termination, the
subordinated loan of € 80,000 thousand in nominal
value is no longer eligible for inclusion in the Group's
own funds;
•
subordinated bond issue of the Parent Company for €
100,000 thousand in nominal value maturing in
December 2043, issued in December 2013,
subscribed by institutional investors. The value for
Solvency II purposes comes to € 107,374 thousand.
The possibilities for optional early repayment are
envisaged after 10 years from issue and on each
payment date of the subsequent coupon. The
securities can be reimbursed in advance and subject
to IVASS authorisation, also in the presence of
regulatory or tax changes or changes in the valuation
criteria used by the rating agencies;
•
Parent Company's subordinated loan for € 500,000
thousand maturing in December 2047, issued in
December 2017, subscribed by institutional investors.
The value for Solvency II purposes comes to € 541,461
thousand. The possibilities for optional early
repayment are envisaged after 10 years from issue
and on each payment date of the subsequent
coupon. The securities can be reimbursed in
advance and subject to IVASS authorisation, also in
the presence of regulatory or tax changes or
changes in the valuation criteria used by the rating
agencies;
•
subordinated bond loan with a nominal value of €
7,500 thousand maturing in August 2030 and
undertaken by ICCREA Banca S.p.A. of BCC Vita on
August 5th, 2020. The value for Solvency II purposes
comes to € 7,713 thousand. The possibility for optional
early repayment is envisaged after 5 years from issue
and on each payment date of the subsequent
coupon. The bond may also be paid early following
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•

regulatory and tax changes. In specified cases of
"regulatory inadequacy" the interest is deferred;
first tranche of € 17,500 thousand of the subordinated
loan maturing in 2030, subscribed pro rata by Banco
BPM S.p.A. to Vera Vita on July 30th, 2020. The value
for Solvency II purposes comes to € 18,148 thousand.
An early repayment from the end of the fifth year, at
certain specified dates, is accepted. The securities
can be reimbursed in advance and subject to IVASS
authorisation, also in the presence of regulatory or tax
changes or changes in the valuation criteria used by
the rating agencies;
a second tranche of € 17,500 thousand of the
subordinated loan maturing in 2030, subscribed pro
rata by Banco BPM S.p.A. to Vera Vita on October
7th, 2020. The value for Solvency II purposes comes to
€ 18,148 thousand. An early repayment from the end
of the fifth year, at certain specified dates, is
accepted. The securities can be reimbursed in
advance and subject to IVASS authorisation, also in
the presence of regulatory or tax changes or
changes in the valuation criteria used by the rating
agencies.

The loans in question have been valued by means of the
Discounted Cash Flow model technique (income
approach), or rather discounting back to the valuation
date all the expected payment flows until the date of
expiry as indicated in the respective contractual
documentation. The discounting back of the flows takes
place by applying a fixed rate to the risk free curve
representative of the companies’ credit risk identified at
the time of the issue/entering into of the loans.
The model used for the determination of the discount and
forwarding curve is the stochastic 1 factor Heath-JarrowMorton model; the numeric method for making the
calculations is backwards in type in the presence of early
repayment options in both the loans.
The market data used as input in the calculations
originates from info-providers which populate the
calculation software.
For statutory purposes, subordinated liabilities are
measured at their amortised cost.

Any other liabilities not indicated
elsewhere
See the paragraph Any other assets (D.1) referring to the
operating leases.

D.4 ALTERNATIVE VALUATION METHODS
There are no other alternative valuation methods for the Group’s assets and liabilities with respect to that previously
specified.
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D.5 OTHER INFORMATION
The Group believes that all the essential information on the asset and liability valuation methods is already contained in
the previous sections. Therefore, there is no further material information to be included in this section.
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E.2 Solvency Capital Requirement and
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E.3 Use of the duration-based equity risk submodule in the calculation of the Solvency
Capital Requirement
E.4 Differences between the standard
formula and any internal model used
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E.1 OWN FUNDS
Policies and processes applied in the
management of the own funds
The Group is aware that, in order to achieve the set out
profitability objectives on the capital and in compliance
with the Risk Appetite established by the Parent
Company’s Board of Directors, it must have set up a
suitable capital management process.
This process, implemented by the Parent Company’s
Senior Management, checked and monitored in terms of
suitability and riskiness by the Control Functions, is aimed
at:
•
defining the return objectives on the capital,
consistent with the overall strategic objectives in
terms of profitability, growth and risk profile;
•
defining specific interventions on the structure and
composition of the Capital (e.g.: composition by
classes - so-called Tiering, capital allocation), based
on strategic directions and risk appetite;
•
defining the flow of dividends consistent with the
profit generated, available resources and Risk
Appetite;
•
defining any capital interventions, such as the
amount and nature of capital increases.
These principles are interpreted in profitability objectives
on the capital to be achieved given the risk restrictions.
In detail, the Capital Management takes into account
and is consistent with the Resolution on the Risk Appetite
system in which the operating limits and the indicators are
interpreted, which the Group must follow.
The Capital Management process is divided up into five
phases, in strict relation to the other company processes.
The five phases of the capital management process are:
•
final measurement of the required capital and the
available capital;
•
formulation of the Capital Management Plan;
•
operational monitoring and reporting;
•
managerial measures on capital;
•
dividend distribution.
The capital management process contributes towards the
strategic business policy together with other key
processes:
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Planning, by means of which the profitability
objectives and volumes are defined over the
timespan of the three-year economic projections;
ORSA and Risk Appetite, by means of which the
target risk profile and the tolerance levels of the
Group and the individual insurance companies are
defined on the basis of the Solvency Ratio and
operating limits.

In this respect, the capital management process defines
and monitors objectives with regard to return on the
capital of the business units of the Group, also in relation
to the risk restrictions and the capital absorptions.

Structure, amount and quality of the
own funds
The own funds as at December 31st, 2020 include, net of
all the intercompany items, the share capital, the share
premiums reserve, the reconciliation reserve, the eligible
subordinated liabilities and the net deferred tax assets.
The Tiering was carried out by taking into consideration
the provisions of Articles 69 et seq. of the Commission
Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated October 10th,
2014.
Based on the analyses carried out pursuant to Article 330,
paragraph 1 of the Commission Delegated Regulation
(EU) 2015/35 dated October 10th, 2014, no restrictions
have
been noted
on the
transferability and
exchangeability of the elements of the eligible own funds
for the coverage of the Group solvency capital
requirement.
Following is the summary table which illustrates the
composition of the basic own funds and the eligible
amount of the own funds covering the solvency capital
requirement, the minimum solvency requirement,
classified by level, and all related changes.
An analysis of the main financial statement items which
make up the own funds will follow.

Information on own funds available and eligible to cover the SCR

Increases

Ordinary share capital (gross of own
shares)

522,882

162,162

Share premium account related to
ordinary share capital

712,031

135,246

Reconciliation reserve

556,741
−344,778

−23,055

−367,833

(€ thousands)

Non-available minority interests at
group level
Total insurance sector "Tier 1
unrestricted"
Total financial sector "Tier 1
unrestricted"

1,446,876

297,408

0

0

0

0

Subordinated liabilities

80,132

Total "Tier 1 restricted"

80,132

Subordinated liabilities

638,161

Non-available minority interests at
group level
Total insurance sector "Tier 2"
Total financial sector "Tier 2"
Amount equal to the value of net
deferred tax assets
Amount equal to the value of the net
deferred tax assets not available at
group level
Non-available minority interests at
group level
Total "Tier 3"

Decreases

Adjustments for
valuation changes

Adjustments for
regulatory actions

Position as at
Dec 31st,
2020

Position as at
Jan 1st, 2020

0

685,044

0

847,277

44,004

600,745

20,949

0

1,765,233

0

0

0

0

0

−80,132
0

0

−80,132

0

54,682

0

692,843

−44,008

−44,008

638,161

0

0

10,674

0

648,835

0

0

0

0

0

0

97,757

23,127

120,884

−2,584

1,705

−879

−325

−325

95,173

0

0

24,507

0

119,680

Total basic own funds

2,260,342

297,408

0

−24,002

0

2,533,748

Total own funds available to meet
Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR)

2,260,342

297,408

0

−24,002

0

2,533,748

Of which Tier 1 unrestricted

1,446,876

297,408

0

20,949

0

1,765,233

80,132

0

0

−80,132

0

0

Of which Tier 2

638,161

0

0

10,674

0

648,835

Of which Tier 3

95,173

0

0

24,507

0

119,680
124,070

Of which Tier 1 restricted

Adjustments for eligibility limits

122,189

0

0

1,881

0

Of which Tier 2

27,016

0

0

−22,626

0

4,390

Of which Tier 3

95,173

0

0

24,507

0

119,680

Total eligible own funds to meet
Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR)

2,138,153

297,408

0

−25,883

0

2,409,678

Of which Tier 1 unrestricted

1,446,876

297,408

0

20,949

0

1,765,233

0

0

−80,132

0

% Tier 1 unrestricted
Of which Tier 1 restricted
% Tier 1 restricted
Of which Tier 2
% Tier 2
SCR
Ratios of eligible own funds to SCR

68%
80,132

73%
0

4%
611,145

0%
0

0

33,300

0

644,445

29%

27%

1,222,290

1,288,889

175%

187%
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Eligible own funds to meet the MCR

(€ thousands)

Available own funds

Tier 1 unrestricted
Tier 2
Total Own Funds

1,765,233

Adjustments for Eligibility

Eligible own funds
0

1,765,233

648,835

484,416

164,419

2,414,067

484,416

1,929,652

MCR

822,095

Ratios of eligible own funds to MCR

235%

Minority interests
The amount of the minority interests in the eligible own
funds, to be deducted from the Group own funds, for
each subsidiary, has been calculated as follows:
•
the amount of the eligible own funds greater than the
contribution of the subsidiary to the Group solvency
capital requirement has been calculated;
•
the unavailable own funds greater than the
contribution of the subsidiary to the Group solvency
capital requirement have been identified and
deducted from the eligible own funds calculated in
the previous point;
•
the portion of the minority interests to be deducted
from the Group own funds has been determined
multiplying the minority interest by the results as per
the previous point.

Deductions
The filters set forth in the provision concerning the
transferability and exchangeability of the deferred tax
assets and borrowed capital were applied.

Share capital
For the purposes of the discipline of the own funds, the
ordinary shares of the Group have the following
characteristics:
•
they are issued directly by the company by means of
resolution of its shareholders or (if permitted by the
national norms) by the Board of Directors;
•
they provide the bearer with the right to take
advantage of the residual assets after the winding up
of the company, in proportion to the securities held,
without particular restrictions or fixed amounts.
On the basis of these considerations, they are therefore
considered to be Tier 1 as is the related share premium.
The increase in share capital and share premium reserve,
totalling € 297,408 thousand, is due to the subscription by
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Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. of the Parent Company's
reserved share capital increase.

Reconciliation reserve
The reconciliation reserve is made up of the shareholders’
equity reserves not included in the items relating to the
share capital and share premium reserves and also
includes the sum of the valuation differences emerging
between the accounting standards adopted for the
IAS/IFRS consolidated financial statements and those
applied for the purposes of the solvency financial
statements.
The reconciliation reserve, as at December 31st, 2020
amounted to € 600,745 thousand and is essentially made
up of the following elements:
•
Consolidated Shareholders' Equity, net Share Capital,
Share Premium Reserve and Own Shares, amounting
to € 1,245,469 thousand;
•
valuation differences between the accounting
standards for the purposes of the IAS/IFRS financial
statements and those for the solvency financial
statements, with a negative balance of € 376,019
thousand.
The Reserve is also adjusted:
•
by the amount for the net deferred tax assets
recorded under own funds for € 120,884 thousand;
•
by the amount of the own shares held by the
company for € 128,559 thousand;
•
by the minority interests of the dividends approved
amounting to € 3,932 thousand (net of the intragroup
items) related to the subsidiaries;
•
by the amount of the adjustment set forth in Articles
70, letter e) and 81 of the Commission Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated October 10th, 2014,
for the separate funds (ring-fenced funds), or for the
excess of the elements of the own funds versus the
respective solvency capital requirements, for a total
of € 15,330 thousand.

Reconciliation reserve

(€ thousands)

Excess of assets over liabilities
Own shares (held directly and indirectly)

Tier 1 unrestricted
2,401,771
128,559

Foreseeable dividends, distributions and charges
Other basic own fund items
Adjustment for restricted own fund items in respect of matching adjustment portfolios and ring
fenced funds
Reconciliation reserve

3,932
1,653,205
15,330
600,745

The reconciliation reserve has therefore been considered totally in Tier 1 on a consistent basis with the provisions of the
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated October 10th, 2014 and according to the applicable laws.
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Subordinated liabilities
The breakdown of the subordinated liabilities follows:

(€ thousands)

Curre
ncy

Nominal
value

Solvency
value

Issue Date

Maturity Date

First call date

Level

Transitory
measures

EUR

100,000

107,374

17/12/2013

17/12/2043

17/12/2023

Tier 2

NO

EUR

500,000

541,461

15/12/2017

15/12/2047

15/12/2027

Tier 2

NO

EUR

7,500

7,713

05/08/2020

05/08/2030

05/08/2025

Tier 2

NO

Vera Vita subordinated loan
(first tranche) pertaining to
minority interests

EUR

17,500

18,148

30/07/2020

30/07/2030

30/07/2025

Tier 2

NO

Vera Vita subordinated loan
(second tranche) pertaining
to minority interests

EUR

17,500

18,148

07/10/2020

07/10/2030

07/10/2025

Tier 2

NO

642,500

692,843

Description
Subordinated financing
Società Cattolica di
Assicurazioni
Subordinated financing
Società Cattolica di
Assicurazioni
BCC Vita 138
subordinated bond loan
pertaining to minority
interests

Total

As discussed in Chapter A.1 – Assets, following the binding
framework agreement signed between the Parent
Company and UBI Banca regarding early termination of
the relationship, the subordinated loan of € 80,000
thousand in nominal value is no longer eligible for inclusion
in the Group's own funds.

Net deferred tax assets
With regard to deferred tax assets and liabilities, reference
should be made to the paragraph on Deferred taxation
(D.1) for a description of the amount calculated in the
EBS.
Tier-3 of the Own Funds table includes the DTAs net of the
DTLs, if they are recoverable and can be offset on the
basis of tax legislation, or exclusively in the case when the
DTAs and DTLs are referrable to the same tax authority.
Therefore, the deferred taxes recorded in the solvency
balance sheet have been divided up between IRES
(corporate income tax) and IRAP (regional business tax)
and treated, for the purpose of the offsetting between
DTAs and DTLs for the recognition in Tier-3, separately.
At IRES level, the vertical offsetting of DTAs and DTLs is
permitted provided that the subsidiaries transfer their tax
positions to the Parent Company as part of the national
tax consolidation scheme ("NTCS"), whereas this is not
permitted for IRAP deferred taxes or other
deferred tax assets produced by entities outside the
Group NTCS. Therefore, the amounts recorded as net DTAs
in Tier-3 of the Basic Own Funds Template corresponds to
the sum of the net IRES DTAs of all the Group companies
complying with the NTCS, which are joined by the IRAP
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DTAs of those companies returning a positive deferred tax
asset balance (IRAP).

Available own funds
These represent the own funds available for the coverage
of the SCR (Solvency Capital Requirement) and the MCR
(Minimum Capital Requirement).
For the purposes of the coverage of the MCR, Tier 3 funds
are not permitted.

Eligible own funds
These represent the own funds eligible for the coverage of
the SCR (Solvency Capital Requirement) and the MCR
(Minimum Capital Requirement).
The limitations set forth in Article 82 of the Commission
Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated October 10th,
2014, for their eligibility to meet SCR and MCR, apply.
Eligible Tier 2 own funds are recognised, being equal to
50% of the Solvency Capital Requirement. For the
purposes of the test of recoverability of the net deferred
tax assets recorded in EBS, and in particular in relation to
the underlying assumptions used for the projection of the
probable future taxable income, reference should be
made to Chapter E.2 Solvency Capital Requirement and
Minimum Capital Requirement.
For the purposes of the recognition of DTAs in Tier 3, the
projection of future income underlying the Rolling Plan
2021-2023 approved by the Board of Directors on January
28th, 2021 was used, net of the income arising from the in-

force business which was reversed to avoid the so-called
"double counting". Beyond the explicit planning period,
future income has been projected in accordance with
IVASS regulations through the use of KPIs, adopting a
prudential approach on the assumption that in this period
profitability is not higher than in the three-year explicit
planning period.

Own funds eligible for SCR coverage differ from those
eligible for MCR coverage by exceeding 20% of the MCR
of Tier 2 funds.
The reconciliation between the shareholders' equity,
measured according to the IAS/IFRS accounting
standards, and the Own Funds is provided in the table
below:

(€ thousands)

IAS Consolidated Shareholders' Equity
Own shares
Excess of assets over liabilities IAS
FV securities*

2,613,284
164,506
2,777,790
308,602

Investments
FV properties

311
21,846

Transferred technical provisions - Non-life

−65,956

Transferred technical provisions - Life

−67,264

Intangible assets
Technical provisions - Non-life
Technical provisions - Life

−715,374
212,446
−210,741

Other technical provisions
Other changes
FV subordinated loans and financial liabilities
Total excess of assets over liabilities before taxes
Deferred taxes
Total excess of assets over liabilities

2,366
98,500
−50,865
2,311,661
90,110
2,401,771

Total of non-available own fund items

−413,045

Reversal of own shares

−128,559

Subordinated loans
Proposed dividends
Surplus of ring-fenced own funds
Adjustments for eligibility limits of Tier 2 + Tier 3
Total Own Funds

692,843
−3,932
−15,330
−124,070
2,409,678

* includes changes in the fair value of own shares

It is hereby disclosed that the Group has not made any request to IVASS during the year for the use of accessory own
funds.
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E.2 SOLVENCY CAPITAL REQUIREMENT
AND MINIMUM CAPITAL REQUIREMENT
Quantitative information on the solvency capital requirement
The solvency capital requirement is calculated on the
basis of the provisions contained in the Commission
Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 dated October 10th,
2014, including the adjustment for the tax effect
represented by the deferred tax assets, if and to the
extent that they are recoverable on the basis of future
taxable income. For the purposes of the recognition of
DTAs in Tier 3, the projection of future income underlying
the Rolling Plan 2021-2023 approved by the Board of
Directors on January 28th, 2021 was used, net of the

reversal of income from business in-force estimated
through the Solvency double counting mechanism.
Beyond the explicit planning period, future income up to
the seventh year has been projected in accordance with
IVASS regulations through the use of KPIs, adopting a
prudential approach and assuming that in this period
profitability will not be higher than in the three-year explicit
planning period.
Following are details on the solvency capital requirement
of the Group:

Breakdown of the solvency capital requirement for each risk sub-module
(€ thousands)

Risk module
Solvency capital requirement
Capital requirements for minority interests
Capital requirements for residual undertakings

1,288,889
3,974
185

Capital add-ons already set

10,900

Adjustment due to RFF/MAP nSCR aggregation

21,266

Loss-absorbing capacity of technical provisions and deferred taxes
Operational risk
Basic solvency capital requirement
Market risk

−705,538
202,526
1,755,575
1,270,936

Counterparty default risk

134,083

Life underwriting risk

419,816

Health underwriting risk

102,462

Non-life underwriting risk
Diversification

134

Net solvency capital requirement

582,943
−754,664

The results thus illustrated are determined by applying the
standard formula with GSP (Group Specific Parameters)
replacing a subset of parameters defined in the Standard
Formula for the calculation of the solvency capital
requirement in terms of premium and reserve risks for Nonlife and NSLT Health.
It should also be noted that the Group does not adopt
simplified calculation methods for determining the
Solvency Capital Requirement and the Minimum Capital
Requirement.
Compared to the previous year, there has been an
increase in the solvency capital requirement, due in
particular to lower adjustments for the absorption
capacity of deferred taxes and technical provisions. In

fact, net of these elements, the basic solvency capital
requirement is down compared to the previous period,
mainly due to the following factors:
•
decrease in Non-life technical risks, especially for the
catastrophic component;
•
decrease in market risks due in particular to the
interest rate component.
Finally, capital stocks increased during the period, mainly
as a result of the capital strengthening carried out during
the year.
Following are details on
requirement of the Group:

the

minimum

solvency

(€ thousands)

Minimum solvency capital requirement

822,095
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E.3 USE OF THE DURATION-BASED EQUITY
RISK SUB-MODULE IN THE CALCULATION
OF THE SOLVENCY CAPITAL
REQUIREMENT
The Group does not use the duration-based equity risk sub-module in the solvency capital requirement calculation.

E.4 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
STANDARD FORMULA AND THE INTERNAL
MODEL USED
The Group does not use the internal model for the solvency capital requirement calculation.

E.5 NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE
MINIMUM CAPITAL REQUIREMENT AND
NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE SOLVENCY
CAPITAL REQUIREMENT
The Group has not reported any non-compliance with the solvency capital requirement or the minimum capital
requirement.

E.6 OTHER INFORMATION
There are no remarks in addition to those of Chapter A.1 – Business of this report.
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S.02.01.02
Balance sheet
Assets

Solvency II value
C0010

Intangible assets

R0030

0

Deferred tax assets

R0040

916,642

Pension benefit surplus

R0050

0

Property, plant and equipment held for own use

R0060

244,968

Investments (other than assets held for index-linked and unit-linked
contracts)

R0070

27,932,921

Property (other than for own use)

R0080

65,437

Holdings in related undertakings, including equity investments

R0090

10,023

Equities

R0100

66,370

Equities - Listed

R0110

40,462

Equities - Unlisted

R0120

25,908

R0130

25,591,379

Government bonds

R0140

19,411,839

Corporate bonds

R0150

4,770,185

Structured notes

R0160

1,407,041

Collateralised securities

Bonds

R0170

2,314

Collective Investments Undertakings

R0180

2,191,404

Derivatives

R0190

8,308

Deposits other than cash equivalents

R0200

0

Other investments

R0210

0

Assets held for index-linked and unit-linked contracts

R0220

5,297,024

Loans and mortgages

R0230

64,107

Loans on policies

R0240

703

Loans and mortgages to individuals
Other loans and mortgages

R0250

3,861

R0260

59,543

R0270

459,097

R0280

409,015

Non-life excluding health

R0290

372,804

Health similar to non-life

R0300

36,211

R0310

50,082

Reinsurance recoverables from:
Non-life and health similar to non-life

Life and health similar to life, excluding health, and index-linked and
unit-linked
Health similar to life

R0320

0

Life, excluding health, and index-linked and unit-linked

R0330

50,082

R0340

0

Life index-linked and unit-linked
Deposits with cedants

R0350

13,595

Insurance and intermediaries receivables

R0360

421,115

Reinsurance receivables

R0370

102,229

Receivables (trade, non-insurance)

R0380

820,412

Own shares (held directly)
Amounts due in respect of own fund items or initial funds called up but
not yet paid in
Cash and cash equivalents

R0390

128,559

R0400

0

R0410

270,350

Any other assets not elsewhere shown

R0420

199,234

R0500

36,870,253

Total assets
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Liabilities

Solvency II value
C0010

Technical provisions - Non-life

R0510

3,252,348

Technical provisions - Non-life (excluding health)

R0520

2,991,142

Technical provisions calculated as a whole

R0530

0

Best estimate

R0540

2,867,118

Risk margin

R0550

124,024

Technical provisions - Health (similar to non-life)

R0560

261,206

Technical provisions calculated as a whole

R0570

0

Best estimate

R0580

246,598

Risk margin

R0590

14,608

R0600

22,882,678

R0610

0

Technical provisions calculated as a whole

R0620

0

Best estimate

R0630

0

Risk margin

R0640

0

R0650

22,882,678

Technical provisions calculated as a whole

R0660

0

Best estimate

R0670

22,598,354

Risk margin

Technical provisions - Life (excluding index-linked and unit-linked)
Technical provisions - Health (similar to life)

Technical provisions - Life (excluding health, and index-linked and unitlinked)

R0680

284,324

Technical provisions - index-linked and unit-linked

R0690

5,199,793

Technical provisions calculated as a whole

R0700

0

Best estimate

R0710

5,176,433

Risk margin

R0720

23,360

Contingent liabilities

R0740

0

Provisions other than technical provisions

R0750

66,367

Pension benefit obligations

R0760

35,625

Deposits from reinsurers

R0770

44,471

Deferred tax liabilities

R0780

836,672

Derivatives

R0790

9,369

Debts owed to credit institutions

R0800

69,939

Financial liabilities other than debts owed to credit institutions

R0810

42,136

Insurance and intermediaries payables

R0820

639,964

Reinsurance payables

R0830

79,487

Payables (trade, non-insurance)

R0840

413,929

Subordinated liabilities

R0850

772,920

Subordinated liabilities not in Basic Own Funds

R0860

80,077

Subordinated liabilities in Basic Own Funds

R0870

692,843

R0880

122,784

Total liabilities

R0900

34,468,482

Excess of assets over liabilities

R1000

2,401,771

Any other liabilities not elsewhere shown
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R0110

R0440

R0500

R0550

R1200

R1300

Reinsurers’ share

Net

Expenses incurred

Other expenses

Total expenses

Gross - Proportional reinsurance
R0420
accepted
Gross - Non-proportional reinsurance
R0430
accepted

Gross - Direct business

R0410

R0400

Net

Changes in other technical
provisions

R0340

Reinsurers’ share

Gross - Proportional reinsurance
R0320
accepted
Gross - Non-proportional reinsurance
R0330
accepted

Gross - Direct business

R0310

R0300

Net

Claims incurred

R0240

Reinsurers’ share

Gross - Proportional reinsurance
R0220
accepted
Gross - Non-proportional reinsurance
R0230
accepted

Gross - Direct business

R0210

R0200

Net

Premiums earned

R0140

Reinsurers’ share

Gross - Proportional reinsurance
R0120
accepted
Gross - Non-proportional reinsurance
R0130
accepted

Gross - Direct business

Premiums written

19,026

40

43

−1

84

54,598

3,066

−23

57,687

59,840

7,638

188

67,290

60,828

4,378

200

80,428

−192

0

−19

−173

33,097

7,930

1,030

39,997

216,285

25,354

2,063

239,576

210,153

23,291

1,877

231,567

C0020

C0010

65,006

Income
protection
insurance

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0030

229,299

−85

0

−85

0

551,651

11,978

295

563,334

882,168

16,682

1,102

897,748

862,897

16,257

786

878,368

C0040

45,419

137

0

137

0

77,559

8,762

929

85,392

136,941

16,033

2,200

150,774

139,533

16,602

1,896

154,239

C0050

2,881

0

0

0

0

7,850

12,063

3,109

16,804

8,187

27,605

4,525

31,267

10,342

27,823

4,690

33,475

C0060

125,210

−709

0

−504

−205

241,763

73,533

8,849

306,447

309,795

79,511

8,804

380,502

335,400

76,413

8,778

403,035

C0070

Fire and
Marine,
Workers’
Motor vehicle
other
Other motor aviation and
compensatio
liability
damage to
insurance
transport
n insurance
insurance
property
insurance
insurance

61,175

−46

0

−3

−43

−6,941

3,437

1,210

−4,714

166,831

31,453

1,845

196,439

177,700

30,936

2,038

206,598

C0080

General
liability
insurance

3,060

5

0

5

0

6,712

5,059

183

11,588

11,807

12,431

1,104

23,134

11,338

12,208

1,208

22,338

C0090

Credit and
suretyship
insurance

−2,042

0

0

0

0

738

1,132

0

1,870

7,806

13,563

0

21,369

8,584

13,639

0

22,223

C0100

Legal
expenses
insurance

17,228

0

0

0

0

3,222

5,308

0

8,530

43,211

9,260

4

52,467

45,701

9,019

6

54,714

C0110

Assistanc
e

Lines of Business for: non-life insurance and reinsurance obligations (direct business and accepted proportional reinsurance)

Medical
expense
insurance

Premiums, claims and expenses by line of business

S.05.01.02

Annex I

13,178

0

0

0

0

14,093

331

−55

14,479

24,940

5,960

416

30,484

28,151

4,301

518

31,934

C0120

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0130

Miscellane
ous
Health
financial
losses

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0140

Casualty

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0150

Marine,
aviation
and
transport

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

−104

104

0

−101

101

0

C0160

Property

Lines of Business for: accepted nonproportional reinsurance

668,266

73,404

594,862

−850

43

0

−470

−337

984,342

132,599

0

15,527

1,101,414

1,867,707

245,594

0

22,251

2,091,050

1,890,526

234,968

0

21,997

2,103,497

C0200

Total
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R1420

R1500

Reinsurers’ share

Net

R1520

R1600

Reinsurers’ share

Net

R1620

R1700

Reinsurers’ share

Net

R1710

R1720

R1800

R1900

R2500

R2600

Gross

Reinsurers’ share

Net

Expenses incurred

Other expenses

Total expenses

Changes in other technical provisions

R1610

Gross

Claims incurred

R1510

Gross

Premiums earned

R1410

Gross

Premiums written

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

110,308

352,035

1,060

353,095

−3,303,280

960

3,304,240

2,633,356

61

2,633,417

2,633,356

61

2,633,417

C0220

C0210

0

Insurance with
profit
participation

Health
insurance

81,130

725,006

1

725,007

−1,716,442

0

1,716,442

950,548

61

950,609

950,548

61

950,609

C0230

Index-linked
and unitlinked
insurance

57,021

2,262

5,335

7,597

−35,973

14,756

50,729

133,977

19,402

153,379

133,977

19,402

153,379

C0240

Other life
insurance

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0250

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0260

Annuities
stemming
Annuities
from non-life
stemming
insurance
from non-life
contracts
insurance
and relating
contracts
to insurance
and relating
obligations
to health
other than
insurance
health
obligations
insurance
obligations

Lines of Business for: life insurance obligations

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0270

Health
reinsurance

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C0280

Life reinsurance

Life reinsurance obligations

361,700

113,241

248,459

1,079,303

6,396

1,085,699

−5,055,695

15,716

5,071,411

3,717,881

19,524

3,737,405

3,717,881

19,524

3,737,405

C0300

Total
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S.22.01.22
Impact of long-term guarantees and transitional measures

Amount with longterm guarantees
and transitional
measures

Impact of
transitional
measure on
technical
provisions

Impact of
transitional
measure on
interest rates

Impact of volatility
adjustment set to zero

Impact of matching
adjustment set to zero

C0010

C0030

C0050

C0070

C0090

Technical provisions

R0010

31,334,819

0

0

76,365

0

Basic own funds

R0020

2,533,748

0

0

−38,252

0

Eligible own funds to
meet Solvency
Capital Requirement

R0050

2,409,678

0

0

−37,777

0

Solvency capital
requirement

R0090

1,288,889

0

0

37,744

0
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Own funds
Total

Tier 1 unrestricte
d

Basic own funds before deduction for participations in other financial sectors

Tier 1 restricted

Tier 2

Tier 3

Ordinary share capital (gross of own shares)

R0010

685,044

685,044

0

Non-available called but not paid in ordinary share capital at group level

R0020

0

0

0

Share premium account related to ordinary share capital

R0030

847,277

847,277

0

Initial funds, members’ contributions or the equivalent basic own fund item for mutual and mutual-type
undertakings

R0040

0

0

Subordinated mutual member accounts
Non-available subordinated mutual member accounts at group level

R0050
R0060

0
0

Surplus funds

R0070

0

0

Non-available surplus funds at group level

R0080

0

0

Preference shares
Non-available preference shares at group level

R0090

0
0

Share premium account relating to preference shares

R0110

Non-available share premium account related to preference shares at group level

R0120

0

Reconciliation reserve

R0130

600,745

Subordinated liabilities

R0140

Non-available subordinated liabilities at group level

R0150

Amount equal to the value of net deferred tax assets

R0160

120,884

Amount equal to the value of the net deferred tax assets not available at group level
Other items approved by supervisory authority as basic own funds not specified above

R0170
R0180

879
0

0

0

0

879
0

Non-available own funds related to other own funds items approved by the supervisory authorities

R0190

0

0

0

0

0

Minority interests (if not reported as part of a specific own fund item)

R0200

0

0

0

0

0

Non-available minority interests at group level

R0210

412,166

367,833

0

44,008

325

R0220

0

Deductions for participations in other financial undertakings, including non-regulated undertakings
carrying out financial activities

R0230

0

0

0

0

0

Whereof deducted according to Article 228 of the Directive 2009/138/EC
Deductions for participations where there is non-availability of information (Article 229)

R0240
R0250

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

Deductions for participations included by using D&A, when a combination of methods is used

R0260

0

0

0

0

0

Total of non-available own fund items
Total deductions

R0270

413,045

367,833

0

44,008

1,204

R0280

413,045

367,833

0

44,008

1,204

Total basic own funds after deductions

R0290

2,533,748

1,765,233

0

648,835

119,680

Unpaid and uncalled ordinary share capital callable on demand

R0300

0

0

Unpaid and uncalled initial funds, members’ contributions or the equivalent basic own fund item for
mutual and mutual type undertakings, callable on demand

R0310

0

0

Unpaid and uncalled preference shares callable on demand

R0320

0

0

Letters of credit and guarantees other than those under Article 96 (2) of the Directive 2009/138/EC

R0340

0

0

Letters of credit and guarantees under Article 96 (2) of the Directive 2009/138/EC

R0350

0

0

Supplementary members’ calls under first subparagraph of Article 96 (3) of the Directive 2009/138/EC

R0360

0

0

Supplementary members’ calls - other than under first subparagraph of Article 96 (3) of the Directive
2009/138/EC

R0370

0

0

0

Non-available ancillary own funds at group level

R0380

0

0

0

Other ancillary own funds

R0390

0

0

0

R0400

0

0

0

Credit institutions, investment firms, financial institutions, alternative investment fund managers, UCITS
management companies

R0410

0

0

0

0

Institutions for occupational retirement provision

R0420

0

0

0

0

Non-regulated entities carrying out financial activities

R0430

0

0

0

0

Total own funds of other financial sectors

R0440

0

0

0

0

Own funds aggregated when using the D&A and combination of methods

R0450

0

0

0

0

0

Own funds aggregated when using the D&A and combination of methods net of IGT

R0460

0

0

0

0

0

Total available own funds to meet the consolidated group SCR (excluding own funds from other
financial sectors and from the undertakings included via D&A)

R0520

2,533,748

1,765,233

0

648,835

119,680

Total available own funds to meet the minimum consolidated group SCR

R0530

2,414,068

1,765,233

0

648,835

Total eligible own funds to meet the consolidated group SCR (excluding own funds from other financial
sectors and from the undertakings included via D&A)

R0560

2,409,678

1,765,233

0

644,445

Total eligible own funds to meet the minimum consolidated group SCR

R0570

1,929,652

1,765,233

0

164,419

Minimum consolidated group SCR

R0610

822,095

Ratio of Eligible own funds to Minimum Consolidated Group SCR

R0650

235%

Total eligible own funds to meet the group SCR (including own funds from other financial sectors and from the
undertakings included via D&A)

R0660

2,409,678

1,765,233

0

644,445

Group SCR

R0680

1,288,889

Ratio of Eligible own funds to group SCR, including other financial sectors and the undertakings included via
D&A

R0690

187%

R0100

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

692,843

0

692,843

0

0

0

0

0
600,745

0
120,884

Own funds from the financial statements that should not be represented by the reconciliation reserve and do
not meet the criteria to be classified as for Solvency II own funds
Own funds from the financial statements that should not be represented by the reconciliation reserve
and do not meet the criteria to be classified as for Solvency II own funds
Deductions

Ancillary own funds

Total ancillary own funds
Own funds of other financial sectors

Own funds when using the D&A method, exclusively or in combination with method 1

146

0

0

Tier 1 unrestricted
Reconciliation reserve
Excess of assets over liabilities

R0700

2,401,771

Own shares (held directly and indirectly)

R0710

128,559

Foreseeable dividends, distributions and charges

R0720

3,932

Other basic own fund items

R0730

1,653,205

Adjustment for restricted own fund items in respect of matching adjustment portfolios and ring
fenced funds

R0740

15,330

Other non-available own funds

R0750

0

R0760

600,745

Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) — Life business

R0770

60,688

Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) — Non-life business

R0780

61,286

Total expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP)

R0790

121,974

Reconciliation reserve before deduction for participation in other financial sectors
Expected profits
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Annex I
S.25.01.22
Solvency Capital Requirement - for groups on Standard Formula
Gross solvency
capital
requirement

Undertaking specific
parameters (USP)

C0110

C0090

Market risk

R0010

1,270,936

Counterparty default risk

R0020

134,083

Life underwriting risk

R0030

419,816 none

Health underwriting risk

R0040

Non-life underwriting risk

R0050

Diversification

R0060

Intangible asset risk

R0070

Basic solvency capital requirement

R0100

Calculation of solvency capital requirement

Standard deviation for NSLT health
102,462 premium risk, Standard deviation
for NSLT health reserve risk
Standard deviation for non-life
582,943 premium risk, Standard deviation
for non-life reserve risk
−754,664

1,755,575

C0100

Operational risk

R0130

202,526

Loss-absorbing capacity of technical provisions

R0140

−462,903

Loss-absorbing capacity of deferred taxes

R0150

−242,634

Capital requirement for business operated in accordance with
Article 4 of Directive 2003/41/EC

R0160

Solvency capital requirement excluding capital add-on

R0200

Capital add-on already set

R0210

10,900

Solvency capital requirement

R0220

1,288,889

1,273,831

Other information on SCR
Capital requirement for duration-based equity risk sub-module
Total amount of Notional Solvency Capital Requirements for
remaining part
Total amount of Notional Solvency Capital Requirements for ringfenced funds
Total amount of notional Solvency Capital Requirements for
matching adjustment portfolios

R0400
R0410

1,205,150

R0420

83,740

R0430

Diversification effects due to RFF nSCR aggregation for Article 304

R0440

Minimum consolidated Group solvency capital requirement

R0470

822,095

Information on other entities
Capital requirement for other financial sectors (Non-insurance
capital requirements)
Capital requirement for other financial sectors (Non-insurance
capital requirements) - Credit institutions, investment firms and
financial institutions, alternative investment funds managers, UCITS
management companies
Capital requirement for other financial sectors (Non-insurance
capital requirements) - Institutions for occupational retirement
provisions
Capital requirement for other financial sectors (Non-insurance
capital requirements) - Capital requirement for non-regulated
entities carrying out financial activities

R0500

R0510

R0520

R0530

Capital requirements for minority interests

R0540

3,974

Capital requirement for residual undertakings

R0550

185

Overall SCR

148

SCR for undertakings included via D and A

R0560

Solvency capital requirement

R0570

1,288,889

Simplifications
C0100
none

none
none

none
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815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0067

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0068

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0069

81560044B08E36815402

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0071

815600848C4F6583C288

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0076

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0078

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

IT

81560022B5367EE31F80

IT

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0066

815600AED32950D38B92

IT

IT

81560041CABA0313DB78

IT

222100BYGGQ28KR4IJ87

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0100

IT

635400XMIMUCWVKSX570

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0050

IT

IE

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0046

IT

LU

815600123ED82D1A8C37

IT

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0045

815600E5F548C390A350

IT

IT

8156009D97A1D99A6312

IT

IT

815600984DE360E01F67

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0016

IT

8156000B54CB772C3595

815600DEEE5337E9A213ITC0008

IT

IT

81560024671913E6D590

IT

IT

C0020

815600DEEE5337E9A213

C0010

Identification code of the
undertaking

Country

Undertakings within the scope of the Group

S.32.01.22

Annex I

2 - Specific code

2 - Specific code

1 - LEI

2 - Specific code

1 - LEI

2 - Specific code

2 - Specific code

2 - Specific code

2 - Specific code

1 - LEI

1 - LEI

1 - LEI

1 - LEI

1 - LEI

2 - Specific code

2 - Specific code

2 - Specific code

2 - Specific code

1 - LEI

1 - LEI

1 - LEI

2 - Specific code

1 - LEI

2 - Specific code

1 - LEI

1 - LEI

1 - LEI

C0030

Type of code of the ID of the
undertaking

ALADDIN

MEDITERRANEA UNDERWRITING Srl

H-FARM

IMA SERVIZI

Ima Italia Assistance

QUBO

METEOTEC

SATEC

ESTINVEST

Vera Financial

CattRe

Vera Protezione

Vera Assicurazioni

Vera Vita

Tua Retail Srl

All Risks Solutions Srl

Cattolica Beni Immobili

Cattolica Agricola

TUA Assicurazioni

BCC Vita

Berica Vita

Cattolica Services

BCC Assicurazioni

Cattolica Immobiliare Spa

Lombarda Vita Spa

ABC ASSICURA

Società Cattolica di Assicurazioni

C0040

Legal Name of the undertaking

99 - Other

99 - Other

99 - Other

Limited liability company

Limited liability company

Joint-stock company

Joint-stock company
Limited liability cooperative
company

2 - Non-life insurance undertaking

Limited liability company

Limited liability company

Limited liability company

Limited liability company

Joint-stock company

Société anonyme (joint-stock
company)

Joint-stock company

Joint-stock company

Joint-stock company

Limited liability company

Limited liability company

Limited liability company

10 - Ancillary services undertaking as defined in
Article 1 (53) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35

99 - Other

99 - Other

99 - Other

99 - Other

1 - Life insurance undertaking

3 - Reinsurance undertaking

1 - Life insurance undertaking

2 - Non-life insurance undertaking

4 - Composite undertaking

99 - Other

99 - Other

Joint-stock company
Limited liability agricultural
company

2 - Non-life insurance undertaking

Joint-stock company

Joint-stock company

10 - Ancillary services undertaking as defined in
Article 1 (53) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35
10 - Ancillary services undertaking as defined in
Article 1 (53) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35

1 - Life insurance undertaking

1 - Life insurance undertaking

10 - Ancillary services undertaking as defined in
Joint-stock consortium company
Article 1 (53) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35

Joint-stock company

Joint-stock company

2 - Non-life insurance undertaking

Joint-stock company

1 - Life insurance undertaking

Joint-stock company

Joint-stock company

C0060

Legal form

10 - Ancillary services undertaking as defined in
Article 1 (53) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35

2 - Non-life insurance undertaking

4 - Composite undertaking

C0050

Type of undertaking

150

0.6

1

1

IVASS

IVASS

IVASS

2

2

2

1

0.65

IVASS

IVASS

IVASS

2

2

2

2

0.0367

1

0.45

2

2

0.35

2

2

0.51

2

0.3769997

1

2

IVASS

1

2

2

1

0.65

1

0.65

2

2

Com. de Surv.
du Sec
Central Bank
of Ireland

1

2

2

1

2

0.65

1

2

0.9999728

0.7

1

2

0.7

IVASS

2

IVASS

IVASS

2

C0180

2

IVASS

2

1

C0080

C0070

% capital
share

2

Supervisory
Authority

Category
(mutual/nonmutual)

Undertakings within the scope of the Group

S.32.01.22

Annex I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

% used for the
establishment of
consolidated
accounts
C0190

0.45

1

0.0367

0.3769997

0.35

0.51

1

1

1

0.65

1

0.65

0.65

0.65

1

1

1

1

0.9999728

0.7

1

1

0.7

1

0.6

1

C0200

C0210

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

C0220

% voting Other
Level of
rights
criteria influence

Criteria of influence

0.45

1

0.0367

0.3769997

0.35

0.51

1

1

1

0.65

1

0.65

0.65

0.65

1

1

1

1

0.9999728

0.7

1

1

0.7

1

0.6

1

C0230

Proportional share used
for Group solvency
calculation

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

1 – Included in the scope

C0240

YES / NO
C0250

Date of the decision
if Article 214 is
applied

Inclusion in the scope of group supervision

3 - Method 1: Adjusted equity method

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

4 - Method 1: Sectoral rules

3 - Method 1: Adjusted equity method

3 - Method 1: Adjusted equity method

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

1 - Method 1: Full consolidation

C0260

Method used and treatment of the
undertaking according to method 1

Group solvency calculation
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INDEPENDENT
AUDITORS’
REPORTS

Deloitte & Touche S.p.A.
Via Tortona, 25
20144 Milano
Italia
Tel: +39 02 83322111
Fax: +39 02 83322112
www.deloitte.it

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 4747-SEPTIES, PARAGRAPH 7 OF LEGISLATIVE DECREE No. 209
OF SEPTEMBER 7, 2005 AND TO ARTICLE 5, PARAGRAPH 1, LETTERS A AND B,
OF IVASS REGULATION No. 42 OF AUGUST 2, 2018

To the Board of Directors of
Società Cattolica di Assicurazione S.p.A.
(formerly Società Cattolica di Assicurazione – Società Cooperativa)

Opinion
We have audited the following elements of the Solvency and Financial Condition Report (the “SFCR”) of
Cattolica Assicurazioni Group as of December 31, 2020 prepared according to the article 47-septies of
Legislative Decree No. 209 of September 7, 2005:
• quantitative reporting templates “S.02.01.02 Balance sheet” and “S.23.01.22 Own funds” (“QRTs”);
• sections “D. Valuation for solvency purposes” and “E.1 Own funds” (“notes”).
We have not audited:
• the items of the technical reserves relating to the risk margin (items R0550, R0590, R0680 and R0720)
included in the QRT “S.02.01.02 Balance sheet”;
• the Solvency Capital Requirement (item R0680) and the Minimum Capital Requirement (item R0610)
included in the QRT “S.23.01.22 Own funds”;
which are therefore excluded from our opinion.
The QRTs and the notes, with the above exclusions, as a whole constitute the “MVBS and OF QRTs and
the related notes”.
In our opinion, the MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes included in the SFCR of the Cattolica
Assicurazioni Group for the year ended December 31, 2020 are prepared, in all material respects, in
accordance with the requirements of the European Directive directly applicable and the national
sectorial regulations.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit
of the MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes section of our report.
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We are independent of Società Cattolica di Assicurazione S.p.A. (the “Parent Company” or the
“Company”) in accordance with the regulations and standards on ethical and independence of the Code
of Ethics for Professional Accountants (IESBA Code) issued by the International Ethics Standards Board of
Accountants that are applicable to our audit of the QRTs and the related notes.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinion.
Emphasis of Matter – Basis of preparation, purpose and restriction on use
We draw attention to section “D. Valuation for solvency purposes” which describes the basis of
accounting. For the purpose of solvency supervision, the MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes are
prepared in complying with the requirements of the European Directive directly applicable and the
national sectorial regulations, which is a regulatory framework with specific purposes. As a result, they
may not be suitable for another purpose. Our opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.
Other matters
The Company prepared the consolidated financial statements as at December 31, 2020 in accordance
with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union and the regulation
issued pursuant to art. 90 of Legislative Decree No. 209 of September 7, 2005, which have been audited
by us and on which we issued our report on April 21, 2021.
The Company has prepared the model "S.25.01.22 Solvency Capital Requirement - for groups on
Standard Formula" and the related disclosure presented in section "E.2. Solvency Capital Requirement
and Minimum Capital Requirement" of the attached SFCR in compliance with the requirements of the
European Directive directly applicable, the national sectorial regulations and the specific parameters of
the Group, which we have subjected to a review, in accordance with the provisions of art. 4, paragraph 1
letter c) of IVASS Regulation No. 42 of August 2, 2018, following which we issued today a review report
attached to the SFCR.
Other information included in the SFCR
SFCR
The Directors are responsible for the preparation of the other information included in the SFCR in
accordance with the requirements governing the basis of preparation.
The other information included in the SFCR are the following:
• the QRTs “S.05.01.02 Premiums, claims and expenses by line of business”, “S.05.02.01 Premiums,
claims and expenses by country”, “S.22.01.22 Impact of long term guarantees measures and
transitionals”, “S.25.01.22 Solvency Capital Requirement - for groups on Standard Formula” and
“S.32.01.22 Undertakings in the scope of the group”;
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• the sections “A. Business and Performance”, “B. System of Governance”, “C. Risk Profile”, “E.2
Solvency Capital Requirement and Minimum Capital Requirement”, “E.3 Use of the duration-based
equity risk sub-module in the calculation of the Solvency Capital Requirement”, “E.4 Differences
between the standard formula and any internal model used”, “E.5 Non-compliance with the
Minimum Capital Requirement and non-compliance with the Solvency Capital Requirement” and “E.6
Other information”.
Our opinion on the MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes does not cover this other information.
In connection with our audit of MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes, our responsibility is to read the
other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent
with the MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes or with our knowledge obtained in the audit or
otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we identify possible inconsistencies or material
misstatement, we are required to determine if there is a material misstatement in the MVBS and OF
QRTs and the related notes or in the other information. If, based on the work we have performed, we
conclude that there is a material misstatement we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to
report in this regard.
Responsibilities of the Directors and the management control Committee for the MVBS and OF QRTs and
the related notes
The Directors are responsible for the preparation of MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes in
accordance with the requirements governing the basis of preparation and, within the terms established
by law, for such internal control as the Directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of
MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes that are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or unintentional behaviors or events.
The Directors are responsible for assessing the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern and, in the
preparation of the MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes, for the appropriateness of using the going
concern basis of accounting as well as for ad adequate disclosure on it. The Directors, in preparing the
MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes, use the going concern basis unless they have identified the
existence of the conditions for the liquidation of the Parent Company or for the termination of the
operations or have no realistic alternative to such choices.
The management control Committee is responsible for overseeing, within the terms established by law,
the Group’s financial reporting process.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the MVBS and OF QRTs and the related notes
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether MVBS and OF QRTs and the related
notes as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or unintentional behaviors
or events, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level
of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with International Standards
on Auditing (ISAs) will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise
from fraud or unintentional behaviors or events and are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the
basis of these MVBS and OF QRTs and related notes.
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As part of an audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs), we exercise
professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the MVBS and OF QRTs and the related
notes, whether due to fraud or unintentional behaviors or events, design and perform audit
procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud
is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit of the MVBS and OF QRTs and the
related notes in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Group's internal control.
• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the Directors.
• Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and,
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we
conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to
the related disclosures or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are
based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or
conditions may cause the Parent Company to cease to continue as a going concern.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in
internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provided those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with the
ethical and independence requirements of the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (IESBA Code)
issued by the International Ethics Standards Board of Accountants, and communicated them all
relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence and,
where applicable, related safeguards.

DELOITTE & TOUCHE S.p.A.

Andrea Paiola
Partner
Milan, Italy
May 14, 2021

This report has been translated into the English language solely for the convenience of international readers.

Deloitte & Touche S.p.A.
Via Tortona, 25
20144 Milano
Italia
Tel: +39 02 83322111
Fax: +39 02 83322112
www.deloitte.it

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REVIEW REPORT PURSUANT TO ART. 47-SEPTIES,
PARAGRAPH 7 OF LEGISLATIVE DECREE No. 209 OF SEPTEMBER 7, 2005 AND
TO ARTICLE 5, PARAGRAPH 1, LETTER C, OF THE IVASS REGULATION No. 42 OF AUGUST 2, 2018

To the Board of Directors of
Società Cattolica di Assicurazione S.p.A.
(formerly Società Cattolica di Assicurazione – Società Cooperativa)

Introduction
We have reviewed the accompanying reporting template "S.25.01.22 Solvency Capital Requirement - for
groups on Standard Formula" (the "SCR and MCR template") and the disclosure presented in section "E.2
Solvency and Capital requirement and Minimum Capital Requirement" (the "disclosure") included in the
Solvency and Financial Condition Report (the "SFCR") of the Cattolica Assicurazioni Group (the "Group")
as at December 31, 2020, prepared pursuant to article 47-septies of Legislative Decree No. 209 dated
7 September 2005.
The SCR and MCR template and the related disclosure have been prepared by the Directors in
accordance with the European Directive directly applicable, the national sectorial regulations and the
specific parameters of the Group, as described in the disclosure included in the SFCR and as approved by
IVASS.

Director’s Responsibilities
The Directors are responsible for the preparation of the SCR and MCR template and the related
disclosure in accordance with the European Directive directly applicable, the national sectorial
regulations and the specific parameters of the Group, as described in the SFCR disclosure and as
approved by IVASS and, within the terms established by law, for such part of the internal control as they
determine is necessary to enable the preparation of SCR and MCR template and related disclosure that
are free from material misstatement, due to fraud or unintentional behaviors or events.
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Auditor’s Responsibilities
Our responsibility is to express a conclusion on SCR and MCR template and related disclosure. We
conducted our review in accordance with the International Standard on Review Engagements (ISRE) No.
2400 (Revised), Engagements to Review Historical Financial Statements. ISRE 2400 (Revised) requires us
to conclude whether anything has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the SCR and MCR
template and related disclosure are not prepared, in all the significant aspects, in accordance with the
European Directive directly applicable, the national sectorial regulations and the specific parameters of
the Group as described in the disclosure included in the SFCR and as approved by IVASS. This Standard
also requires us to comply with applicable ethical requirements.
The review of the SCR and MCR template and related disclosure in accordance with ISRE 2400 (Revised)
is a limited assurance engagement. The auditor performs procedures primarily consisting of making
inquiries of management and others within the entity, as appropriate, and applying analytical
procedures, and evaluates the evidence obtained.

Furthermore, as required by article 14 of IVASS Regulation No. 42 of August 2, 2018 with regard to
information relating to non-regulated entities or entities from other financial sector or having their
registered office in a third country included in the Group perimeter, our audit activities have been limited
to verifying their inclusion on the basis of the values determined pursuant to Legislative Decree No. 209
of September 7, 2005 to the relevant implementing regulation and to applicable European Union
provisions.
The procedures performed in a review are substantially less than those performed in an audit conducted
in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISA). Accordingly, we do not express an audit
opinion on the SCR and MCR template and related disclosure.
Conclusion
Basis on our review, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the SCR and MCR
template and the related disclosure included in the SFCR of Group as at December 31, 2020 are not
prepared, in all the significant aspects, in accordance with the European Directive directly applicable, the
national sectorial regulations and the specific parameters of the Group, as described in the SFCR
disclosure and as approved by IVASS.
Basis of preparation, Purpose and Restriction on Use
Without modifying our conclusion, we draw attention to section "E.2 Solvency Capital Requirement and
Minimum Capital Requirement" included in SFCR which describes the basis of preparation of SCR and
MCR template. The SCR and MCR template and the related disclosure are prepared, for Solvency
supervision purposes, in accordance with the European Directive directly applicable, the national
sectorial regulations and the specific parameters of the Group, which results in a special purpose
framework. As a result, they may not be suitable for other purposes. In particular, in compliance with
article 45-sexies, paragraph 7, of Legislative Decree No. 209 of September 7, 2005, the use of the specific
parameters of the Group, briefly described in the SFCR disclosure, have approved by IVASS in the
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exercise of its supervisory functions. As required by article No. 13 of IVASS Regulation No. 42 of August 2,
2018, our conclusion does not extend to the decisions taken by IVASS in the exercise of its supervisory
functions and therefore, in particular, to the suitability of the specific parameters of the Group with
respect to the purpose defined by the European Directive directly applicable and national legislation.

DELOITTE & TOUCHE S.p.A.
Signed by
Andrea Paiola
Partner

Milano, Italy
May 14, 2021

This report has been translated into the English language solely for the convenience of international readers.

